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Summary

Summary

The completion of the genome sequence of the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana represented a

milestone in plant molecular biology. For the first time, the complete blueprint of a plant was available.

Thanks to the automated gene prediction procedure set up by the different sequencing consortia, the

full complement of Arabidopsis genes was rapidly made available to the scientific community. The

first analysis of these genes further emphasised the notion that genes should not be considered as

individual entities, as strong evidence was found for the ubiquitous existence of families of structurally

and functionally related genes, having evolved from a common family ancestor through gene duplication

and divergence. Consequently, it was realised that the function of these genes should be studied in

the context of the whole family, as multiple (partially) redundant genes might be involved in the same

process. Unfortunately, early studies evaluating the used gene prediction methods quickly showed

that the prediction quality of the first annotation of the Arabidopsis genome was far from perfect, thus

compromising further functional studies of the genes and their respective families.

In this thesis, we have taken advantage of the sequence conservation between family members to

improve the structural and functional annotation of genes. This approach was the foundation of the

Génoplante GeneFarm Arabidopsis re-annotation project, which was coordinated from within the

bioinformatics team. In the framework of this project, we have tried to conceive a rigorous methodology

for family-wise manual annotation, and developed a semi-automated routine to speed up this process.

This method was successfully applied to the MYB family of transcription factors, of which 137 genes

encoding members of this family were found and annotated in the Arabidopsis genome (chapter 2).

On the other hand, gene families did not merely serve as a means to improve annotation. As described

in this work, the annotation of gene families can also be a first step in the analysis of the function of

the different members and of the evolution of the family as a whole. As expected, this manual annotation

repeatedly confirmed the poor quality of the publicly available (automated) gene prediction data.

Three gene family annotation studies are described in this work. The first one, done in close collaboration

with the tree biotechnology research group led by Prof. W. Boerjan, is a study aimed at the elucidation

of the toolbox necessary for monolignol biosynthesis in plants (chapter 3). As a first step towards this

goal, we have surveyed the Arabidopsis genome in silico and identified and annotated all the homologues

of all the monolignol biosynthesis genes known to date. Subsequently, the expression of these 34

genes was analysed by different methods. First, by RT-PCR on a complete tissue panel, second, by

a refined in silico analysis of all Arabidopsis EST libraries, and third, by assembling all existing

expression data available for these genes that is scattered in the literature. Then, we have carried out

thorough phylogenetic analyses on each of the gene families as well as in silico promoter analyses.

By integrating the results with the extensive expression data, we have identified 10 genes that are

most likely involved in developmental lignification in the vascular tissues. Furthermore, we have identified

a possible link between the biosynthesis of G lignin and the presence of the AC promoter element.
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Summary

The second study, in collaboration with Prof. G. Theissen of the University of Jena, focused on the

annotation and evolutionary analysis of the type I MADS-box genes in Arabidopsis and rice, which

were largely uncharacterised before then (as opposed to its well-known type II sister class involved in

flower development). In this study, we annotated all 47 members of the type I MADS-box gene family

in Arabidopsis thaliana and exerted a thorough analysis of the C-terminal regions of the translated

proteins. On the basis of conserved motifs in the C-terminal region, we were able to classify the gene

family into three main groups, two of which could be further subdivided. Additional phylogenetic analysis

revealed a significantly different dynamic of evolution in plant type I genes in comparison to animal

type I (SRF) and plant type II (MIKC-type) genes (chapters 4 and 5).

The third study, in close collaboration with the cell cycle group led by Prof. D. Inzé, aimed at the

characterisation of all core cell cycle genes in the Arabidopsis genome (chapter 6). In total, 61 genes

were identified belonging to seven families of cell cycle regulators, of which 30 were new or corrections

of the existing annotation. Phylogenetic analysis of these families allowed the determination of several

subclasses. In addition, a new class of putative cell cycle regulators was found which are probably

competitors of E2F/DP transcription factors, mediating the G1-to-S progression.

In order to further investigate the evolutionary history of these families, we wanted to relate their

expansion with the large-scale duplication or polyploidy events that were postulated to have shaped

the Arabidopsis genome as it is today. To do this, a tool (ADHoRe) to detect homologous regions

within or between genomes was developed within the bioinformatics team (see addendum I). ADHoRe

was used to reanalyse previously described duplicated regions found in the Arabidopsis genome,

pointing at several large-scale duplication events in the evolutionary history of this model plant.

Furthermore, the date of divergence of these duplicated blocks was determined based on silent

substitution estimations between the paralogous genes and, where possible, by phylogenetic

reconstruction. Based on these analyses, it was shown that previously used methods based on

averaging protein distances of heterogeneous classes of duplicated genes lead to unreliable

conclusions and that a large fraction of blocks duplicated much more recently than assumed previously.

We found clear evidence for one large-scale gene or even complete genome duplication event somewhere

between 70 to 90 million years ago. Traces pointing to a much older (probably more than 200 million

years) large-scale gene duplication event could be detected as well and were later confirmed by other

studies in our group (chapter 7).

Although in theory these genome duplications are hypothesised to have an important impact on the

evolution of the duplicated genes and the species as a whole, the correlation of these events with the

evolution of the investigated families does not allow drawing general conclusions. The future analysis

of duplicated genes at the regulatory level, combined with an in-depth analysis of subtle functional

shifts at the protein level (chapter 8), will hopefully allow to further clarify the impact of gene duplication

on the complex system of processes that define plants.
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Samenvatting

Samenvatting

De voltooiing van de genoomsequentie van de modelplant Arabidopsis thaliana vormde een mijlpaal in

de moleculaire plantenbiologie. Voor het eerst was de volledige blauwdruk van een plant beschikbaar.

Dankzij de geautomatiseerde genpredictie-procedure, op punt gesteld door de verschillende

sequeneringsconsortia, werd het volledige gamma van Arabidopsis genen snel toegankelijk gemaakt

voor de wetenschappelijke gemeenschap.

De eerste analyse van deze genen versterkte verder het idee dat genen meestal niet beschouwd

moeten worden als  individuele entiteiten, aangezien families van structureel en functioneel verwante

genen, onstaan uit een gemeenschappelijke voorouder door genduplicatie en divergentie,

alomtegenwoordig bleken te zijn. Bijgevolg groeide het besef dat de functie van deze genen in de

context van de gehele familie moest bestudeerd worden, aangezien meerdere (partieel) redundante

genen in eenzelfde proces betrokken zouden kunnen zijn. Helaas toonden vroege studies die de

gebruikte genpredictiemethoden evalueerden reeds snel aan dat de kwaliteit van de eerste annotatie

van het Arabidopsis genoom verre van uitmuntend was, wat bijgevolg de verdere functionele studie

van genen en hun respectievelijke families compromitteerde.

In dit proefschrift hebben we gebruik gemaakt van het behoud van sequentiesimilariteit tussen leden

van een familie om de structurele en functionele annotatie van genen te verbeteren. Deze aanpak was

de grondslag  van het Génoplante GeneFarm Arabidopsis herannotatieproject, dat gecoördineerd

werd vanuit de onderzoeksgroep bio-informatica. In het kader van dit project is er gepoogd om een

rigoureuze methodologie voor familiegewijze manuele annotatie op te stellen, en is bovendien een

semi-automatische procedure ontwikkeld om dit proces te versnellen. Deze methode is met succes

toegepast op de MYB familie van transcriptiefactoren, waarbij 137 genen die leden van deze genfamilie

encoderen gedetecteerd en geannoteerd werden in het Arabidopsis genoom (zie hoofdstuk 2).

Genfamilies dienden echter niet louter als middel om annotatie te verbeteren. Dit proefschrift beschrijft

ook de annotatie van genfamilies als een eerste stap in de functionele analyse van de verschillende

leden en het onderzoek naar de evolutie van de familie in zijn geheel. Zoals verwacht, bevestigde deze

manuele annotatie herhaaldelijk de bedenkelijke kwaliteit van de publiek beschikbare

(geautomatiseerde) genpredictie data.

Drie annotatiestudies van genfamilies worden in dit proefschrift beschreven. De eerste, uitgevoerd in

nauwe samenwerking met de onderzoeksgroep biotechnologie van bomen o.l.v. Prof. W. Boerjan, is

een studie die tot doel had de genetische ‘toolbox’, nodig voor biosynthese van monolignolen in

planten, op te helderen (hoofdstuk 3). In een eerste stap hebben we het Arabidopsis genoom in silico

gescreend en alle homologen van alle tot nu toe gekende monolignol biosynthese genen geannoteerd.

Vervolgens werd de expressie van deze 34 genen geanalyseerd op basis van verschillende methoden:

Ten eerste, door middel van RT-PCR op een compleet weefselpaneel, ten tweede, aan de hand van

een doorgedreven in silico analyse van alle Arabidopsis EST collecties en ten derde, door alle
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expressiedata die verspreid in de literatuur beschikbaar is voor deze genen samen te voegen.

Voorts werd van elke genfamilie een grondige fylogenetische analyse uitgevoerd evenals een in silico

promoteranalyse. Door deze resultaten te integreren met  expressiedata werden 10 genen

geïdentificeerd die zeer waarschijnlijk betrokken zijn in ontwikkelingsgebonden lignifiëring in vasculaire

weefsels. Bovendien hebben we een mogelijk verband kunnen leggen tussen G lignine biosynthese

en de aanwezigheid van een AC promoterelement.

De tweede studie, in samenwerking met Prof. G. Theissen van de Universiteit van Jena, focuste op de

annotatie en evolutionaire analyse van type I MADS-box genen in Arabidopsis en rijst, die totnogtoe

grotendeels ongekend waren (in tegenstelling tot de welbekende type II klasse die betrokken is in

bloemontwikkeling). In deze studie werden alle 47 leden van de type I MADS-box genfamilie in

Arabidopsis thaliana geannoteerd en werd een grondige analyse van de C-terminale regio's van de

respectievelijke proteinesequenties uitgevoerd. Op basis van geconserveerde motieven in de C-terminale

regio werd de genfamilie in drie groepen ingedeeld, waarvan twee verder konden worden opgedeeld.

Aanvullende fylogenetische analyse heeft geleid tot de ontdekking van een aanzienlijk verschillende

evolutiedynamiek in plant type I genen in vergelijking tot dierlijke type I (SRF) en plant type II (MIKC-

type) genen (hoofdstukken 4 en 5).

De derde studie, in nauwe samenwerking met de celcyclus onderzoeksgroep o.l.v. Prof. D. Inzé, had

tot doel om alle ‘core’ celcyclusgenen te karakteriseren in het Arabidopsis genoom (hoofdstuk 6). In

totaal werden 61 genen geïdentificeerd, behorend tot zeven families van celcyclus regulerende genen,

waarvan 30 nieuw of correcties van bestaande annotatie. Fylogenetische analyse van deze families

liet toe verschillende subklassen te definiëren. Bovendien werd een nieuwe klasse van vermeende

celcyclus regulerende genen ontdekt, die waarschijnlijk ‘competitors’ zijn van de E2F/DP

transcriptiefactoren, die de G1-naar-S transitie reguleren.

Om de evolutionaire geschiedenis van deze families verder uit te diepen, hebben we gepoogd om hun

expansie te correleren met grootschalige gen- of genoomduplicaties die verantwoordelijk geacht worden

voor de huidige structuur van het Arabidopsis genoom. Hiertoe werd een tool (ADHore) ontwikkeld

binnen de bioinformatica onderzoeksgroep (zie addendum I). ADHoRe werd gebruikt om reeds

beschreven gedupliceerde regio's in het Arabidopsis genoom, die wezen op meerdere grootschalige

genduplicaties in de evolutiegeschiedenis van deze modelplant, te heranalyseren. Bovendien werd de

divergentiedatum van deze gedupliceerde regio's bepaald aan de hand van schattingen van het aantal

synonieme substituties tussen de paraloge genen en, waar mogelijk, aan de hand van fylogenetische

reconstructies. Op basis van deze analyses kon aangetoond worden dat eerder gebruikte methoden,

gebaseerd op gemiddelde proteïne evolutie-afstanden binnen heterogene groepen van gedupliceerde

genen, tot onbetrouwbare resultaten leiden, en dat een groot aantal van de regio's veel recenter

gedupliceerd was dan oorspronkelijk werd aangenomen. Er werden duidelijke aanwijzingen gevonden

voor een grootschalige of zelfs complete genoomduplicatie zo’n 70 tot 90 miljoen jaar geleden. Er

werden verder nog aanwijzingen gevonden voor een veel oudere duplicatiegebeurtenis (waarschijnlijk

meer dan 200 miljoen jaar geleden) en dit werd bevestigd door latere studies binnen onze

onderzoeksgroep (hoofdstuk 7).
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Alhoewel deze genoomduplicaties in theorie verondersteld worden een belangrijke invloed te hebben

op de evolutie van de gedupliceerde genen en de soort op zich, laat de correlatie van deze

gebeurtenissen met de evolutie van de onderzochte genfamilies niet toe om algemene conclusies te

trekken. De toekomstige analyse van gedupliceerde genen op het regulatorische niveau, gecombineerd

met een diepgaande analyse van subtiele functionele verschuivingen op het proteïneniveau (hoofdstuk

8), zal hopelijk toelaten om de impact van genduplicatie op het complexe systeem van processen

waaruit een plant bestaat, te verduidelijken.
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Introduction

In the late sixties, the pioneering work of Margaret Dayhoff and colleagues showed that genes should

not be considered as individual entities, but that they can be grouped in families, based on their

common evolutionary origin and subsequent sequence or structural similarities. Since then, mostly

due to the advent of high-throughput sequencing approaches, an enormous abundance of related

genes was discovered. Functional analysis of the genes constituting these families showed that,

besides their sequence similarity, a strong functional relatedness, or even redundancy, existed between

family members. On the other hand, in many of the cases, a rich diversity was observed in the

processes in which the different family members acted. It became clear that, when investigating the

function of a gene, this should be done in he context of the whole family, as a complex balance

between divergence and redundancy between family members contributes to the role of each individual

gene.

The study of gene families has an important role in a wide range of research domains, as the comparison

of members of a family is a rich source of information. First of all, it allows the transfer of functional

information between members. As such, it is used to assign functions to newly detected members in

one species through their orthology with functionally characterised members in another (Eisen, 1998).

Furthermore, through within-family sequence comparison, functionally important regions and residues

can be detected in proteins, as well as in up- and downstream regulatory regions. Secondly, degenerate

as well as specific primers and probes for diverse functional studies (RT-PCR, Northern, micro-arrays,

etc.) are designed by comparing the different members of a family. Thirdly, the prediction of protein

structure is often based on comparison with family members for which the structure has been determined

experimentally (Mount, 2001). Finally, comparing gene family members can provide other kinds of

information: the analysis of families, for example, has proven its use in addressing diverse evolutionary

problems such as adaptation to new nutritional niches (Zhang et al., 2002) or the role of polyploidy in

vertebrate genome evolution (Gu et al., 2002; Friedman and Hughes, 2003).

In many applications, it is of great importance to have an exhaustive dataset to come to reliable

conclusions. For example, for knockout studies, it is necessary to know the whole set of homologous

proteins found within the organism to be able to reliably interpret the observed (absence of)

phenotypes.

With the arrival of the complete genome sequence of Arabidopsis thaliana (AGI, 2000), this has

become possible. The genome has provided us with a first glimpse at the diversity of plant gene

families and has shown us the similarities and differences in gene content between plants and animals.

Since then, many studies have explored these families in depth, investigating the evolution, expression

and function of the different members. However, some of these studies also have taught us that gene

families can be very different in different species, with cases of species-specific family expansion

(e.g. the actin family in Petunia containing up to 200 members where Arabidopsis has only eight;
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Baird and Meagher 1987; Meagher et al., 2000), or complete absence of genes in some species (e.g.

soluble adenylyl cyclase, which is present in human, rodents, Dictyostelium and bacteria, but absent

in Drosophila ,Caenorhabditis, Arabidopsis and Saccharomyces; Roelofs and Van Haastert, 2002).

Therefore, despite general expectations, it seems that the transfer of function from Arabidopsis genes

to homologs in commercially or scientifically important plant species will not always be that trivial,

because of the uncertainty on whether one is investigating the “real” ortholog in these plants.

Consequently, large-scale genome sequencing programs as conducted for species such as Populus

(Wullschleger et al., 2002), Brassica and Medicago, remain of crucial importance to take the full

diversity of the family into account when inferring gene function in these species.

Duplication, duplication: the origin of gene families

By definition, gene families arise through duplication and subsequent divergence of genes (Dayhoff,

1974; Zuckerkandl, 1975; Ohta, 1990). Duplication seems to occur very frequently in plants: the

rate of origin of new duplications in Arabidopsis is estimated at 2.2 duplications per gene per billion

years (Lynch and Conery, 2000; 2001), and polyploidy is a widespread phenomenon in the plant

world (see further; Wendel, 2000). Therefore, one can hardly be surprised by the discovery of

numerous and large gene families after the sequencing of the Arabidopsis thaliana and Oryza

sativa genomes. About 65% and 77% of genes in these two respective genomes are believed to be

part of a gene family (AGI, 2000; Goff et al., 2002). The precise timing and nature of the duplications

responsible for the expansion of the majority of these families remains, however, unclear. The

duplication of genes can occur through a number of different processes: local tandem duplications,

(partial) chromosomal duplication, polyploidy and retrotransposition (Ohno, 1970; Fryxell, 1996; Hughes,

1999; Graur and Li, 2000).

Tandem duplication

Tandem duplication by unequal crossing-over, first described for the Bar locus in Drosophila

(Sturtevant, 1925; Bridges, 1936), is a well-known process for the procreation of repetitive sequences

and genes. One of the most spectacular examples of the tandemly duplicated genes are those

encoding ribosomal RNAs, which occur in long tandem arrays of up to 700 copies in some eukaryotic

genomes, depending of the type of rRNA molecule coded (Brown and Dawid, 1968; Cronn et al.,

1996). But, now that an increasing number of families are characterised, it becomes clear that also

for protein-coding genes, tandem duplication is an important process in the expansion of gene

families (Long and Dawid, 1980). Some of the numerous examples in plants include the cell wall

associated kinase-like (WAKL) family (Verica and Ye, 2002), NBS-LRR pathogen resistance genes

(Meyers et al., 2003) and gluthatione transferases (Dixon et al., 2002).
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Polyploidy

Also polyploidy is an important contributor to gene family expansion in plants, as it has been estimated

that 95% of pteridophytes and up to 80% of angiosperms are polyploid (Masterson, 1994; Leitch and

Bennet, 1997). In addition, comparative mapping studies and computational sequence analyses have

shown that many plant species, such as Arabidopsis (Blanc et al., 2000; Simillion et al., 2002) and

maize (Gaut and Doebley, 1997) are probably paleopolyploids, which returned to the diploid state in

the course of time through gene silencing, mutation, rearrangements and loss (Wendel, 2000; Kellogg,

2003). Polyploidy can occur through different mechanisms. First of all, nondisjunction of chromosomes

during the meiosis can result in diploid gametes, which produce polyploid zygotes when united.

Secondly, nondisjunction of chromosomes during the first mitotic division of a diploid zygote can lead

to a tetraploid organism (Snustad et al., 1997).

Likewise, a plant meristematic cell can form a tetraploid cell line, which, when detached from the

plant and rooted, can give rise to a tetraploid plant. In contrast to the previous process of autopolyploidy,

allopolyploidy is commonly found in plants. This process occurs through the hybridisation of haploid

gametes from related species.  However, there is a risk that this results in a sterile hybrid if (some of)

the homeologous chromosomes from both species are too divergent and consequently unable to

synapse during meiosis. The plant can escape this fate if genome doubling follows the hybridisation,

such that the chromosomes of each species can pair with their respective copies, resulting in plants

containing two distinct ‘diploid’ genome sets (e.g. allotetraploid cotton; Snustad et al., 1997; Kellogg,

2003; Wendel, 2000).

Complete or partial chromosomal duplication

Through nondisjunction, the duplication event can also be limited to a single chromosome

(aneuploidy, polysomy). The resulting chromosome imbalance often has a clear phenotypic effect,

as in the classic study on Daturia stramonium, where 12 different capsule morphologies were

observed as the result of trisomy of one of the 12 respective chromosomes (Blakeslee, 1934), and

the well-known cases in human of Down or Klinefelter syndrome (Snustad et al., 1997).

Partial polysomy is also observed. As an example, a translocation of the long arm of human

chromosome 21 on to the short arm of chromosome 14, leading in the second generation to

individuals having a third, partial copy of chromosome 21 attached to chromosome 14, was shown

to lead to Down syndrome (Abeliovich et al., 1985).

Transposition

Although a lot is still to be discovered, accumulating evidence seems to point at an important role

of transposition in gene duplication. The discovery of so-called processed pseudogenes in plants

as well as animals, mRNAs that are transcribed into cDNAs by reverse transcriptase and reinserted

in the genome, pointed at one possible mechanism (Marx, 1982; Lewin, 1983; Drouin and Dover,

1987).
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Due to the absence of upstream regulatory sequences after reinsertion, the inaccuracy of the reverse

transcription process and the possible insertion at a genomic region that is not adequate for its proper

expression, the most probable fate of these inserts is pseudogenisation (Graur and Li, 2000). If,

however, these cDNAs are inserted through homologous recombination with the original gene, the

resulting exonless gene might be expressed by the original promoter and function correctly (Fink,

1987). Alternatively, if the gene is inserted near a functional promoter of another gene, the transcript

can acquire a function in a new transcriptional niche, possibly leading to a selective advantage (McCarrey

and Thomas 1987; Brosius, 2003). In addition, reverse transcription and insertion of semi-processed

genes carrying upstream regulatory regions was also shown to result in functional genes (Soares et

al., 1985). Several examples of retrogenes that are expressed and functional have been described

(Brosius, 1999 and references therein).

The actual insertion of a gene inside a retrotransposon and its subsequent replicative transposition

might also allow the duplication of a gene. A retrotransposon containing a partial open reading

frame of a plasma membrane proton ATPase gene has been observed in maize (Jin and Bennetzen,

1994), while a Spm/En-like transposon containing a complete and expressed MADS-box gene has

also been described (Montag et al., 1996). However, although theoretically possible, the insertion of

a complete gene or genomic region inside a retrotransposon has not been observed yet.

In silico analysis and characterisation of gene families

To reconstruct the evolutionary history of a gene family, investigate the functional divergence of

genes and formulate hypotheses on the impact of the expansion of the family on the evolution of

the organism as a whole, a correct and exhaustive characterisation of the family is necessary.

Thanks to the (future) completion of the sequencing of many plant genomes, this is becoming

possible. The annotation and delineation of gene families constitutes an important step towards

the functional characterisation of the family. This section focuses on the methods available to do

this and the lessons learned from the Arabidopsis genome. A general overview of the complete

process is given in figure 1.

Detecting putative family members

The most widely used method to detect and characterise all members of a gene family in a particular

genome is by using sequence similarity programs such as BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997) to find

regions similar to known members of the family. This is preferably done at the protein level

(TBLASTN), as family members are in many cases too divergent to be detected at the nucleotide

level. Unfortunately, the detection of family members is sometimes hampered by the presence of

introns, breaking up conserved regions of the gene. When, however, a first annotation of the

genome has been performed (as is generally the case), the set of predicted proteins can be searched

using BLASTP, thereby avoiding the problem of introns.
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Profile-based methods such as HMMER (Eddy, 1998) or PSI-BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997) provide a

more sensitive alternative. Profiles are position-specific models of sequence composition within the

family, generally based on Hidden Markov Models (Krogh, 1998), and are built using a large number

of representative members of the family. Preferably one would like to build such a profile only based

on sequences of certified family members, as this matrix constitutes the “blueprint” of the family of

interest. With this matrix, one can search all predicted proteins for putative members of a family. The

use of profiles is already well established in protein family characterisation, as is the case in the

PFAM (Bateman et al., 2002) or PROSITE (Falquet et al., 2002) databases.

Whether BLAST or a profile-based method is used to scan the predicted proteome, one should

always keep in mind that gene prediction is not error-free, and that some genes might have been

missed in the annotation (see further), resulting in their absence in the dataset. Therefore, in order

to detect these missed genes, the abovementioned homology search against the raw genome

sequence itself remains a recommended safety precaution.

Figure 1. Overview of the gene family annotation process
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Delineation of the family

One of the hardest problems to resolve in gene family annotation comes up when a researcher is

confronted with a long list of BLAST or HMMER hits, decreasing in quality when going further down

the list, and has to decide which genes still belong to the family, and which ones do not.

The problem resides mainly in the definition of a gene family. When a gene family is defined as a

group of homologous proteins (i.e. descending from a common ancestral gene), the statistical score

(E-value) given by these programs is an important measurement for homology. An E-value of 10-6 is a

sure indication for homology (W. Pearson, pers. comm.). However, in many cases, the gene family is

defined as a subset of a larger “superfamily” of genes, where the different “subfamilies” are homologous,

but more distantly related. Most of the time, the main interest of the researcher resides in this

subfamily, which is more likely to contain functionally related genes. For example, within the large

superfamily of phosphatases, one could only focus on the Ser/Thr phosphatase subfamily.

Fortunately, there are alternative approaches to delineate the borders of a gene family. First of all, the

presence of known functionally important residues, domains or structures can be an important threshold

to decide whether a gene belongs to a family or not (Kosarev et al., 2002).

This approach can be particularly useful when gene family members are very distantly related and

only show similarity at the structural (secondary or tertiary) level. Second, the above-mentioned E-

value score can give further indications to distinguish potential family members from false positives,

or - in the case of large superfamilies - genes of other subfamilies. A clear “drop” in the E-value score

can, for example in the case of a profile approach, be indicative that sequences below this threshold

do not fulfil the family model as well as those above. However, this approach can potentially lead to

wrong conclusions due to incomplete or biased sampling of the family for the profile. A third method is

based on the phylogenetic analysis of the (super)family. A tree containing all known homologs and

more distantly related members of distinct, well-known families within the same superfamily can be

used to decide whether a protein belongs to the investigated family or not. As a rule of thumb, genes

that significantly cluster together with experimentally certified family members can be considered to

be part of the family. Of course, the building and interpretation of these trees is not always straightforward

and has to be done with great care.

Structural annotation and improvement of existing annotation

In earlier stages of sequencing projects, the results of automated annotation are often not available.

In addition, if available, this automated annotation is not flawless: especially the first releases of

sequenced genomes still contain numerous missed or wrongly predicted genes, as was, for example,

shown for Saccaromyces cerevisiae (Blandin et al., 2000), Mycoplasma pneumoniae (Dandekar et

al., 2000), Drosophila melanogaster (Andrews et al., 2000; Gopal et al., 2001), Caenorhabditis elegans

(Reboul et al., 2001) and Arabidopsis thaliana (Terryn et al.,1999; Haas et al., 2002). For this reason,

the annotation or re-annotation of the gene structure of putative family members is a re-occurring

theme for a researcher interested in a particular family.
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The correct annotation of a genes’ structure is generally founded on (the combination of) two approaches:

one based on information from within the genome under investigation (‘intrinsic’ gene prediction) and

another based on external sources, such as EST, cDNA or protein sequences (‘extrinsic’ gene

prediction) (Mathé et al., 2002). Intrinsic gene prediction aims at predicting gene structures based on

features of known genes within the same genome, such as compositional biases or codon usage (so-

called ‘content sensors’) and/or signals such as splice sites and start or stop codons (signal sensors)

(Mathé et al., 2002).  In order to do this, intrinsic gene prediction software has to be ‘trained’ on a set

of reliable gene structures for each genome separately, as software trained on or developed for one

organism often produces inferior results when applied on another (Pavy et al., 1999; Pertea and

Salzberg, 2002). Furthermore, as each method has its own strengths and weaknesses, a combination

of several programs generally gives the best results (Pertea and Salzberg, 2002). In practice, one

does not always have the opportunity to train software for the genome under study, as this is generally

a specialised task and because the necessary tools are not always publicly available. And although

several on-line prediction servers are available, which have been trained on several different organisms

(for an overview, see Mathé et al., 2002), these tools are not available (yet) for all genomes currently

being sequenced. In these cases, one would have to resort to software trained on a related organism,

but results should be interpreted with caution.

Next to the intrinsic gene prediction, extrinsic methods provide a valuable way to determine, confirm

or correct gene structures. First of all, the alignment of cognate ESTs and full-length cDNAs to the

genomic region using programs such as Sim4 (Florea et al., 1998) allow to determine correct exon-

intron borders. In general, only high-quality matching sequences (% identity > 95%) are taken into

account and results are preferably manually inspected for wrong assignments and cross-matches

between closely related family members. In addition, alignment of homologous protein sequences

can be used to detect missing exons or wrongly predicted splice sites. The use of within-family

sequence conservation is particularly useful to detect prediction errors from automated gene prediction

pipelines.

Furthermore, annotation software tools such as ARTEMIS (Rutherford et al., 2000) allow to compile

information from different sources and can be used to decide on a final gene structure.

Finally, predicted gene structures are preferably confirmed in vitro. Using automated tools for the

design of gene-specific primers (e.g. SPADS; Thareau et al., in press), genes can be experimentally

validated by, for example, RT-PCR.

Classification

Once the members of a gene family have been collected and their gene structure has been

determined, one can determine whether subclasses exist within the family. This classification allows

the transfer of function through the principles of phylogenomics (Eisen, 1998). Generally,

classification of gene families into subclasses is done on the basis of structural motifs and/or

phylogenetic analysis.

The presence or absence of certain conserved domains provides a rough classification of the gene

family. Although it does not provide any fine-grained insights into the evolution of the genes, it does
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provide important functional indications. Furthermore, it can complement phylogenetic analysis, if

resolution of the tree is impossible due to, for example, too many family members and/or too few

alignable positions (De Bodt et al., 2003). However, in general, phylogenetic analysis is the preferred

tool to determine subclasses.

There are at least two general groups of methods of phylogenetic inference that can be applied to

sequence data. One set of methods, to which belong maximum parsimony, maximum likelihood and

Bayesian approaches, uses discrete character data, while the other set of methods, the so-called

pairwise distance methods, is based on the computation of overall similarity or dissimilarity between

the sequences. Maximum parsimony is historically the most widely used method.  Parsimony methods

for inferring phylogenies (Fitch, 1971) select that tree that minimises the total tree length, being the

number of nucleic acid substitutions or amino acid replacements required to explain a given set of

data. In practice, for each possible topology, the ancestral sequences at each branching point are

reconstructed. Subsequently, the minimum number of substitutions to explain the sequence differences

over the whole tree is computed. The tree topology requiring the smallest number of substitutions is

chosen as the final tree.

Maximum likelihood (Felsenstein, 1981) seeks that tree that is most consistent with a set of sequences

on a statistical basis. To apply a maximum likelihood approach, a concrete model of the evolutionary

process that specifies the transition probabilities from one nucleotide or amino acid to another is

used. Then, for all possible trees, given this model of evolution, the probability of the set of sequences

having resulted from that particular tree topology is computed. This probability constitutes the likelihood

of the data given that particular tree. The topology that shows the highest likelihood is chosen as the

final tree.

Only recently, Bayesian methods (Huelsenbeck et al., 2001) have been developed to infer

phylogenies. These methods are also based on an explicit model of evolution but, in contrast to

Maximum Likelihood methods, the posterior probability, being the probability of the tree given the

data and the evolutionary model, is used to find the most probable topology.

Distance methods, the second major group of tree inferring methods, fit a tree to a matrix of

pairwise evolutionary distances. For every two sequences, the distance is a single value based on the

fraction of positions in which both sequences differ, corrected for multiple substitutions by applying a

specific evolutionary model that makes assumptions about the nature of evolutionary changes (cfr.

maximum likelihood; Graur and Li, 2000). When all the pairwise distances have been computed for a

set of sequences, a tree topology can then be inferred by a variety of clustering methods, the most

well-known of which is probably the neighbor-joining method (Saitou and Nei, 1987).

In practice, phylogenetic analysis of a gene family is preferably performed using - next to the genes

detected in the genome under study - a broad taxonomic sampling of homologs in other species.

After alignment of the protein sequences (unless the sequences are very conserved, a protein alignment

is preferred over a DNA alignment), the alignment should be checked and manually improved using

alignment visualisation and editing tools such as BioEdit (Hall, 1999). Furthermore, nonalignable

regions should be removed because, being a source of noise, they can seriously jeopardise the

reliability of the obtained tree.
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In addition, it is advisable to use multiple tree construction methodologies (see above) and compare

the results. To infer the reliability of nodes, random sampling tests, such as the bootstrap, are used.

Bootstrap (Felsenstein, 1985) is a technique in which a pseudo-alignment is sampled from the original

alignment by picking columns at random. Because the sampling is done with replacement, the same

columns can be selected several times, resulting in a pseudo-alignment in which some columns are

overrepresented, while others are not. From this alignment a tree is constructed. By repeating this

process multiple times (generally 100-1000 bootstrap replicates are performed), the reliability of nodes

in the tree can be estimated by the number of times this node is found in the set of trees.

Finally, one should be very careful with interpretation of the tree, as nodes can indicate speciation as

well as duplication events, and take processes like gene loss (or the absence of the gene from the

databases) into account when drawing conclusions.

Functional annotation

Several in silico methods exist to learn more about the function of newly detected family members.

For example, one can predict the subcellular localisation of the encoded protein using programs

such as TargetP (Emanuelsson et al., 2000). Furthermore, many tools exist to detect posttranslational

modifications such as myristoylation (Maurer-Stroh et al., 2002), glycosylation (Gupta and Brunak,

2002) and phosphorylation (Blom et al., 1999). Information about protein domains can also provide

functional clues. Webservers such as Interpro (Mulder et al, 2003) provide the possibility to scan a

protein sequence for known domains, while programs such as MEME (Bailey and Elkan, 1994) can

detect additional, conserved domains in the family. In addition, an increasing amount of functional

data becomes publicly available. For example, the massive EST sequencing efforts and the growing

amount of publicly available data from micro-array experiments resources provide a valuable

initial source of information on the expression of genes (Schultz et al., 2002).

By combining information from various sources with literature data, one has a first glance at the

function of the different family members. Therefore, this first bioinformatics-driven analysis is of

great importance for further functional studies. The in silico integration of knowledge gained from

different sources allows the researcher to pinpoint target genes within the family, before engaging

in expensive and time-consuming experimental research. By focussing on a small subset of

candidate genes, the chance of success is increased, while, at the same time, time and resources

are spared.

Gene duplication, source of biological novelty

As the functional divergence of genes within families is frequently observed, the process of gene

duplication and evolution of new function has, since long, been of considerable interest. The duplication

of genes is becoming widely accepted as one of the driving forces behind the increasing phenotypic

complexity during the evolution of eukaryotes, as it provides new, raw material on which evolution can

work (see box; Aburomia et al., 2003; Meyer and Van de Peer, 2003).
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Indeed, since duplicated genes are redundant, one of the copies is, at least in theory, freed from

functional constraint, and can therefore evolve a new function. Ohno (1970) predicted that mutations

in the second copy are selectively neutral and will either turn the gene into a non-functional pseudogene,

or alternatively, turn the duplicate gene into a gene with a new function, due to a series of non-

deleterious random mutations. Although intuitively appealing a theory, little evidence has been found

for genes that have obtained novel functions this way. For example, the analysis of duplicated genes

of the tetraploid frog Xenopus laevis has shown that both copies are under purifying selection, indicating

that mutations in the second copy are far from neutral (Hughes, 1999).

The role of gene and genome duplication in

evolution - a brief history.

In his now classic book ‘Evolution by Gene

Duplication’, published in 1970, Ohno claimed that

“if evolution had been entirely dependent upon

natural selection, from a bacterium only

numerous forms of bacteria would have emerged,

while big leaps in evolution would have been

impossible without the creation - through

duplication - of many new gene loci with previously

nonexistent functions”. Although his theories are

currently widely accepted as the foundations for

current evolut ionary research on gene

duplications, Ohno was not the f irst to

acknowledge the importance of duplications in

evolution: in fact, since the 1930s, pioneers in

evolutionary and genetical research already saw

the possibilities of duplication as a source for new

genetic material.

Haldane (1932,1933) was among the first to

hypothesise on the advantages of duplication as

an evolutionary mechanism, inspired by the

phenomenon of hybrid vigour, commonly observed

in alloploid plants. He wrote: “Another possible

mode of making rapid evolutionary jumps is by

hybridisation. […] Hybridisation (where the

hybrids are fertile) usually causes an epidemic

of variation in the second generation which may

include new and valuable types which could not

have arisen within a species by slower evolution.”

Even at the single gene level, Haldane had a

prophetic view on the possibilities created by gene

redundancy: ”Mutation pressure must be a slow

cause of evolution, but it certainly cannot be

neglected when organisms are in a fairly constant

environment over long periods. Among other

things it will favour polyploids, and particularly

allopolyploids, which possess several pairs of

sets of genes, so that one gene may be altered

without disadvantage, provided its functions can

be performed by a gene in one of the other sets

of chromosomes.”

 He did, however, attribute a more important role

to large-scale duplication events: “Duplications

affecting only a few genes would confer only a

slight advantage. But duplication of a large

section, polysomy of a whole chromosome, or

polyploidy, might confer a considerable

advantage, provided it caused neither unbalance

nor sterility. Whether this advantage is sufficient

to be of evolutionary importance is not clear, but

the possibility exists.”

Interestingly, in his 1935 paper on the banding

patterns of Drosophila salivary chromosomes,

Bridges claims to have postulated similar

hypotheses seventeen years earlier: “In my first

report on duplications at the 1918 meeting of the

A.A.A.S., I emphasized the point that the main

interest in duplications lay in their offering a

method for evolutionary increase in lengths of

chromosomes with identical genes which could

subsequently mutate separately and diversify their

effects.”

Already in 1938, Serebrowsky correctly

hypothesised, when analysing the scute and

achaete loci of Drosophi la,  that they have

originated by gene duplication and subsequent

division of multiple functions of the ancestral gene,

a phenomenon which decades later will be termed

subfunctionalisation: “This principle of loss of

duplicate functions by one of the homologues in

the process of genic evolution is considered by

us as an important (though not the single)

explication of a great number of phenomena

discovered by genetics. It should result in a

specialisation of genes, when each then fulfils

only one function which is strictly limited and

important for the life of the organism.”

After further confirmation of the importance of

duplication in evolution by Gulick (1944) and

Beadle (1945), Metz (1947) for the first time

comes up with a concept which remarkably

reminds of gene families, long before these were

recognised by sequence analysis in the early

1970s: “Suppose we assume that the series of

similar single bands found here and there in the

sal ivary gland chromosomes do represent

multiple repeats- then what about other bands in

the chromosomes which resemble these

particular ones? Are they homologs also?

(continued on the next page)
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Therefore, several alternative models for gene evolution after duplication events have been proposed,

such as subfunctionalisation, the partitioning of ancestral functions between duplicates, both at the

protein or at the regulatory level (Serebrowski, 1938; Li, 1980; Piatigorsky and Wistow, 1991; Hughes,

1994; 1999; Force et al., 1999; Stoltzfus, 1999; Wagner, 2002) and the retention of redundancy in

multidomain proteins (Gibson and Spring, 1998) or by gene conversion (Graur and Li, 2000). In addition,

new function can arise in duplicated genes by directed evolution under processes such as positive

Darwinian selection (Hughes, 1999).

To investigate the divergence of duplicate genes in silico, many new methods have been developed

over the past few years. These will be discussed in further detail in chapter 7.

They could readily have been separated from the

series through inversions of larger segments of

the chromosomes. From this it is only a step to

the grouping of all the bands of a chromosome

into a few classes on the basis of their

morphological similarity and implying that al those

in each class are homologous- with the result

that we would only have a few kinds of genes and

have many representatives of each kind, with

minor grades of difference within the classes.

Thus we could reach almost any height of

speculation.”

In an excellent paper in 1951, Stephens looks

back at past hypotheses and reformulates them

in a more contemporary context: “As long as the

gene was considered as an abstract unit of

inheritance, the possibilities of mutation were

limited only by the imagination of the theoretical

geneticist. But if the gene owes its properties to a

specific surface structure it follows that a mutation

implies a loss or deformation of that structure

and consequent loss or impairment of the original

function – with or without the concomitant

acquisit ion of a new function. From the

evolutionary point of view this would mean that

mutation per se could not provide an unlimited

source of variation; at best it could only replace

a finite number of functions by an equal number

of new ones and at worst it could result in a net

loss in the number of functions.

From a priori reasoning it is difficult to regard

such a mechanism (in which a new function could

be attained only at the price of discarding an old

one) as an eff icient method of affecting

evolutionary progress from the simple to the

complex.

One might expect (still on a priori grounds) that

a mechanism in which new functions could be

added and the old ones retained would have

considerable selective advantage. Within the

bounds of the theory, the only likely manner of

achieving this “ improvement” would be by

increasing the number of genetic loci, either by

the synthesis of new loci by nongenic material or

by the duplication and subsequent differentiation

of existing loci. Theoretically this would make

possible the retention of existing functions by

genes at one locus leaving the other free to

develop new functions. Further, since one locus

could retain its original function, the other would

init ial ly be subject to a reduced select ion

pressure.”

But let us come back to Ohno, as his 1970 book

contains more than only a tribute to the evolutionary

importance of duplication. He also lays the

foundations for the later theory of subfunctionalisation

at the regulatory level: “Nonconcordant duplication

involving only one of a group of functionally

interrelated gene loci becomes permissible if the

incorporation of two former alleles of that locus into

the genome is quickly followed by the development

of the differential genetic regulatory mechanism. As

this genetic regulatory mechanism permits only one

or the other former allele to engage in transcriptional

activity in any given somatic cell type of an individual,

the original one-to-one gene dosage relationship is

effectively restored among all functionally related

genes in spite of discordant duplication which had

affected only one locus.”  This, together with his views

on polyploidy and the evolution of complexity in

vertebrates, makes the wide acclaim of his work

highly justified.
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Introduction

The completion of the first plant genome sequence of Arabidopsis thaliana was (and still is) of

great importance to plant research (AGI, 2000). It allowed a first glimpse at the complete pool of

genes that constitutes a plant and provided a solid foundation for functional research in all aspects

of (plant) biology. Almost immediately after the sequencing process, a first automatic annotation of

the genomic fragments was performed by the five large sequencing consortia, providing a valuable

resource for the plant community. Unfortunately, this annotation was done in a non-homogeneous

way: the different consortia used different strategies and tools of different quality (Aubourg and

Rouzé, 2001). Oddly, Genemark.hmm, the best performing program at that time (Pavy et al.,

1999), was not used at all. Later, only two out of five consortia adapted their strategy and included

this tool in their analysis (Theologis et al., 2000, Tabata et al., 2000). In addition, further analysis

showed that the automatic annotation was far from flawless: for example, the manual annotation

of a 400-kb contig showed discrepancies with the automated annotation for about 80% of genes

(Terryn et al., 1999). Later, the analysis of 5000 full-length transcripts showed that 35% of the

corresponding predicted gene structures had to be corrected, while for 5% of transcripts the genes

had been missed by the prediction software (Haas et al., 2002). Large-scale EST sequencing

projects also discovered about 5% new, previously not predicted genes in a set of 14831 cDNA

clones (Seki et al., 2002).

The functional annotation of the Arabidopsis genome was also based on an automated routine,

using similarity to other protein sequences found in the public databases (without verifying the

correct annotation of the latter), combined with domain analysis using resources such as Prosite

(Falquet et al., 2002). This approach provided rapidly a first functional annotation of the genome

and was therefore of considerable interest to the scientific world. It did, however, have its limitations.

For example, neither available expression data nor functional data found in the literature was

attributed to the genes. In addition, the finer functional differences between members of a family

could not be assigned using this automated approach.

It was in this respect that the Génoplante GeneFarm project was started in 1999 by Pierre Rouzé

and Sébastien Aubourg. The goal of this project consisted of providing a homogeneous, high-

quality, traceable, family-wise in-depth annotation of Arabidopsis genes and proteins. To achieve

this goal, a network of manual annotators was set up, each having expertise in one or several

processes or gene families. This network consists of about 15 laboratories, each with their different

scope and expertise, both in molecular biology as in bioinformatics. Recently, the Swiss Institute

for Bioinformatics (SIB) joined the project to incorporate the annotation into the renowned SWISS-

PROT database (Boeckmann et al., 2003), allowing a maximal public diffusion of the projects’

results toward the scientific community. The annotation is done in a family-wise way to facilitate

the work and to fully benefit from the annotators’ knowledge of his domain. The homogeneity and

quality of the annotation is assured by the use of a standardised annotation protocol (see further),

together with a web-based annotation interface containing several ontology restrictions and

automated control mechanisms (e.g. on consistency of entered data).
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This interface also ensures the tractability of annotation. For each gene feature entered, the source

of this information has to be given, allowing the end-user to assess the value of each feature and

clearly distinguish predicted from proven data. Finally, the aim of this project is to provide, for each

gene or family, as much additional information as possible. This information consists of knowledge

on expression, posttranscriptional and –translational modifications, biochemical and biological

function, subcellular localisation etc., coming from literature. For each of these features, the source

(literature reference) and nature of the experiment (e.g. Northern blot, RT-PCR, etc.) has to be

given. All this information is stored in a dedicated database, named GeneFarm, designed for this

project (Aubourg et al., unpublished).

As a consequence of the strict and demanding manual annotation procedure, this database

constitutes a reliable resource for exhaustive, in-depth annotation of Arabidopsis gene families.

The current status of the database consists of 1700 genes from 70 families, which should increase

to 5000 genes in the next three years.

Results

Development of an annotation protocol for manual family-wise annotation

To ensure a homogeneous annotation throughout the GeneFarm project, the use of different tools

(based on different principles and of variable quality) by each annotator had to be avoided. In

addition, many of the partners in the project had limited knowledge of annotation and the

bioinformatics tools available for this task. For this reason, a standardised minimum annotation

protocol was developed covering all aspects of in silico structural and functional annotation (see

figure 1). The protocol was designed to ensure the exhaustive, in-depth annotation of each family

using the best performing tools at that time, which were either publicly available or provided to the

annotators via the dedicated Génoplante-info server.

Development of Fam-o-tator, a semi-automated gene family structural annotation tool

Although the manual annotation procedure, as described above, is aimed at producing high-quality

annotation, it remains, especially for large gene families, a slow and tedious task. In this respect,

we tried to develop a semi-automated method to detect all members of a gene family in Arabidopsis

thaliana, combined with a high quality gene model prediction, given a representative set of genes

(e.g. of experimental origin) and a set of genomic (e.g. BAC) sequences. This method relieves the

user of tedious, repetitive and human error-sensitive tasks such as data management and input/

output file reformatting (as the majority of the procedures are fully automated using perl and csh

scripts), while, at the same time, it allows the user to keep full control in the steps that are error-

prone when fully automated. The final result of this routine consists of the gene structure, position

and mRNA/protein sequence of all the family members.
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In addition, the automated visualisation of gene structure, protein alignment and domain

representation facilitate the validation of the results. This way, the rigorousness of manual annotation

is combined with the speed and ease of automatisation. An overview of the procedure used by the

program is given in figure 2.

The method consists of three main procedures: first, rapid detection and genomic dataset reduction,

followed by high-quality, family-specific gene model prediction in candidate regions and finally

verification of the results.

In the first stage, the goal is to locate the regions of interest. This way, the genomic dataset on

which prediction will be done is restricted to candidate regions in order to reduce computation time

and the number of false positives. These regions are detected by BLASTing a set of representative,

certified members of the family against the genomic sequences.

Figure 1.  Annotation protocol designed for the GeneFarm project, as found on the GeneFarm website.
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Figure 2. Overview of the Fam-o-tator procedure. Dark boxes represent automated procedures, while white boxes

indicate manual user interventions.

To avoid the pitfalls of E-value based decisions and to combine the BLAST results from the different

representatives, a table is produced, summarising the different BLAST outputs, to permit a user-

assisted delineation of the family (Figure 3). Each line of this table consists of a genomic sequence

name and a list of representatives that have “detected” this sequence in the BLAST result. The

advantage of this method is that at a certain point, a clear drop-off in number of detecting

representatives is distinguishable. This point appears to be a good border between false positives

and true family members.
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The organisation of the BLAST processes and parsing of results in the table is automated using

several csh and perl scripts. It must be noted that the table does not impose the cut-off on the user.

Its sole purpose is to provide a guiding tool on where to draw the border, a decision which the user

– being familiar with the investigated family – takes manually. This restricted genomic set, consisting

of sequences which contain at least one member of the family, forms the basis of the second stage

of the method: the prediction.

All the chosen genomic sequences are analysed using EuGene (Schiex et al., 2001), a gene

modelling program which is currently the best available for Arabidopsis (Thomas Schiex, Cathérine

Mathé, unpublished data). EuGene combines several sources of information using a graph-based

method. These different sources include splice site prediction by NetPlantGene (Hebsgaard et al.,

1996) and SplicePredictor (Brendel and Kleffe, 1998), translation start prediction with NetStart

(Pedersen and Nielsen, 1997) and finally alignment of ESTs, full-length cDNA sequences and

proteins. This final feature is exploited by our routine to improve the prediction in a family-specific

way. By feeding the algorithm with the protein sequences of only the set of certified members of

the family, we make sure that the prediction is not compromised by false annotation in the databases.

By taking into account only the protein sequence of certified family members as well as EST and

mRNA data for the gene structure prediction itself, we achieve a family-specific prediction of very

high quality.

Genomic

sequence Certified family members that had a significant blast hit with this genomic sequence

GS_1 PS_1 PS_3 PS_4 PS_6 PS_7 PS_9 PS_10 PS_11 PS_12 PS_Y

GS_2 PS_1 PS_3 PS_4 PS_6 PS_7 PS_9 PS_10 PS_11 PS_12 PS_Y

GS_3 PS_1 PS_3 PS_6 PS_8 PS_9 PS_10 PS_11 PS_12 PS_Y

GS_4 PS_1 PS_2 PS_4 PS_8 PS_9 PS_10 PS_11 PS_12 PS_Y

GS_5 PS_1 PS_3 PS_4 PS_6 PS_7 PS_9 PS_10 PS_11 PS_Y

GS_6 PS_1 PS_3 PS_4 PS_6 PS_7 PS_9 PS_10 PS_11 PS_Y

GS_7 PS_1 PS_3 PS_4 PS_6 PS_7 PS_9 PS_10 PS_11 PS_Y

GS_8 PS_1 PS_3 PS_4 PS_6 PS_7 PS_9 PS_10 PS_11 PS_Y

GS_9 PS_1 PS_2 PS_4 PS_6 PS_7 PS_9 PS_10 PS_12 PS_Y

GS_10 PS_1 PS_3 PS_4 PS_6 PS_7 PS_9 PS_10 PS_Y

GS_11 PS_1 PS_3 PS_4 PS_6 PS_7 PS_9 PS_10 PS_Y

GS_12 PS_5 PS_8 PS_13 PS_Y

GS_13 PS_14 PS_15 PS_Y

GS_14 PS_5 PS_Y

GS_15 PS_Y

GS_16 PS_Y

GS_17 PS_Y

GS_18 PS_Y

GS_19 PS_Y

GS_20 PS_Y

GS_21 PS_Y

GS_22 PS_Y

GS_X PS_Y

+

_

?

Figure 3. Decision table provided in the Fam-o-tator procedure. The first column contains the list of genomic sequences

(GS)  which were picked up by at least one protein sequence (PS) of a representative family member, sorted by the

number of family members that pointed at a particular genomic sequence (which are shown in the next columns). This

representation allows the user to decide which genomic sequences should be included in the restricted dataset for the

next step of the procedure. Sequences marked by “+” are very likely candidates while those marked by “-” are false hits.

Sequences in the zone marked by “?” are unsure and need to be validated manually.
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After automated parsing of results and extraction of sequences, this step results in a set of predicted

proteins per genomic sequence, both containing “true” members of the family as well as false

positives. Using a simple BLASTP filter, the obvious false positives are removed automatically.

The result, both family members as well as “border cases”, is subjected to the last step: the

verification of the results. In this step, the user can manually assess the quality of the prediction

using different representations generated by the program. An XDOM (Gouzy et al., 1997) visualisation

allows the verification of the presence of conserved domains, while a CLUSTALW (Thompson et

al., 1994) protein alignment gives a more detailed view of the family members. Finally, a graphical

overview of all the predicted gene structure is provided in HTML format and can be visualised

using any common web-browser.

Semi-automated annotation of the MYB transcription factor family in Arabidopsis thaliana

The family of MYB proteins is a group of functionally diverse transcription factors, which are found

in the animal as well as in the plant kingdom. In animal genomes, the number of family members

is limited: for example, in human, 10 distinct members have been estimated, of which 3 have been

thoroughly analysed experimentally (A-, B- and c-MYB) (Rosinski and Atchley, 1998). In contrast,

it is believed to be one of the largest transcription factor families in plants, containing more than 80

members in maize, more than 100 members in Arabidopsis and at least 40 in Petunia (Avila et al.,

1993; Romero et al., 1998; Rabinowicz et al., 1999).

MYB proteins are characterized by a 50 amino acid motif, coding for a helix-turn-helix structure,

which is proven to bind DNA in a sequence-specific manner (Martin and Paz-Ares, 1997). Three

distinct types of MYB proteins have been described so far, which are classified by the number of

occurrences of this motif in the protein.

In 1982, an oncogene v-MYB was detected in the avian myeloblastosis virus. This led to the

discovery of its human progenitor, c-MYB, which has become the so-called prototype of the family

(Klempnauer et al., 1982). This protein contains three (imperfect) repeats of the MYB domain. The

class of genes with this structure has consequently been named 3R or R1R2R3, describing the

three repeats. It has been detected in vertebrates and invertebrates, as well as in fungi and all

major plant lineages (Lipsick, 1996; Rosinski and Atchley, 1998; Kranz et al., 2000). In animals,

the 3R subfamily has been found to be implicated in cell proliferation control, apoptosis prevention

and commitment to development (Romero et al., 1998 and references therein). Interestingly, the

plant 3R genes have been linked to cell cycle control via the regulation of cyclin B genes (Ito,

2000).

A few examples of MYBs containing only one repeat have been reported, which show similarity to

either the R1/R2 or the R3 repeat. They seem to be present in all fungi, plants and animals,

although further research into this subfamily will be necessary to clarify this further (Bilaud et al.,

1996; Kirik and Baumlein, 1996; Lipsick, 1996; Feldbrügge et al., 1997). On the functional level,

these genes are involved in very diverse processes, such as circadian clock regulation, light

dependent activation, epidermal cell differentiation and telomeric binding (Jin and Martin, 1999).
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The predominant group of MYBs in plants, however, has only the two last repeats of the 3R MYBs.

As such, it is commonly called the R2R3 subfamily. The huge diversification of this family in plants

strongly contrasts with the complete absence of this group in animal lineages, which might indicate

that the R2R3 type evolved to serve plant-specific functional needs (Romero et al., 1998).

Phylogenetic analysis shows that this type originated by loss of the R1 repeat from an ancestral 3R

protein (Rosinski and Atchley, 1998). Furthermore, this class can be divided in three further

subfamilies: two smaller ones called A, which contains genes closely related to the c-MYB gene in

humans, and B, and one larger (C), containing the majority of R2R3-MYBs (Romero et al., 1998).

Another analysis classified this family into 22 subgroups, based on phylogenetic relationships as

well as small conserved motifs C-terminal of the MYB repeats (Kranz et al., 1998).

The R2R3-MYBs are implemented in various processes. First of all, they are involved in secondary

metabolism, in particular in the regulation of the phenylpropanoid and flavonoid pathway.

Furthermore, they are linked to cellular morphogenesis: they are responsible for the conical shape

Table 1. Experimentally verified genes used as representative

set. References are given to either the paper in which the

gene was characterised or the EMBL accession number of

the full-length cDNA-sequence.

Name Type Reference/full length transcript

CDC5 1R Hirayama and Shinozaki, 1996

mybL2 1R Kirik and Baumlein, 1996

CCA1 1R Wang et al., 1997

CPC 1R Wada  et al., 1997

LHY 1R Schaffer et al., 1998

MYB3 R2R3 AF062859

MYB4 R2R3 Jin et al., 2000

MYB6 R2R3 Li and Parish, 1995

MYB7 R2R3 Li and Parish, 1995

MYB12 R2R3 AF062864

MYB15 R2R3 Y14207

MYB23 R2R3 Z68158

MYB30 R2R3 Daniel et al., 1999

MYB31 R2R3 Quaedvlieg et al., 1996

MYB36 R2R3 AF062878

MYB44 R2R3 Kirik et al., 1998

MYB51 R2R3 Z95774

MYB59 R2R3 AF062894

MYB60 R2R3 AF062895

MYB68 R2R3 AF062901

MYB71 R2R3 U62743

MYB75 R2R3 Borevitz et al., 2000

MYB77 R2R3 Z54137

MYB86 R2R3 AB005889

MYB94 R2R3 AF062918

MYB102 R2R3 Quaedvlieg et al., 1996

MYB3R-2 3R Braun and Grotewold, 1999

MYB3R-3 3R AY034964

MYB3R-1 3R Braun and Grotewold, 1999

of petal epidermal cells and trichome (hair

cell) differentiation in some parts of the

leaf and stem. Finally, they have been

found to be implicated in hormone

response during seed development and

germination, in particular in gibberellic

(GA) and abscisic (ABA) acid-based

induction (Martin and Paz-Ares, 1997, and

references therein).

In the framework of the GeneFarm project,

we detected and exhaustively annotated

all members of the MYB family of

transcription factors in the Arabidopsis

genome. In a first stage (before the

assembly of the complete genome), the

Fam-o-tator procedure was applied to all

publicly available BAC sequences from

chromosomes 1, 3 and 5 and

nonredundant fragments of the - at that

time - already assembled chromosomes

2 and 4. A set of representative,

experimentally verified MYB genes from

all three known classes was compiled

based on literature and database searches

(Table 1).

This analysis resulted in the detection of 113 R2R3-type MYB genes, four 3R MYBs and five 1R

MYBs. Upon closer inspection and comparison with a study describing a manual annotation of

MYB transcription factor genes in Arabidopsis (Stracke et al., 2001), 13 more R2R3, 1 extra 3R

and a 4R gene were detected.
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The main reason for the inability of the Fam-o-tator routine to predict these additional genes was

found to be their presence at BAC extremities, which reduced the efficiency of the gene prediction

program. These genes were further annotated manually (using the by then available assembled

chromosomes) and all annotations were transferred to the GeneFarm database. A complete overview

of the family is given in table 2. The evolutionary relationships between the members of the (largest)

R2R3 subfamily are depicted in figure 4.

Table 2. Overview of the MYB family in Arabidopsis thaliana

Gene AGI Strand

1R-MYB

CDC5 At1g09770 +

AtmybL2 At1g71030 -

CPC At2g46410 -

CCA1 At2g46830 +

LHY At1g01060 -

R2R3-MYB

MYB0 At3g27920 -

MYB1 At3g09230 +

MYB2 At2g47190 +

MYB3 At1g22640 -

MYB4 At4g38620 +

MYB5 At3g13540 +

MYB6 At4g09460 +

MYB7 At2g16720 -

MYB8 At1g35515 -

MYB9 At5g16770 +

MYB10 At3g12820 -

MYB11 At3g62610 +

MYB12 At2g47460 +

MYB13 At1g06180 +

MYB14 At2g31180 -

MYB15 At3g23250 +

MYB16 At5g15310 +

MYB17 At3g61250 +

MYB18 At4g25560 +

MYB19 At5g52260 +

MYB20 At1g66230 +

MYB21 At3g27810 +

MYB22 At5g40430 -

MYB23 At5g40330 +

MYB24 At5g40350 -

MYB25 At2g39880 -

MYB26 At3g13890 -

MYB27 At3g53200 -

MYB28 At5g61420 -

MYB29 At5g07690 +

MYB30 At3g28910 +

MYB31 At1g74650 +

MYB32 At4g34990 -

MYB33 At5g06100 +

MYB34 At5g60890 +

MYB35 At3g28470 -

MYB36 At5g57620 +

MYB37 At5g23000 +

MYB38 At2g36890 +

MYB39 At4g17780 -

MYB40 At5g14340 +

Gene AGI Strand

MYB41 At4g28110 -

MYB42 At4g12350 +

MYB43 At5g16600 +

MYB44 At5g67300 +

MYB45 At3g48920 -

MYB46 At5g12870 -

MYB47 At1g18710 -

MYB48 At3g46130 +

MYB49 At5g54230 -

MYB50 At1g57560 +

MYB51 At1g18570 -

MYB52 At1g17950 +

MYB53 At5g65230 +

MYB54 At1g73410 -

MYB55 At4g01680 -

MYB56 At5g17800 +

MYB57 At3g01530 -

MYB58 At1g16490 -

MYB59 At5g59780 -

MYB60 At1g08810 -

MYB61 At1g09540 +

MYB62 At1g68320 -

MYB63 At1g79180 -

MYB64 At5g11050 +

MYB65 At3g11440 +

MYB66 At5g14750 -

MYB67 At3g12720 -

MYB68 At5g65790 +

MYB69 At4g33450 -

MYB70 At2g23290 -

MYB71 At3g24310 -

MYB72 At1g56160 -

MYB73 At4g37260 +

MYB74 At4g05100 +

MYB75 At1g56650 +

MYB76 At5g07700 +

MYB77 At3g50060 -

MYB78 At5g49620 -

MYB79 At4g13480 +

MYB80 At5g56110 +

MYB81 At2g26960 -

MYB82 At5g52600 -

MYB83 At3g08500 -

MYB84 At3g49690 +

MYB85 At4g22680 -

MYB86 At5g26660 +

MYB87 At4g37780 -

MYB88 At2g02820 -

Gene AGI Strand

MYB89 At5g39700 -

MYB90 At1g66390 +

MYB91 At2g37630 -

MYB92 At5g10280 +

MYB93 At1g34670 +

MYB94 At3g47600 -

MYB95 At1g74430 +

MYB96 At5g62470 -

MYB97 At4g26930 +

MYB98 At4g18770 +

MYB99 At5g62320 -

MYB100 At2g25230 -

MYB101 At2g32460 -

MYB102 At4g21440 -

MYB103 At1g63910 +

MYB104 At2g26950 -

MYB105 At1g69560 -

MYB106 At3g01140 +

MYB107 At3g02940 -

MYB108 At3g06490 -

MYB109 At3g55730 -

MYB110 At3g29020 -

MYB111 At5g49330 -

MYB112 At1g48000 +

MYB113 At1g66370 +

MYB114 At1g66380 +

MYB115 At5g40360 +

MYB116 At1g25340 +

MYB117 At1g26780 +

MYB118 At3g27780 -

MYB119 At5g58850 +

MYB120 At5g55020 -

MYB121 At3g30210 +

MYB122 At1g74080 -

MYB123 At5g35550 +

MYB124 At1g14350 +

MYB125 At3g60460 -

3R-MYB

MYB3R-1 AT4g32730 +

MYB3R-2 At4g00540 -

MYB3R-3 AT3g09370 +

MYB3R-4 AT5g11510 +

MYB3R-5 At5g02320 +

4R-MYB

MYB4R1 At3g18100 +
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Figure 2. Neighbor-joining tree of the R2R3-MYB family, based on Poisson-corrected evolutionary distances. Significance

of nodes was tested using 500 bootstrap replicates. Only bootstrap values >50 are shown.
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Conclusions

In the framework of the GeneFarm Arabidopsis re-annotation project, we have tried to conceive a

rigorous methodology for manual annotation, as well as design a semi-automated approach to

speed up this process without risk. Our experience is that fully automated pipelines, as used by the

Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, can’t reach the quality level provided by manual annotation. The

use of semi-automated methods, however, allows to speed up the manual approach, without having

to sacrifice the added value of human control, as was shown in the annotation of the MYB family

of transcription factors.
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Abstract

Lignin, one of the most abundant terrestrial biopolymers, is indispensable for plant structure and

defense. With the availability of the full genome sequence, large collections of insertion mutants

and functional genomics tools, Arabidopsis thaliana constitutes a perfect model system to profoundly

unravel the monolignol biosynthesis pathway. In a genome-wide bioinformatics survey of the

Arabidopsis genome, 34 candidate genes were annotated that encode genes homologous to the

ten presently known enzymes of the monolignol biosynthesis pathway, 11 of which have not been

described before. By combining evolutionary analysis of these gene families with in silico promoter

analysis and expression data (from a reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction analysis on

an extensive tissue panel, mining of expressed sequence tags from publicly available resources,

and assembling expression data from literature), 12 genes could be pinpointed as the most likely

candidates for a role in vascular lignification. Furthermore, a possible link was detected between

the presence of the AC-regulatory promoter element and the biosynthesis of G lignin during vascular

development. Together, these data describe the full complement of monolignol biosynthesis genes

in Arabidopsis and serve as a basis for further functional studies.
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Introduction

Lignin is an aromatic heteropolymer that is mainly present in secondary thickened plant cells,

where it provides rigidity and impermeability to the cell walls. In addition, lignin deposition may be

induced upon wounding and infection to protect plant tissues against invading pathogens. Lignin is

a highly heterogeneous, three-dimensional polymer that is composed of different phenylpropanoids,

predominantly the monolignols p-coumaryl, coniferyl and sinapyl alcohols that differ in their degree

of methoxylation (Figure 1). When these monolignols are incorporated into lignin, they are called

p-hydroxyphenyl (H), guaiacyl (G), and syringyl (S) units, respectively. In addition to the three

monolignols, other phenylpropanoids, such as hydroxycinnamyl aldehydes, hydroxycinnamyl

acetates, hydroxycinnamyl p-hydroxybenzoates, hydroxycinammyl p-coumarates, and

hydroxycinnamate esters, are also present in the polymer (Boerjan et al., 2003). Considerable

variation exists in lignin composition between taxa, cell types, and developmental and environmental

conditions; for example, lignin of gymnosperms is mainly built by H and G units, whereas angiosperm

lignin additionally incorporates S units in large amounts. Perturbation of particular steps in monoligol

biosynthesis results in the incorporation of pathway intermediates into the polymer (Boerjan et al.,

2003; Ralph et al., 2001).

Because lignin is considered a negative factor in a number of economically and environmentally

important processes, such as chemical pulping and fodder digestibility by ruminants, there is

considerable interest in understanding the biochemical pathway that leads to the synthesis of the

three monolignols. Genetic engineering of this pathway has already resulted in improved wood

quality for chemical pulping (O’Connell et al., 2002; Pilate et al., 2002) and improved fodder

digestibility (Guo et al., 2001).

Over the last decade, there has been a tremendous effort in cloning new genes involved in the

monolignol biosynthetic pathway, and in tackling the enzyme kinetics of the corresponding proteins

as well as the in vivo role these enzymes play in controlling the amount and composition of lignin

to be deposited in the cell wall (Anterola and Lewis, 2002; Humphreys and Chapple, 2002; Boerjan

et al., 2003). As a consequence, the monolignol biosynthetic pathway has virtually been rewritten.

However, the exact route toward the monolignols is still a matter of debate (Figure 1).

Although in vitro enzymatic assays and transgenic plants have contributed extensively to our

understanding of the in vivo role of the enzymes, there are several important limitations that

confound a detailed understanding of the pathway. First, multiple copies exist for many of the

genes in the genome, with different spatio-temporal expression patterns. The use of gene silencing

to unravel the function of these genes inevitably risks the simultaneous silencing of several or all

members of the gene family. Hence, the observed phenotype is not necessarily linked to the

function of a single gene. Secondly, down-regulation of a particular gene may lead to the

accumulation of pathway intermediates, which in turn may affect the expression of other genes of

the pathway at the transcriptional or enzyme activity level (Mavandad et al., 1990; Blount et al.,

2000; Anterola et al., 2002; Boerjan et al., 2003), and may as well cause alterations in other

biosynthetic pathways or in plant development (Hu et al., 1999; Jones et al., 2001). Third, several

enzymes of the monolignol biosynthesis are positioned at the outer face of the endoplasmic reticulum
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(ER), where they have been proposed to participate in metabolic channeling of the pathway

intermediates (Chapple, 1998; Winkel-Shirley, 1999). Inevitably, down-regulation of a single enzyme

may perturb the entire metabolic complex with a phenotype that cannot readily be explained as a

result.

Figure 1. The monolignol biosynthetic pathway.

All the enzymatic reactions presented in the pathway have been demonstrated at least in vitro. The currently most

favored route to S and G monolignols starts with the deamination of phenylalanine to cinnamic acid, catalyzed by

phenylalanine ammonia lyase (PAL). Subsequently, cinnamic acid is hydroxylated by cinnamic acid 4-hydroxylase

(C4H) to p-coumaric acid, which is esterified by 4-coumarate:CoA-ligase (4CL) to the corresponding coenzyme

A-thioester p-coumaroyl-CoA. Then, p-coumaroyl-CoA is transesterified to its quinate and/or shikimate ester by

hydroxycinnamoyl-CoA:quinate/shikimate hydroxycinnamoyltransferase (HCT), followed by the hydroxylation at

the C3 position by coumarate 3-hydroxylase (C3H), and the conversion back to the caffeoyl-CoA thioester by

HCT. The C3-hydroxyl group of caffeoyl-CoA is methylated by caffeoyl-CoA-O-methyltansferase (CCoAOMT) to

feruloyl-CoA. The reduction of feruloyl-CoA by cinnamoyl-CoA reductase (CCR) is the first step in the

monolignol-specific branch of the lignin biosynthesis pathway, and results in the synthesis of coniferaldehyde.

For the synthesis of G lignin, coniferaldehyde is reduced to coniferyl alcohol by cinnamyl alcohol dehydrogenase

(CAD). The synthesis of S units demands the further substitution of the aromatic C5 position. The 5-hydroxylation

of coniferaldehyde is carried out by ferulate 5-hydroxylase (F5H; Cald5H), followed by the methylation by caffeic

acid O-methyltransferase (COMT; AldOMT). Both the 5-hydroxylation and methylation may occur at the alcohol

level, as well. The reduction of sinapaldehyde has been postulated to be carried out by sinapyl alcohol

dehydrogenase. Because of the variety in isoenzymes and kinetic properties, alternative routes through the

metabolic pathway may exist. A question mark after an enzyme name means that the substrate has not been

tested yet with this enzyme. For reactions with a single question mark direct conversion has been detected, but

the respective enzyme is unknown, whereas for those with a double question mark no direct conversion has been

detected.
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These limitations can only be dealt with in plant species, such as Arabidopsis, for which the genome

sequence and efficient reverse genetics tools are available (Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 2000).

Furthermore, the advent of the genome-wide micro-arrays will make it possible to study the

transcriptional differences that are the consequence of single gene perturbations, and will allow

the often pleiotropic phenotype of particular mutants at the molecular level to be explained.

As a first step toward studying the role of individual family members by insertion mutagenesis and

microarrays, we have undertaken a bioinformatics approach to identify in Arabidopsis, all the gene

family members of all monolignol biosynthesis genes known today. In many cases, only a subset

of a given gene family has been characterized previously, leading to an important bias in the range

of sequence data available in public databases. The fact that for some genes, a plethora of sequences

from various organisms exists, whereas for others only (predicted) Arabidopsis sequences can be

found, has to be attributed to homology-based gene isolation in the past. Consequently, more

distant members of a family might not be discovered when, for example, primers are designed on

only a few members of the family.

Using the complete genome sequence and sensitive computational approaches, we have detected

34 candidate monolignol biosynthesis genes in the Arabidopsis genome, including more distantly

related family members. Second, we have analyzed the expression of all 34 genes throughout

development and compiled data from all expression studies published so far on these genes,

including information extracted from various expressed sequence tag (EST) databases.

Subsequently, the combination of phylogenetic analyses with these expression studies and promoter

sequence analyses of the individual family members has allowed us to select 12 genes as the

most likely candidates to be involved in the developmental lignification in vascular tissues.

Importantly, the promoter comparisons revealed a possible link between G lignin biosynthesis and

the presence of the AC element that is correlated with a strong xylem expression.

Methods

Annotation

For each of the 10 enzymes of the monolignol biosynthetic pathway, the corresponding genes

were annotated in four steps: (i) experimentally certified family members were collected from a

variety of species and a family-specific profile was created; (ii) an Arabidopsis protein database

was scanned with this profile; (iii) true family members were selected; and (iv) prediction on the

selected genes was improved with information from different sources, such as cDNA and EST

sequences and within-family sequence similarity.

More specifically, based on literature and public database searches, a set of experimentally certified

family members from different plant species was compiled for each enzyme. From a CLUSTALW

protein alignment of these sequences, a hidden Markov model-based profile was created using

the HMMER package (Thompson et al., 1994; Eddy, 1998).
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The use of a profile-based approach was preferred over a BLAST-based method because of its

capacity to detect remote family members by taking into account the known sequence diversity

within the family. This profile was used to scan an Arabidopsis protein database, which was

constructed through a Genemark.hmm prediction (Lukashin and Borodovsky, 1998) on the complete

Arabidopsis genome sequence (version 180101, downloaded from the MIPS ftp site, at ftp://

ftpmips.gsf.de/cress/). In a second scan, the complete genome sequence was searched with

TBLASTN to detect genes that were not or wrongly annotated and would have been missed by

using the protein database.

To delineate the gene family, several factors were taken into account. First, only HMMER hits with

an E-value score below the default cut-off value (E=10.0) were considered. Second, the E-value

score gives indications to distinguish potential family members from false positives, or –in the

case of large superfamilies- genes of other subfamilies. In most cases, a clear “drop” in the E-value

score could be detected, indicating that sequences below this threshold did not fulfil the family

model as well as those above. This approach can potentially lead to wrong conclusions because of

incomplete or biased sampling of the family. For this reason, a third method was applied, based on

a phylogenetic analysis of the (super)family. The GenBank sequence databases (Benson et al.,

2003) as well as the literature were searched for homologs and more distantly related members of

distinct, well-known families within the same superfamily. These genes, together with the previously

detected gene family members, were subjected to phylogenetic analyses to get an overview of the

relations within the complete (super)family. The resulting tree was used to decide whether a protein

belonged to the investigated family or not. As a rule, genes that clustered together with experimentally

certified family members were considered to be part of the family. (Groups of) genes that did

neither belong to the family nor cluster with other known families within the superfamily were

considered as “likes”, when they formed a sister group to the family investigated. These genes

were not analyzed in further detail, but were included for the sake of completeness, because their

function might be biochemically related to that of the monolignol biosynthesis genes. Details of the

methodology used in the phylogenetic analyses are described further below.

For the family members selected through these three criteria, the automatic annotation was improved

by using information from different sources. First, the public databases were searched using BLASTN

(Altschul et al., 1997) for ESTs and full-length cDNAs. Only high-quality matching sequences (%

identity > 95%) were considered, and manually inspected for wrong assignments and cross-matches

between closely related family members. These transcripts were aligned to the genomic region

using Sim4 to verify intron-exon borders (Florea et al., 1998). Second, the deduced protein

sequences were aligned with the other family members to detect prediction errors (for example,

missed exons). Third, predictions for candidate genes were verified with an alternative gene

prediction tool called EuGene (specificity = 0.63, sensitivity = 0.74 at the gene level; available at

www.inra.fr/bia/T/EuGene/ ; Schiex et al., 2001). This information was compiled with ARTEMIS

(Rutherford et al., 2000) and was used to decide on a final gene structure.

For the annotation of the C4H, C3H and F5H families, a substantial amount of information from

the P450 databases (at http://www.biobase.dk/P450/p450.shtml and http://drnelson.utmem.edu/

CytochromeP450.html) was used to improve the annotation.
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Prediction of myristoylation sites was done with the algorithm of Maurer-Stroh et al. (2002), available

at http://mendel.imp.univie.ac.at/myristate/. Small Perl scripts were written to detect putative

C-terminal farnesylation and geranylgeranylation sites (CaaX, CCXX, XCXC, and XXCC with a,

aliphatic, C, cysteine, and X, any amino acid; Randall and Crowell, 1999; Nambara and McCourt,

1999; Thompson and Okuyama, 2000). Signals for subcellular localization were predicted with the

TargetP server (http://www.cbs.dtu.dk/services/TargetP/; specificity cut-off of >0.90; Emanuelsson

et al., 2000).

The annotation results were submitted to the TAIR and MIPS databases for public access and are

also accessible at http://www.psb.ugent.be/bioinformatics/lignin/.

Phylogenetic analysis and mapping of genes onto duplicated blocks

The nonredundant protein database was scanned for homologous sequences using BLASTp (Altschul

et al., 1997) and the results were inspected manually. Sequences were aligned with CLUSTALW

v.1.84 (Thompson et al., 1994) and alignments were improved manually. Trees were constructed

on conserved positions of the alignment with the neighbor-joining algorithm, as implemented in

TREECON (Van de Peer and De Wachter, 1997), and by maximum-likelihood analysis (quartet

puzzling) with TREE-PUZZLE (Schmidt et al., 2002). Alignments were edited and reformatted with

ForCon (Raes and Van de Peer, 1999) and BioEdit (Hall, 1999). Statistical significance of nodes in

the neighbor-joining approach was tested by using 500 bootstrap replicates. Duplicated blocks

(i.e., large regions of colinearity) in the Arabidopsis genome have been described previously

(Simillion et al., 2002).

Promoter analysis

Both strands of upstream regions (1,000 bp before the ATG codon or the distance between the

previous gene and the ATG) as well as first and second introns of the genes were analyzed for

regulatory elements with MatInspector (Quandt et al., 1995). To avoid false positives, we opted for

a conservative approach with very strict parameters (core similarity = 0.9; matrix similarity = 0.9).

Furthermore, 1,000 random intergenic regions uniformly distributed throughout the Arabidopsis

genome were searched with these parameters to have a rough estimate of the random occurrence

of the motifs.

A list of potentially interesting motifs was compiled on the basis of the following three criteria: the

motif had to be (i) experimentally characterized, (ii) implicated in transcriptional regulation of

known genes in the monolignol biosynthesis pathway, and/or (iii) involved in elicitor, wound, or

pathogen response. The motifs (and their respective calculated random occurrences in the

Arabidopsis genome) that passed these criteria were: for Arabidopsis: GCC box (1/73,000 bp;

Rushton et al., 2002), jasmonate- and ethylene-responsive element (1/1,239,000 bp; Rushton et

al., 2002), W box (1/2,300 bp; Rushton et al., 2002; withdrawn from analysis because of its high

random occurrence), and S box (1/24,000 bp; Rushton et al., 2002); for parsley (FP56; not detected

in the random set; Neustaedter et al., 1999) and E box (1/31,000 bp; Grimmig and Matern, 1997);
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for pea AT-rich sequence (1/26,000 bp; Seki et al., 1996); for tobacco: salicylic acid-responsive

element (1/18,000 bp; Shah et al., 1996) and hypersensitive-response element (1/92,000 bp; Pontier

et al., 2001). Furthermore, the joint presence of the Arabidopsis OBP-1 binding site (1/38,000 bp;

Chen et al., 1996) with an As-1 box (not detected in the random set; Krawczyk et al., 2002), or a

common bean H box (1/7700 bp; Lindsay et al., 2002; also considered without G box) with a G box

(1/3300 bp; Loake et al., 1992; only considered in conjunction with an H box), respectively, were

tested. For the AC I and AC II elements, one unifying profile was built from all experimentally

confirmed AC I and AC II elements from different species, in order to increase sensitivity (see

supplemental data). The following AC elements were used: eucalyptus AC I (Lacombe et al., 2000),

common bean AC I and II (Hatton et al., 1995), parsley AC II (Hauffe et al., 1993), and an AC II

element (CTCACCAACCCCCAC) from the poplar gPtCCoAOMT1 promoter (Chen et al., 2000; C.

Chen et al., in preparation). The occurrence of an AC element at random using this matrix was

once per 37,000 bp. In addition, the A box, suggested to work in conjunction with AC elements in

parsley was included, even though not experimentally verified (1/11,000 bp; Logemann et al.,

1995). Motifs used were retrieved from or submitted to the PlantCARE database (Lescot et al.,

2001; http://oberon.fvms.ugent.be:8080/PlantCARE/).

Experimental verification of annotation and expression study

Plant material

Expression analysis was carried out in Arabidopsis thaliana (L.) Heynh. ecotype Columbia plants.

Seeds were surface sterilized and placed on MS medium supplemented with 10 g L-1 sucrose.

After the seeds had undergone a cold treatment for homogenous germination (overnight at 4°C),

they were exposed to 20°C, 50 µmol m-2 sec-1 light intensity, 70% relative humidity, under a 16-h

light/8-h dark cycle. Fourteen days after germination, plants were transferred to soil and cultivated

in a greenhouse. Conditions were as follows: 23°C, 50 ìmol m-2 sec-1 light intensity at plant level

(MBFR/U 400 W incandescent lamps; Philips, Eindhoven, The Netherlands), 40% relative humidity,

and a 16-h light/8-h dark cycle, without shielding from incident day light. Material was harvested

from a number of plants (within brackets) and pooled: seedling leaves and roots of 14-day-old in

vitro plants (n=100); rosette leaves, flowers, and green siliques of 7-week-old plants (n=50); and

inflorescence stems at 1, 3, 5, 10, 15, and 20 cm length (n=20 for 1, 3, and 5 cm; n=10 for all later

stages). At 20 cm, the stems were fully grown.

RNA extraction, primer design, and reverse transcription PCRs

Total RNA was extracted with a LiCl method according to Goormachtig et al. (1995) and digested

with DNase I to eliminate residual genomic contamination. Subsequently, 5 µg total RNA were

reverse-transcribed into double-stranded cDNA (cDNA Synthesis System Plus, Amersham

Biosciences, Little Chalfont, UK). Primers were designed either with the SPADS program that

selects specific primers for a particular gene from the Arabidopsis genome (21 genes; available at
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http://www.psb.ugent.be/databases/SPADS/) or manually (PAL-1, PAL-2, PAL-3, PAL-4, C4H, 4CL-2,

4CL-3, HCT, CCoAOMT-1, COMT, F5H-1, CAD-7, and CAD-8). Primers were designed to span at

least one intron for reliable distinction of amplification from cDNA (except for C3H-2 and C3H-3

that are single exon genes). Products ranged from 272 bp to 1191 bp for the cDNA (for a complete

list of primers and amplification products, see supplemental data). Prior to the expression analysis,

primers were tested on genomic DNA and random cDNA to verify correct amplification products. In

RT-PCR experiments, 25-µl reaction buffer supplied with the Taq polymerase and 50 ng of each

primer contained a modified nucleotide mix: 200 pmol of dCTP, dTTP, and dGTP, whereas dATP

was reduced to 20 pmol. To each reaction, 0.1 µl of 33P-labeled dATP (10 mCi/ml, 2,500 Ci/mmol)

was added, resulting in a hot-to-cold dATP ratio of 1:2,500. Products were separated on 3% or

4.5% polyacrylamide gels and visualized on dried gels through autoradiography. To increase the

reliability of the assays, the PCR reaction was run with at least two template concentrations (1 µl

1:10 diluted cDNA, 1 µl undiluted cDNA). The amount of amplified cDNA was categorized as low

(+/-), moderate (+), or high (++). These expression categories for a particular gene apply only for

comparison of different tissues, but not between genes because of the different PCR dynamics of

shorter or longer amplification products.

EST Analysis

Data on size and nature of EST libraries was obtained from http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/UniLib/,

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Entrez/ and additionally for the RIKEN Arabidopsis full-length cDNA

clones (RAFL) from Seki et al. (2002). A total of 160,776 Arabidopsis ESTs were grouped into

11 categories: whole plant (35,544; 22.1%), aboveground organs (17,934; 11.2%), seedling (3,207;

2.0%), roots (20,332; 12.6%), flowers (6,814; 4.2%), inflorescence stem (1,384; 0.9%), siliques

and seeds (25,043; 15.6%), pathogen infection (2,366; 1.5%), wounded leaves (707; 0.4%), various

stresses (44,007; 27.4%), and yet unclassified ESTs (542; 0.3%). Stress ESTs are from subtracted,

normalized as well as non-subtracted, non-normalized libraries. The whole-plant category includes

whole plants, whole rosettes and cell suspensions as starting material. Aboveground organs include,

next to libraries that are described as such, libraries from mixed aboveground sources, such as

whole inflorescences. Each EST was assigned to one class only. Although inevitably arbitrary and

subjective, this classification was done to create clarity and to allow an easier interpretation of the

results. Full details on classes and a complete list of ESTs found for each gene is available as

supplemental data and at http://www.psb.ugent.be/bioinformatics/lignin/.
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Results

We searched the complete Arabidopsis genome for members of the gene families currently known

to be involved in monolignol biosynthesis. A semi-automatic structural annotation was performed

using prediction results, experimental data, and information from homologous sequences (see

Methods). A total of 34 candidate monolignol biosynthesis genes were annotated, of which 11 had,

to our knowledge, never been described before. Additionally, 27 closely related superfamily members

(“likes”) were identified in this process. Besides annotation and evolutionary analysis of the gene

families, putative promoter elements that drive expression during lignification, in pathogen and

wound response and after induction by stress-related hormones, as well as potential subcellular

localization signals are presented. To get a first insight into whether all these genes are indeed

expressed and, more importantly, whether their expression pattern correlates with developmental

lignification, their expression was analyzed in a set of tissues and for six developmental stages of

inflorescence stem known to contain a high portion of lignifying cells. These data were compared

with previous expression data from Arabidopsis and with information extracted from public EST

databases. Together, these data describe the full complement of monolignol biosynthesis genes in

Arabidopsis and serve as a basis for further functional studies.

Phenylalanine ammonia-lyase (PAL)

Phenylalanine ammonia-lyase (PAL, EC 4.3.1.5) is the first enzyme of the general phenylpropanoid

pathway and catalyzes the non-oxidative deamination of phenylalanine to trans-cinnamic acid and

NH
3
 (Figure 1). PAL mediates the influx from primary metabolism into the phenylpropanoid pathway

and becomes rate limiting when its activity is reduced below a threshold of 20-25% in transgenic

tobacco (Bate et al., 1994; Sewalt et al., 1997).

By using the annotation method (see Methods), four genes encoding PAL proteins were detected

in the Arabidopsis genome, three of which have been described previously (Ohl et al., 1990;

Wanner et al., 1995). The phylogenetic analysis of PAL genes from various species provided no

evidence for different classes in the PAL gene family (Figure 2), although PAL-1 is most closely

related to PAL-2, and PAL-3 always clusters together with PAL-4 (data not shown).

PAL-1, PAL-2, PAL-3, and PAL-4 are situated on chromosome 2, 3, 5, and 3, respectively (Figure 12).

The four PAL genes are part of two duplicated regions in the Arabidopsis genome, which originated

during a complete genome duplication, approximately 75 million years ago (Simillion et al., 2002;

Raes et al., 2003). The duplication that created the two PAL groups (PAL-1 and PAL-2; PAL-3 and

PAL-4) in Arabidopsis occurred before this date and has been postulated to have predated the

monocot-dicot split (Wanner et al., 1995), but the latter is not confirmed by our phylogenetic tree

(Figure 2).

PAL-1 and PAL-2 are not only structurally very similar, but they also share common promoter

elements and a similar expression pattern (Table 1). mRNAs from both genes are most abundant

in roots and stems, where the expression increases during the later stages of development (Table 1;

Wanner et al., 1995).
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Figure 2. Neighbor-joining tree of the PAL family, inferred from Kimura corrected

evolutionary distances. Bootstrap values (NJ/ML) above 50% are shown at the internodes.

The scale measures evolutionary distance in substitutions per nucleic acid. Clusters of

sequences are represented as triangles with a height equal to the average distance

separating the terminal nodes from the deepest branching point in the cluster, and a base

proportional to the number of sequences composing it. Species and GenBank Identifier

numbers of non-Arabidopsis sequences included in this tree are: dicots: Populus (169453,

485808, 1109640), Glycine (18376), Trifolium (437711), Citrus (4808125, 4808127,

1276902), Rubus (7208613, 7208615), Camellia (662270), Petroselinum (534892),

Nicotiana (170349); Digitalis (2631994), Lactuca (18001006); monocot: Oryza (20280,

871493), and gymnosperm: Pinus: 1143311. Abbreviations: Arath, Arabidopsis thaliana;

Pinta, Pinus taeda.

Analyses of the fusion between AtPAL1 and α-glucuronidase (GUS) revealed that the expression

is located in the vascular tissues (Ohl et al., 1990; Leyva et al., 1995). Besides PAL-1 and PAL-2,

also PAL-4 is highly expressed in root and stem tissue, as shown by our reverse transcription

(RT)-PCR expression analysis and by the high number of ESTs (Table 1). Additionally, PAL-2 and

PAL-4 are abundantly expressed in the seed, as judged from the EST data (Table 1). Although all

four genes are almost ubiquitously expressed in the tissues investigated in this study, PAL-3 seems

to be generally expressed at a lower level (Table 1; Wanner et al., 1995; Mizutani et al., 1997;

Ruegger et al., 1999).

PAL-1 was one of the first plant defense genes identified and its involvement in pathogen infection

and abiotic stress has been studied. PAL-1 as well as PAL-2 expression is induced by pathogens

(Wanner et al., 1993; Leyva et al., 1995; Mauch-Mani and Slusarenko, 1996; Ehlting et al., 1999)

and by wounding (Ohl et al., 1990; Lee et al., 1997; Mizutani et al., 1997), whereas PAL-3 expression

decreases in response to wounding (Mizutani et al., 1997). Among the ESTs derived from diverse

stresses, PAL-1 and PAL-2 are clearly the most important stress-responsive family members with

20 out of 41 ESTs and 17 out of 50 ESTs in total, respectively, even taking into account the relative

database sizes (Table 1).
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Arath;PAL-1 PAL1 a At2g37040 RT-PCR + + + + + + ++ ++ ++ ++ AC

EST (41)* 2 1 1 13 2 1 20 S

EST rel (25.5)* 62 3 6 64 8 42 45 H

mRNAa + ++ +a1

mRNAb +b1

mRNAc +c1

mRNAd + +d1

mRNAe + ++ + +

mRNAg +

mRNAh + + + + + + ++

mRNAi +i1

mRNA j + +

AtPAL1::GUS a +a2 +a3 +a4 +a5 +a6

+a6 +
a1

6

AtPAL1::GUS d +d2 +d3 +d4

AtPAL1::GUS f +f1 +f2

Arath;PAL-2 PAL2 e At3g53260 RT-PCR ++ + + + + + + + ++ ++ ++ AC (2)

EST (50) 2 2 17 12 17 S

EST rel (31.1) 6 11 84 48 39

mRNAb +b1

mRNAe ++ + +

mRNAg +

mRNAh + + + + + +/- +/-

mRNAj + +

RT-PCRk +k1

Arath;PAL-3 PAL3 e At5g04230 RT-PCR + + + + +/- + +/- + + +/- + E

EST (1)* GCC

EST rel (0.6)

mRNAe

mRNAg +

mRNAh + +/- + + + -
mRNA j

RT-PCRe + +

Arath;PAL-4 At3g10340 RT-PCR + + + + + + + + ++ ++ ++ A

EST (28) 2 1 5 16 4 G+H

EST rel (17.4) 6 6 25 64 9

Table 1. Expression characteristics of the PAL gene family in Arabidopsis.

Data from Arabidopsis literature, ESTs, and our experimental RT-PCR are given in the table as +/- for low, + for

moderate, ++ for high, and – for decreasing expression. Because of different PCR dynamics of fragments of different

size and separate RNA gel blots, data can be compared only among the different tissues, but not between genes or

experiments. In case of chimeric promoter-GUS constructs, only those of Arabidopsis promoters analyzed in Arabidopsis

were included. Data from GUS and immunohistochemistry were included whenever available. Shaded fields without a

number indicate that the tissue/condition was studied, but no expression detected. ESTs are given in absolute (EST)

as well as in relative (EST rel) numbers to account for the different sizes of EST classes and to estimate

overrepresentation of ESTs in a particular condition. To this end, the number of ESTs for a particular gene in a given

class was divided by the total number of ESTs in this class and multiplied by 100,000 to yield a comparable relative

number in ESTs/100,000 ESTs (rounded to the nearest whole number). See Methods for the full description of

classification and total numbers in the different classes. Shaded fields without a number indicate that no ESTs were

found in the tissue or condition. Abbreviations: ER, endoplasmic reticulum; ER-anchored, localization in the ER

membrane through the membrane anchor of P450 enzymes; mRNA, RNA gel blots; A, A box; AC, AC-unified element;

AT, AT-rich element; E, E box; G+H, G box in conjunction with H box; GCC, GCC box; H, H box; S, S box; SARE,

salicylic acid-responsive element. When an element occurs more than once in a particular promoter, the number is

given within parentheses after the respective element. Promoter elements searched for, but not found in any of the 34

genes involved in monolignol biosynthesis are: As-1 box in conjunction with an OBP-1 binding site, the jasmonate- and

ethylene-responsive element (JERE), the FP56, and the hypersensitivity-response element (HSRE). See Methods for

the respective random occurrences of the elements in the Arabidopsis genome.

a Ohl et al., 1990
a1 induction by HgCl

2
a2 in all tissues except the root tip

and the shoot apical meristem
a3 except the root tip, strong in vascular tissue
a4 in vascular tissue
a5 in sepals, anthers and carpels, not in petals,

very strong in pollen
a6 GUS transcript
b Wanner et al., 1993

b1 Pseudomonas infection
c Deikman and Hammer, 1995
c1 cytokinin induction
d Leyva et al., 1995
d1 low temperature
d2 very strong GUS activity in protoxylem cells
d3 GUS transcript, upon Pseudomonas infection
d4 at low temperatures, GUS activity in the cortical cells

(photosynthetically active) of the inflorescence stem
e Wanner et al., 1995

f Mauch-Mani and Slusarenko, 1996
f1 in vascular tissue
f2 Peronospora infection
g Lee et al., 1997
h Mizutani et al., 1997
i Ehlting et al., 1999
i1 Peronospora infection
j Ruegger et al., 1999
k Jin et al., 2000
k1 in seedling leaves
* 1 EST is unclassified
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In accordance with the expression pattern, the promoters of PAL-1 and PAL-2 contain well-conserved

AC elements that specify vascular expression of phenylpropanoid genes (Table 1; Ohl et al., 1990;

Wanner et al., 1995; Hatton et al., 1995; Hauffe et al., 1993; Lacombe et al., 2000; C. Chen et al.,

in preparation). An A box, proposed to work in conjunction with the AC elements in the parsley

PAL-1 and PAL-4 genes (Logemann et al., 1995), was not detected in the Arabidopsis PAL-1 and

PAL-2 promoters (Table 1). PAL-4 contains an A box, but lacks an AC element. Interestingly, an H

box and a G box were found in the PAL-4 promoter. This combination of cis elements was shown

to be sufficient for the feed-forward induction of the chalcone synthase (CHS) promoter by p-coumaric

acid in bean (Loake et al., 1992; Lindsay et al., 2002). This observation may indicate that PAL-4 is

regulated by the reaction product of C4H.

Additionally, a number of regulatory elements, shown to be involved in promoter responsiveness

to elicitors, wounding, and pathogen infection, were found (Table 1). An S box was detected in the

promoters of PAL-1 and PAL-2, an E box and a GCC box in that of PAL-3, and an H box in those

of PAL-1 and PAL-4. In synthetic reporter-gene constructs, the S box and the GCC box conferred

elicitation-dependent transient expression in parsley protoplasts and, in Arabidopsis, expression

upon wounding and infection with different pathogens (Rushton et al., 2002). The E box was shown

to be involved in elicitation and basal expression in parsley protoplasts (Grimmig and Matern,

1997), and the H box to be the binding sequence for the KAP-2 transcription factor, which is

responsible for induced expression of the bean CHS15 gene after elicitation (Yu et al., 1993;

Lindsay et al., 2002).

In conclusion, all PAL genes are expressed in the inflorescence stem, a tissue with a high portion

of lignifying cells. However, the presence of an AC element qualifies PAL-1 and PAL-2 as the most

likely candidates to be involved in monolignol biosynthesis in the vascular lignifying cells. In

accordance, the corresponding mutants show defects in lignin formation (A. Rohde et al., in

preparation). However, PAL-4 remains a very interesting candidate as well, because of its increasing

expression during stem development.

trans-Cinnamate 4-hydroxylase (C4H)

trans-Cinnamate 4-hydroxylase (C4H, E.C. 1.14.13.11) controls the conversion of cinnamate into

p-coumarate (Figure 1). C4H (CYP73A5) belongs to the cytochrome P450-dependent

monooxgenases, like the two other hydroxylases in the pathway (C3H, F5H). So far, only one C4H

gene has been described in Arabidopsis (Bell-Lelong et al., 1997; Mizutani et al., 1997; Urban et

al., 1997). Although multiple family members have been detected in other plants (Betz et al., 2001,

and references therein), we could not find any evidence for additional CYP73 genes in Arabidopsis.

The discovery of more divergent members of this family in common bean (Phaseolus vulgaris),

Valencia orange (Citrus sinensis), ice plant (Mesembryantheum crystallinum), and maize (Zea

mays), has led to the hypothesis that two classes of C4H genes exist in plants (Nedelkina et al.,

1999; Betz et al., 2001), which is confirmed by our phylogenetic analysis (Figure 3).
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Furthermore, the tree topology indicates that the origin of these two classes has predated the

divergence of gymnosperms and angiosperms, suggesting that class II members must have existed

at some time in evolution for most plant lineages. The C4H gene detected on chromosome 2 in

Arabidopsis belongs to class I, whereas a class II homolog was most probably lost during its

evolution.

Figure 3. Neighbor-joining tree of the C4H family, inferred from Kimura corrected evolutionary

distances. Bootstrap values (NJ/ML) above 50% are shown at the internodes. The scale

measures evolutionary distance in substitutions per amino acid. Clusters of sequences are

represented as described in Figure 2. Species and GenBank Identifier numbers of

non-Arabidopsis sequences included in this tree are: Class I dicots: Populus (12276037,

3915089, 3915096), Gossypium (9965899, 9965897), Petroselinum (3915088), Ruta

(13548653), Citrus (8572559, 14210375), Catharanthus (1351206), Lithospermum (16555879,

16555877), Capsicum (3603454, 12003968), Zinnia (3915112), Helianthus (417863), Glycine

(3915111), Phaseolum (586082), Glycyrrhiza (3915095), Cicer (14917048), Medicago

(586081), Pisum (3915077, 9957081); Class II dicots: Mesembryanthemum (4206116), Citrus

(7650489), Phaseolus (7430650), Nicotiana (14423323, 14423325); monocots: Triticum

(10442761), Sorghum (14192803); gymnosperm: Pinus: 4566493. Abbreviations: Arath,

Arabidopsis thaliana; Pinta, Pinus taeda.

C4H is expressed in all tissues and upon exposure to light, wounding, and fungal infection (Table 2).

A strong expression in roots and inflorescence stems has been reported repeatedly (Table 2;

Bell-Lelong et al., 1997; Meyer et al., 1998; Nair et al., 2002). In 12 consecutive samples of

Arabidopsis inflorescence stems, C4H expression increased strongly from the 6th sample from the

top toward the base, where the lignification process is more active (Meyer et al., 1998).

In our RT-PCR experiment, C4H expression increased as well during the later stages of stem

development (Table 2). Activity of AtC4H::GUS coincides in the inflorescence stem and in leaves

with vascular cells, but in roots the promoter is active in all cells. Consequently, AtC4H::GUS

expression is strongest in roots (Bell-Lelong et al., 1997; Nair et al., 2002). A strong C4H expression

is also found in siliques and seeds, where it could be involved in the production of sinapate esters

(Chapple et al., 1994). The C4H promoter contains an H box, which might be responsible for

induction of C4H expression after elicitation.
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Class I

Arath;C4H CYP73A5 At2g30490 ER-anchored RT-PCR + + + + + + + + ++ ++ H

REF3
i

EST (29) 6 2 1 5 1 14

EST rel (18.0) 17 10 15 20 32 42

mRNA
a

+ +/- ++ + + + ++ + ++

mRNA
b

+

mRNA
c

+ + + + + + ++

mRNA
d

++

mRNA
e

+
e1

mRNA
f

+ +

mRNA
h

++ + + ++ +

RT-PCR
g

+
g1

-
g1

AtC4H::GUS
a

+
a1

+
a2

+
a3

+
a4

+
a5

+
a6

+

AtC4H::GUS
h

+ +
h1

+
h2

+
h3

+
h24

+
h2

+

Table 2. Expression characteristics of the C4H gene in Arabidopsis.

See Table 1 for the full explanation of table and abbreviations.

a Bell-Lelong et al., 1997
a1 GUS in primary leaves, cotyledons, strongest in root
a2 highest expression in roots
a3 restricted to veins in mature leaves
a4 weak throughout the flower, including vasculature of sepals,

with stronger staining at the stigma
a5 GUS stronger in older siliques than in younger ones
a6 restricted to xylem
b Lee et al., 1997
c Mizutani et al., 1997
d Meyer et al., 1998

e Ehlting et al., 1999
e1 Peronospora infection
f Ruegger et al., 1999
g Jin et al., 2000
g1 in seedling leaves
h Nair et al., 2002
h1 expression highest in roots, all cell types
h2 in the vascular tissue of stem, petiole, leaf, and silique wall
h3 overall staining in the flower, unlike C3H::GUS
h4 strong in seed, unlike C3H::GUS
i C. Chapple, personal communication

By TargetP (Emanuelsson et al., 2000), the C4H protein is predicted to contain an ER targeting

peptide. However, this peptide coincides with the membrane-anchor region of P450 enzymes,

whose features are a stretch of hydrophobic amino acids, followed by small region rich in basic

amino acids and a hinge region of the conserved (P/I)PGPx(G/P)xP sequence (Chapple, 1998). In

contrast to the class I, the class II C4H proteins lack the conserved (P/I)PGPx(G/P)xP sequence

of the hinge region for membrane anchoring. Albeit first demonstrated in orange (Betz et al.,

2001), our analysis of all proteins included in the phylogenetic analysis (Figure 3) shows that this

hinge region as well as the basic amino acid region is divergent in all class II C4H proteins, when

compared to those of class I. Although the function of these class II C4H proteins is unclear at the

moment, the shared degeneration of this crucial region could be an important clue in discovering

their function.

4-Coumarate:coenzyme A ligase (4CL)

4-Coumarate:coenzyme A (CoA) ligase (4CL; EC 6.2.1.12) catalyzes the formation of Coenzyme

A esters of p-coumaric acid, caffeic acid, ferulic acid, 5-hydroxyferulic acid, and sinapic acid

(Figure 1; Lee et al., 1997; Hu et al., 1998; Lindermayr et al., 2002). The reaction involves an

adenylate intermediate and, therefore, 4CL shares conserved motifs with other adenylate-forming

enzymes, such as peptide synthetases, luciferases, and other CoA ligases. The plethora of potential

substrates may explain why there are many 4CL isoenzymes in most plants.
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In addition to the different substrate specificities, the genes typically have a distinct spatio-temporal

expression pattern (Lewis and Yamamoto, 1990; Hu et al., 1998; Harding et al., 2002).

The 4CL family has recently been subdivided into classes I and II, with the majority of

well-characterized 4CL proteins found in class I (Ehlting et al., 1999; Cukovic et al., 2001). We

detected four 4CL and nine 4CL-like genes in the Arabidopsis genome. Phylogenetic analysis of

the predicted proteins together with characterized 4CL proteins, as well as luciferases, acetate,

and fatty acid CoA-ligases (data not shown), confirms that 4CL proteins fall into two classes

(Figure 4).

Figure 4. Consensus of two Neighbor-joining trees of the 4CL and 4CL-like proteins, inferred from Kimura corrected

evolutionary distances. Bootstrap values (NJ/ML) above 50% are shown at the internodes. The scale measures evolutionary

distance in substitutions per amino acid. Clusters of sequences are represented as described in Figure 2. Species and

GenBank Identifier numbers of non-Arabidopsis sequences included in this tree are: Class I dicots: Solanum (398963,

398965, 5163399), Capsicum (12003966), Nicotiana (12229631, 7428495, 12229632), Lithospermum (1117778),

Petroselinum (112800, 112801), Rubus (9651915, 9651917), Populus (7437854, 7437855, 14289344, 18032806, 7437852,

15636677), Amorpha (17063848); gymnosperm: Pinus 4CL: 7437872; Class II monocots: Lolium (7188335), Oryza

(12229650); Class II dicots: Lithospermum (9988455), Glycine (18266852), Populus (7437853, 14289346); monocots:

Oryza (112802), Lolium (7188337, 7188339); 4CL-like: Oryza (12039389). Abbreviations: Arath, Arabidopsis thaliana;

Pinta, Pinus taeda.

Three of the putative Arabidopsis proteins belong to class I (4CL-1, 4CL-2, and 4CL-4) and 4CL-3

to class II; the remaining nine are classified as 4CL-like, because they do not correspond to any of

the 4CL or other enzyme classes mentioned above. Three 4CL genes have already been described

(Lee et al., 1995, 1997; Ehlting et al., 1999; Stuible et al., 2000), whereas, to our knowledge, 4CL-4

is described for the first time in this study.
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4CL-1 and 4CL-3 are on chromosome 1 and 4CL-2 and 4CL-4 on chromosome 3 (Figure 12).

Whereas the position of 4CL-4 next to 4CL-2 on chromosome 3 could suggest that both genes

arose through a recent tandem duplication and, therefore, may be functionally redundant, in the

phylogenetic tree 4CL-1 and 4CL-2 are more closely related to each other than to 4CL-4 (data not

shown). Additionally, the analysis of duplicated regions in the Arabidopsis genome revealed that

the 4CL class I genes are part of a duplicated segment originating from the complete genome

duplication 75 million years ago (Figure 12). A possible explanation for these observations is that

an ancestor of these three genes (4CL-1, 4CL-2, and 4CL-4) was duplicated in tandem, after which

the resulting two genes were duplicated “en bloc” by the genome duplication, followed by the loss

of one of the genes on chromosome 1.
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Class I

Arath;4CL-1 4CL1
a

At1g51680 RT-PCR + + + +/- + + + + ++ ++ ++ AC

EST (8) 1 2 1 4

EST rel (5.0) 31 6 4 9

mRNA
a

+ + +/- +/- ++ ++ ++ ++ + +
a1

mRNA
b

+

mRNA
c

+ + + + ++ + +

mRNA
d

+ ++ +/- +/- + ++ ++ ++
d1

++
d2

mRNA
e

+ +

RT-PCR
f

+
f1 f1,2

Arath;4CL-2 4CL2
d

At3g21240 RT-PCR + + + + +/- + + ++ ++ ++ AC (2) AC*

EST (13) 2 6 1 2 2

EST rel (8.1) 6 30 15 8 4

mRNA
d

+ ++ +/- +/- + +/- + ++
d1

+
d2

Arath;4CL-4 At3g21230 RT-PCR + + + + AT AC*

EST (2) 2 H

EST rel (1.2) 4

Class II

Arath;4CL-3 4CL3
d

At1g65060 RT-PCR +/- +/- +/- + + +/- + H

EST (8) 1 1 1 2 3

EST rel (5.0) 3 5 15 8 7

RT-PCR
d

+/- + ++ + +/-
d3 d3

++
d2

RT-PCR
f

+
f1

+
f1

Class 4CL-likes

Arath;4CL-like-1 At1g20510

Arath;4CL-like-2 At1g20500

Arath;4CL-like-3 At1g20490

Arath;4CL-like-4 At1g20480

Arath;4CL-like-5 At1g62940

Arath;4CL-like-6 At4g19010

Arath;4CL-like-7 At4g05160

Arath;4CL-like-8 At5g63380

Arath;4CL-like-9 At5g38120

Table 3. Expression characteristics of the 4CL gene family in Arabidopsis.

See Table 1 for the full explanation of table and abbreviations.

a Lee et al., 1995
a1 Pseudomonas infection
b Lee et al., 1997
c Mizutani et al., 1997
d Ehlting et al.,1999
d1 Peronospora infection
d2 UV irradiation

d3 4CL-3 expression not affected by Peronospora or wounding
e Ruegger et al., 1999
f Jin et al., 2000
f1 in seedling leaves
f2 4CL-1 transcript unaffected by sucrose
* in the first intron
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In soybean, a single amino acid deletion determines whether or not 4CL can use sinapic acid as a

substrate (Lindermayr et al., 2003), a function lacking for 4CL-1, 4CL-2, and 4CL-3 in Arabidopsis

(Ehlting et al., 1999). Interestingly, 4CL-4 shows a deletion in the region where the single amino

acid deletion of soybean resides, suggesting that this gene may have acquired an altered substrate

specificity toward sinapic acid after duplication.

Our expression analysis showed that 4CLs are expressed in most investigated tissues (Table 3).

With its expression in leaves, root and mature stem, 4CL-4 has the most restricted expression

(Table 3). The latter observation is supported by the smallest number of ESTs found for 4CL-4

among the 4CLs. 4CL-1 and 4CL-2 are expressed throughout inflorescence stem development

and expression increases during the later stages (Table 3; Lee et al., 1995; Mizutani et al., 1997,

Ehlting et al., 1999). On the contrary, 4CL-3 and 4CL-4 are expressed only during the later stages

of inflorescence stem development (Table 3). These 4CL proteins may use other substrates that

typically occur in more mature tissues. The expression of 4CL-3 differs clearly from the class I 4CL

genes (Table 3; Ehlting et al., 1999). 4CL-1 and 4CL-2 expression is affected by wounding and

Peronospora infection, while 4CL-3 is unaffected by both. In addition, the highest 4CL-3 expression

was found in the flower (Ehlting et al., 1999).In accordance with the expression analysis, the

promoters of both 4CL-1 and 4CL-2 contain AC elements, which have been shown to correlate with

a strong vascular expression. Furthermore, the promoter analysis identified an AT-rich sequence

motif in the 4CL-4 promoter and an H box in the 4CL-3 and 4CL-4 promoters, hinting to a role in

particular stress responses (Rushton et al., 2002; Seki et al., 1996).

In conclusion, 4CL-1 and 4CL-2 are the best candidates for a function in monolignol biosynthesis

during developmental lignification, as suggested previously by Ehlting et al. (1999). Their expression

correlates with tissues containing a high portion of lignifying cells and AC elements are present in

their promoters. To the contrary, 4CL-3 (class II) was suggested to channel activated p-coumarate

to CHS and subsequently to the flavonoid biosynthesis (Ehlting et al., 1999). 4CL-4 (class I),

although expressed more specifically or at a lower level, might have yet another substrate specificity,

possibly including sinapic acid.

Hydroxycinnamoyl-CoA:shikimate/quinate hydroxycinnamoyltransferase (HCT)

Hydroxycinnamoyl-CoA:shikimate/quinate hydroxycinnamoyltransferase (HCT) belongs to a large

family of acyltransferases that are involved in the biosynthesis of diverse secondary metabolites.

Only recently, the first HCT has been purified from tobacco stems and the corresponding gene

cloned (Hoffmann et al., 2003). In tobacco, HCT catalyzes the conversion of p-coumaroyl-CoA

and caffeoyl-CoA to the corresponding shikimate or quinate esters (Figure 1). These shikimate

and quinate esters, themselves being important intermediates in the phenylpropanoid pathway,

have recently been shown to be good substrates for C3H (Kühnl et al., 1987; Schoch et al., 2001;

Franke et al., 2002a, 2002b; Nair et al., 2002). Moreover, HCT catalyzes also the reverse

trans-esterification (Hoffmann et al., 2003). Therefore, HCT might play a critical role up- and

downstream of C3H. For the Arabidopsis HCT homolog, a biochemical activity similar to that of the

tobacco HCT has been shown (Hoffmann et al., 2003).
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Here, no more members of the HCT family were detected in the Arabidopsis genome, although a

small number of homologs have been found in other species (Figure 5). With only two characterized

members, the delineation of this family is not straightforward. For this reason and the apparent

well-conserved nature of the family (~60% identity between monocot and dicot members; data not

shown), no more distantly related genes were included. HCT lies on chromosome 5 (Figure 12).

The expression analysis shows that HCT is expressed in all tissues investigated, but strongly in the

inflorescence stem with an increase during the later stages of development (Table 4).

Figure 5. Neighbor-joining tree of the HCT family, inferred from Kimura corrected

evolutionary distances. Bootstrap values (NJ/ML) above 50% are shown at the

internodes. The scale measures evolutionary distance in substitutions per amino acid.

Species and GenBank Identifier numbers of non-Arabidopsis sequences included in

this tree are: Ipomoea (6469032), Oryza (21740518), and Nicotiana (GenBank entry

not available - see Hoffmann et al., 2002). Abbreviations: Arath, Arabidopsis thaliana;

Ipoba, Ipomoea batatas; Nicta, Nicotiana tabacum; Orysa, Oryza sativa.
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Arath;HCT At5g48930 RT-PCR + +/- + +/- + + ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ AC

EST (57)* 7 13 11 1 8 15 G+H

EST rel (35.5) 20 73 54 15 32 34

Table 4. Expression characteristics of the HCT gene in Arabidopsis.

See Table 1 for the full explanation of table and abbreviations.

*   2 ESTs are unclassified

The promoter contains an AC element. The high and ubiquituous expression is confirmed by the

second highest number of ESTs found for the 10 gene families analyzed (Table 4). Interestingly,

the combined presence of an H and a G box was observed, as for PAL-4 and F5H-2, suggesting

transcriptional regulation by the pathway intermediate p-coumaric acid (Loake et al., 1992).
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p-Coumarate 3-hydroxylase (C3H)

p-Coumarate 3-hydroxylase (C3H) was originally named after its suspected function in

C3-hydroxylation of p-coumaric acid, but recently CYP98A3 (C3H-1) was shown to preferentially

convert the shikimate and quinate esters of p-coumaric acid into the corresponding caffeic acid

conjugates, whereas p-coumaric acid and p-coumaroyl-CoA were no substrates of this enzyme

(Figure 1; Schoch et al., 2001; Franke et al., 2002b; Nair et al., 2002).

We detected three C3H genes in the Arabidopsis genome, which all belong to the CYP98 class of

the P450 enzymes. Only a few enzymes of this class could be found from other species for

phylogenetic analysis (Figure 6). Arabidopsis C3H-1 clusters with all known C3Hs in other species,

whereas C3H-2 and C3H-3 (CYP98A8 and CYP98A9, respectively) probably constitute a different

class that diverged before the gymnosperm-angiosperm split (Figure 6). C3H-1 is located on

chromosome 2, whereas C3H-2 and C3H-3 are probably the result of a tandem duplication on

chromosome 1 (Figure 12).

Figure 6. Neighbor-joining tree of the C3H family, inferred from Kimura corrected

evolutionary distances. Bootstrap values (NJ/ML) above 50% are shown at the internodes.

The scale measures evolutionary distance in substitutions per amino acid. Species and

GenBank Identifier numbers of non-Arabidopsis sequences included in this tree are:

Sesamum (17978831), Sorghum (5915857), Pinus (17978651), and Glycine (5915858).

Abbreviations: Arath, Arabidopsis thaliana; Glyma, Glycine max; Sesin, Sesamum

indicum; Sorbi, Sorghum bicolor; Pinta, Pinus taeda.

Our expression analysis shows that C3H-1 is expressed in all tissues investigated, an observation

that is supported by ESTs from various tissues (Table 5). This ubiquitous expression is in accordance

with previous studies that detected the highest expression in the vascular tissues of stem and root,

the expression in root being only moderate in our RT-PCR analysis (Table 5; Schoch et al., 2001;

Franke et al., 2002b; Nair et al., 2002). On the contrary, C3H-2 and C3H-3 are expressed only

during particular stages of inflorescence stem development: C3H-2 is expressed in older stems

and C3H-3 in young developing stems (Table 5). The fact that only one EST is found for C3H-2

and none for C3H-3 suggests that they are either conditionally regulated or expressed at low

levels.
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The promoter analysis reveals a well-conserved AC element in the promoter of C3H-1, in agreement

with its vascular expression detected by the GUS reporter system. An A box is found in the promoter

region of C3H-2.

Analysis of the N-terminus by TargetP predicts the C3H-1 protein to contain an ER targeting peptide,

but it overlaps, as for C4H, with the membrane-anchor region of P450 enzymes. The C3H-1 protein

has previously been localized in the membrane fraction in yeast (Franke et al., 2002b). In contrast

to C3H-1, the sequences of C3H-2 and C3H-3 is divergent in both the stretch of basic amino acids

and the hinge region. Because these regions are necessary for the correct insertion of the enzyme

in the membrane (Chapple, 1998), the degeneration of this region suggests they are not

membrane-anchored proteins.

In conclusion, C3H-1 is involved in the monolignol pathway, as is functionally demonstrated with

the reduced epidermal fluorescence (ref8) mutant (Franke et al., 2002a, 2002b). Not much is

known about the developmental and the stress- or elicitor response of the other two C3H genes.

C3H-2 and C3H-3 do not hydroxylate shikimate and quinate esters of p-coumaric acid, but their

activity toward other substrates remains to be investigated (Schoch et al., 2001).
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Class I

Arath;C3H-1 CYP98A3 At2g40890 ER-anchored RT-PCR + +/- + +/- + + + + + + + AC

REF8
b

EST (36) 5 3 5 7 2 14

EST rel (22.4) 14 17 25 28 283 32

mRNA
a

+ +/- +/- + ++ +

mRNA
b

+ ++ + + + ++

mRNA
c

++ + +/- ++ +

AtC3H::GUS
c

+ ++
c1

+
c2

+
c2

+
c3

+
c2

+

C3H
a

+
a1

+
a2

C3H
c

+
c4

+
c5

Class II

Arath;C3H-2 * CYP98A8 At1g74540 RT-PCR + + +/- +/- +/- +/- A

EST (1) 1

EST rel (0.6) 3

Arath;C3H-3 * CYP98A9 At1g74550 RT-PCR + + + + + +

EST (0)

EST rel (0)

Table 5. Expression characteristics of the C3H gene family in Arabidopsis.

See Table 1 for the full explanation of table and abbreviations.

a Schoch et al., 2001
a1 immunolocalization using a polyclonal anti-CYP98A3 antibody; mainly in differentiating xylem, also in secondary phloem

in the cortical zone of mature root
a2 immunolocalization using a polyclonal anti-CYP98A3 antibody; very strong in differentiating xylem
b Franke et al., 2002a
c Nair et al., 2002
c1 expression highest in roots, expressed in stele and endodermis; not expressed in root apical meristem, epidermis and cortex
c2 in the vascular tissue of stem, petiole, leaf, petal, sepal, anther, stigma
c3 in the vascular tissue of the silique wall, not in seed
c4 immunolocalization using a polyclonal anti-CYP98A3 antibody; in stele
c5 immunolocalization using a polyclonal anti-CYP98A3 antibody; in meta- and protoxylem cells in the young stem, strongest

in lignified interfascicular fibers and xylem vessels of older stem
* C3H-2 and C3H-3 are single exon genes
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Caffeoyl-CoA 3-O-methyltransferase (CCoAOMT)

Caffeoyl-CoA 3-O-methyltransferase (CCoAOMT, EC 2.1.1.104) catalyzes the methylation of

caffeoyl-CoA to feruloyl-CoA (in vitro and in vivo) and 5-hydroxferuloyl-CoA to sinapoyl-CoA (at

least in vitro) and is, together with COMT, responsible for the methylation of the monolignol precursors

(Figure 1; Ye et al., 1994; Zhong et al., 1998; Pinçon et al., 2001).

Seven putative members of the CCoAOMT gene family were detected in the Arabidopsis genome

(Figure 7). Plant CCoAOMT genes fall into two classes: class I contains the Arabidopsis CCoAOMT-1

gene together with the majority of experimentally characterized CCoAOMT genes (e.g. Zhong et

al., 1998; Meyermans et al., 2000), whereas class II consists of six Arabidopsis genes and a few

sequences from other species. The latter class does not closely resemble most of the certified

CCoAOMT genes, but contains an experimentally characterized chickweed (Stellaria longipes)

CCoAOMT able to methylate caffeoyl-CoA (Zhang and Chinnappa, 1997).

Figure 7. Neighbor-joining tree of the CCoAOMT family, inferred from Kimura corrected

evolutionary distances. Bootstrap values (NJ/ML) above 50% are shown at the internodes.

The scale measures evolutionary distance in substitutions per nucleic acid. Clusters of

sequences are represented as described in Figure 2. Species and GenBank Identifier

numbers of non-Arabidopsis sequences included in this tree are: Class I dicots: Populus

(2960355, 857577, 13249170, 2960357), Zinnia (533120), Petroselinum (169648),

Nicotiana (2511736), Citrus (6561880), Vitis (1000518), Eucalyptus (5739372, 1934858);

gymnosperm: Pinus CCoAOMT (4104458); Class II dicots: Stellaria (438896), Populus

(1785476); and monocots: Zea (5101869, 5101867), Oryza (5091496, 5257255 [three

genes]). Abbreviations: Arath, Arabidopsis thaliana; Pinta, Pinus taeda.

CCoAOMT-1 and CCoAOMT-7 are found on chromosome 4 and CCoAOMT-3 and CCoAOMT-4

in tandem on chromosome 3 (Figure 12). Upstream of this tandem, another gene with sequence

similarity to CCoAOMT-3 has been found that is heavily truncated at the 3' end. With only a small

region of 35 amino acids conserved with CCoAOMT-3, but not with any other CCoAOMT, it is

probably a remnant of a duplication event. Curiously, this gene is expressed (data not shown).

CCoAOMT-2, CCoAOMT-5, and CCoAOMT-6 are situated in a large internal block duplication on

chromosome 1 that originated during the complete genome duplication 75 million years ago

(Figure 12).
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CCoAOMT-5 and CCoAOMT-6 resemble each other more than either resembles CCoAOMT-2

(data not shown). Therefore, the most probable evolutionary scenario is that an ancestor of these

three genes had duplicated, yielding CCoAOMT-2 and an ancestor of CCoAOMT-5 and CCoAOMT-6

during the genome duplication and later on, CCoAOMT-5 and CCoAOMT-6 originated through

tandem duplication.

CCoAOMT-1 is expressed in all tissues investigated and has by far the highest number of ESTs

(Table 6). Moreover, the CCoAOMT-1 gene has two AC elements in its promoter. CCoAOMT-1 is

highly expressed in the basal portion of the inflorescence as compared to the apical portion (Goujon

et al., 2003b). Of the class II genes, CCoAOMT-5 and CCoAOMT-7 are expressed in all tissues,

but only the expression of CCoAOMT-7 increases during the later stages of inflorescence stem

development. Furthermore, CCoAOMT-4 and CCoAOMT-5 are also expressed at all stages of

inflorescence stem development. Others, such as CCoAOMT-2, CCoAOMT-3 and CCoAOMT-6

are expressed later in this process (Table 6). Few ESTs have been found for most genes of class

II (Table 6).
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Class I

Arath;CCoAOMT-1 CCoAOMT
c

At4g34050 RT-PCR ++ ++ ++ + ++ + ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ AC (2)

EST(45) 1 4 19 1 9 1 1 9 H

EST rel (28.0) 31 11 93 15 72 36 42 21

mRNA
c

+/- +/- +
c1

Class II

Arath;CCoAOMT-2 At1g24735 RT-PCR + + + + +/- + + + + H

EST(0)

EST rel (0)

Arath;CCoAOMT-3 At3g61990 ER RT-PCR + + + + + + S

EST(6) 3 3

EST rel (3.7) 9 7

Arath;CCoAOMT-4 At3g62000 RT-PCR + + +/- +/- + + + +

EST(2) 1 1

EST rel (1.2) 3 2

Arath;CCoAOMT-5 At1g67990 RT-PCR +/- + + + + + + + + + +

EST(1) 1

EST rel (0.6) 15

Arath;CCoAOMT-6 CCoAOMT
a

At1g67980 RT-PCR + + +/- +/- +

EST(2) 2

EST rel (1.2) 6

RT-PCR
b

+
b1

+
b1

Arath;CCoAOMT-7 At4g26220 RT-PCR ++ + ++ +/- + + + + ++ ++ ++

EST(4) 3 1

EST rel (2.5) 12 2

Table 6. Expression characteristics of the CCoAOMT gene family in Arabidopsis.

See Table 1 for the full explanation of table and abbreviations.

a Zou and Taylor, 1994
b Jin et al., 2000
b1 in seedling leaves
c Goujon et al., 2003a
c1 highly expressed in the basal portion as compared to the apical portion of the inflorescence stem
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None of the Arabidopsis CCoAOMT genes has yet been characterized for pathogen or elicitor

induction. However, CCoAOMT genes of other species were shown to be responsive to these

treatments (e.g. Pakusch et al., 1991; Chen et al., 2000). Promoter elements involved in

stress-induced expression were identified in CCoAOMT-1 and CCoAOMT-2 (H box), and in

CCoAOMT-3 (S box) (Table 6). CCoAOMT-3, with an extended N-terminal sequence shared by no

other CCoAOMT, is predicted to contain an ER targeting peptide, indicating that this protein is

secreted or functional at or in the ER membrane.

Based on its clustering in class I, its expression characteristics and level, and the presence of two

AC elements in its promoter, CCoAOMT-1 is the main candidate gene to be involved in the

monolignol pathway during developmental lignification.

Cinnamoyl-CoA reductase (CCR)

Cinnamoyl-CoA reductase (CCR; E.C.1.2.1.44) catalyzes the conversion of cinnamoyl-CoA esters

to their respective cinnamaldehydes and is the first enzyme of the monolignol-specific part of the

lignin biosynthetic pathway (Figure 1). The two previously described CCR genes and five new

CCR-like genes were found (Figure 8; Lauvergeat et al., 2001; Jones et al., 2001). The latter do

not cluster with any other gene family in Arabidopsis, but there are no indications that they are

genuine CCR genes.

Figure 8. Neighbor-joining tree of the CCR family, inferred from Kimura corrected evolutionary distances. Bootstrap

values (NJ/ML) above 50% are shown at the internodes. The scale measures evolutionary distance in substitutions per

amino acid. Clusters of sequences are represented as described in Figure 2. Species and GenBank Identifier numbers

of non-Arabidopsis sequences included in this tree are: CCR dicots: Eucalyptus (7431407, 7431408, 10304406), Populus

(7239228, 2960364, 9998901); CCR monocots: Lolium (9964087), Saccharum (3341511, 17978549), Zea (7431410,

3242328); gymnosperm: Pinus CCR (17978649); Zea CCR-2 (3668115); Oryza CCR-like (13486725, 13486726,

18307514). CCR-like angiosperm: Oryza (15624051). Abbreviations: Arath, Arabidopsis thaliana; Orysa, Oryza sativa;

Pinta, Pinus taeda; Zeama, Zea mays.
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Members of another closely related family, the VR-ERE-like aldehyde reductases that have a high

affinity for 3-substituted benzaldehydes (Guillén et al., 1998) were not withheld as putative CCR-like

genes. CCR-1 and CCR-2 are both located on chromosome 1 in a duplicated block that arose

through the complete genome duplication 75 million years ago (Figure 12).

CCR-1 is highly expressed in all tissues examined, whereas CCR-2 in all tissues but flowers and

the earliest stage of inflorescence development (Table 7). CCR-1 has previously been found to be

strongly expressed in the stem (Lauvergeat et al., 2001; Goujon et al., 2003a). Although CCR-2

was hardly detected in stem by RNA gel blots (Lauvergeat et al. 2001), the more sensitive RT-PCR

clearly detects CCR-2 expression in the inflorescence stem (Table 7). In contrast to CCR-1, CCR-2

expression increases with age during inflorescence stem development and may, thus, correlate

with more lignified tissues (Table 7). Corresponding with the differences in expression levels of

CCR-1 and CCR-2, almost 10 fold more ESTs are found for CCR-1 than for CCR-2 (Table 7).
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Class I

Arath;CCR-1 CCR1
ab

At1g15950 RT-PCR ++ ++ ++ + ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ AC

IRX4
a

EST (43) 6 8 8 2 8 1 2 8

EST rel (26.7) 17 45 39 29 72 32 85 18

mRNA
b

+ ++ ++ +
b1

mRNA
c

+ +
c1

Arath;CCR-2 CCR2
ab

At1g80820 RT-PCR + + + + +/- +/- + + +

EST (4) 3 1

EST rel (2.5) 15 42

mRNA
b

+
b2 b3

Class CCR-likes

Arath;CCR-like-1 At1g76470

Arath;CCR-like-2 At2g02400

Arath;CCR-like-3 At2g33590

Arath;CCR-like-4 At2g33600

Arath;CCR-like-5 At5g58490

Table 7. Expression characteristics of the CCR gene family in Arabidopsis.

See Table 1 for the full explanation of table and abbreviations.

a Jones et al., 2001
b Lauvergeat et al., 2001
b1 Xanthomonas infection
b2 induced by Xanthomonas infection and salicylic acid
b3 not induced by methyl jasmonate or ethylene
c Goujon et al., 2003b
c1 moderately expressed in the basal part of the inflorescence stem, highly expressed in the apical part of the inflorescence stem

Both genes are induced by Xanthomonas infection and ESTs linked with stress and pathogen

infection have been detected (Lauvergeat et al., 2001; Table 7). The promoter of CCR-1 contains

a well-conserved AC element, conform with its function in lignification and the strong stem expression

(Lauvergeat et al., 2001; Table 7).

In conclusion, CCR-1 and CCR-2 are expressed during both developmental lignification and

pathogen response, as documented by our expression analysis and ESTs (Table 7). CCR-1 may

be preferentially correlated with developmental lignification and CCR-2 with pathogen response.

The role of CCR-1 in lignification has clearly been established through the irregular xylem (irx4)

mutant characterization (Jones et al., 2001).
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Both CCR-1 and CCR-2 use feruloyl-CoA and sinapoyl-CoA, but CCR-1 is 5 fold more efficient

than CCR-2 (Lauvergeat et al., 2001). Although CCR-2 seems to be implicated in stress and

elicitor response, the expression results do not exclude a (minor) role for CCR-2 in developmental

lignification. It must be noted, however, that CCR-2 does not complement the irx4 mutant (Jones

et al., 2001).

Ferulate 5-hydroxylase (F5H)

Ferulate 5-hydroxylase (F5H), also called coniferaldehyde 5-hydroxylase (Cald5H), is a cytochrome

P450-dependent monooxygenase (CYP84) that is required for the production of syringyl lignin.

Originally, it had been thought to convert ferulic acid to 5-hydroxyferulic acid, in a syringyl-specific

branch of the monolignol pathway. However, because the enzyme has a 1,000-fold greater affinity

to coniferaldehyde and coniferyl alcohol than to ferulic acid, it was assigned to be responsible for

the 5-hydroxylation of coniferaldehyde and/or coniferyl alcohol (Figure 1; Humphreys et al., 1999;

Li et al., 2000; Humphreys and Chapple, 2002). Thus, F5H introduces the final hydroxyl group at

the C5 of the aromatic ring necessary to generate the methoxy group typical of syringyl monomers.

The Arabidopsis genome harbors two F5H homologs, both belonging to the CYP84 family of the

P450 monooxygenases. F5H-1 (CYP84A1) has been characterized in Arabidopsis, as well as its

homologs of Liquidambar and Brassica (Meyer et al., 1996; Osakabe et al., 1999; Nair et al.,

2000), whereas F5H-2 (CYP84A4), a more divergent member of the CYP84 family, is described

for the first time in this study. So far, no genes that closely resemble F5H-2 have been detected in

other plants, although the phylogeny indicates that the two proteins found in Arabidopsis diverged

before the divergence of the different Rosidae subfamilies (Figure 9).

Figure 9. Neighbor-joining tree of the F5H family, inferred from Kimura corrected evolutionary distances.

Bootstrap values (NJ/ML) above 50% are shown at the internodes. The scale measures evolutionary

distance in substitutions per amino acid. GenBank Identifier numbers of non-Arabidopsis sequences

included in this tree are: Populus CYP84A4 (6688937), Lycopersicon CYP84A2 (5002354), Liquidambar

CYP84A3 (5731998), and Brassica F5H-1, F5H-2, and F5H-3 (10197650, 10197652, 10197654).

Abbreviations: Arath, Arabidopsis thaliana; Brana, Brassica napus; Liqst, Liquidambar styraciflua; Lyces,

Lycopersicon esculentum; Poptr, Populus trichocarpa.
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F5H-1 resides on chromosome 4, whereas F5H-2 is located on chromosome 5, within the borders

of the duplicated block that was linked to the expansion of the PAL family (Figure 12). However, we

did not detect a copy of F5H-2 on chromosome 3, indicating that this hypothetical copy of F5H-2

was either lost or that F5H-2 arose on its current position after the genome duplication event.

Our expression analysis revealed F5H-1 expression in all tissues and an increasing expression

during inflorescence development (Table 8), in accordance with results of earlier studies (Meyer et

al., 1998; Ruegger et al., 1999, Goujon et al., 2003b). In 12 independent samples of inflorescence

stems, F5H-1 was expressed from the 9th sample from the top on, in contrast with C4H, that was

already present from the 6th internode (Meyer et al., 1998). This correlation of F5H-1 expression

with later development is linked with the increase in S monomer production with increasing age of

the inflorescence stem (Meyer et al., 1998). In contrast to F5H-1, F5H-2 had the strongest expression

in the early stages of inflorescence development (Table 8).
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Arath;F5H-1 CYP84A1 At4g36220 ER-anchored RT-PCR ++ + ++ + + + + + ++ ++ ++ H

FAH
a

EST (2)* 1

EST rel (1.2) 3

mRNA
b

+

mRNA
c

+ + ++ + + + ++

mRNA
e

+/- + +/- ++ ++

mRNA
f

+/- + +
f1

RT-PCR
d

+
d1

Arath;F5H-2 CYP84A4 At5g04330 ER-anchored RT-PCR + +/- +/- + + + + +/- +/- G+H

EST (0)

EST rel (0)

Table 8. Expression characteristics of the F5H gene family in Arabidopsis.

See Table 1 for the full explanation of table and abbreviations.

a Chapple et al., 1992
b Meyer et al., 1998
c Ruegger et al., 1999
d Jin et al., 2000
d1 in seedling leaves
e Nair et al., 2002
f Goujon et al., 2003a
f1 highly expressed in the basal portion as compared to the apical portion of the inflorescence stem
* 1 EST is unclassified

In addition, F5H-1 was expressed also in several other tissues, but mainly in young and senescent

leaves and in roots (Meyer et al. 1996; Ruegger et al., 1999). Only two ESTs were found for F5H-1

and none for F5H-2 (Table 8).

In the promoter analysis, for both genes an H box was found and for F5H-2 also a G box, suggesting

that both genes may be inducible and that F5H-2 may be regulated by p-coumarate (Loake et al.,

1992; Lindsay et al., 2002). Moreover, F5H-1and F5H-2 contain a fully conserved membrane-anchor

region. Additionally, F5H-2 is predicted to contain an ER targeting peptidethat, however, coincides

with the region of the membrane anchor of P450 enzymes.

Remarkably, no AC element was detected for either F5H gene, although F5H-1 had been shown to

be involved in lignification through the analysis of the fah1 mutant (Chapple et al., 1992).
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Caffeic acid O-methyltransferase (COMT)

Caffeic acid O-methyltransferase (COMT; E.C. 2.1.1.68) was originally postulated to be a bifunctional

enzyme methylating caffeic acid and 5-hydroxyferulic acid. However, in vitro studies revealed a

much higher affinity of COMT for caffeyl aldehyde, 5-hydroxy coniferaldehyde, and

5-hydroxyconiferyl alcohol, which led to its alternative name 5-hydroxyconiferaldehyde

O-methyltransferase (AldOMT; Osakabe et al., 1999; Li et al., 2000, Chen et al., 2001; Guo et al.,

2001; Parvathi et al., 2001). These observations and the marked reduction of syringyl lignin in

COMT-downregulated transgenic plants led to the new position of COMT in the pathway. Thus, the

predominant role of COMT is the methylation of 5-hydroxy coniferaldehyde and/or 5-hydroxyconiferyl

alcohol to sinapaldehyde and/or sinapyl alcohol, respectively (Figure 1).

Figure 10. Neighbor-joining tree of the COMT family, inferred from Kimura corrected evolutionary distances. Bootstrap

values (NJ/ML) above 50% are shown at the internodes. The scale measures evolutionary distance in substitutions per

amino acid. Clusters of sequences are represented as described in Figure 2. Species and GenBank Identifier numbers

of non-Arabidopsis sequences included in this tree are: COMT dicots: Populus (7528266, 762870, 231757, 444327,

7332271, 7447887, 762872), Stylosanthes (1582580), Medicago (116908), Prunus (3913295), Fragaria (6760443),

Liquidambar (5732000), Chrysosplenium (1184041, 567077), Vitis (7271883), Capsicum (3421382, 7488967, 12003964),

Nicotiana (480082, 480083), Eucalyptus (1169009, 5739365), Clarkia (2832224, 3913289), Mesembryanthemum

(7447880), Thalictrum (4808522, 4808524, 4808526, 4808528, 4808530), Catharanthus (18025321), Ocimum (5031492,

5031494), Zinnia (642952); COMT monocots: Lolium (4104220, 4104222, 4104224, 2388664), Sorghum (18033964),

Saccharum (3341509), Zea (729135), Festuca (14578611, 14578613, 14578615, 14578617); COMT gymnosperms:

Pinus (15524083), Picea (COMT-C7, COMT-C16; Michael H. Walter, personal communication); Nicotiana Catechol-OMT

III (542050); Glycyrrhiza OMT (1669591), Medicago OMT (7447884), Mesembryanthemum IMT1 (1170555), Coptis

SMT (758580), Medicago O-diphenol OMT (6688808); AEOMT gymnosperm: Pinus (7447883, 1777386, 4574324).

Abbreviations: Arath, Arabidopsis thaliana; Copja, Coptis japonica; Glyec, Glycyrrhiza echinata; Medsa, Medicago

sativa; Mescr, Mesembryanthemum crystallinum; Nicta, Nicotiana tabacum.
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We detected only one COMT gene in the Arabidopsis genome. COMT was first described in

Arabidopsis as interacting with a 14-3-3 protein (Zhang et al., 1997). Furthermore, 13 proteins

similar to COMT were detected that clustered in-between the functionally characterized COMT

clade and the cluster containing the hydroxycinnamic acid/hydroxycinnamoyl-CoA ester

O-methyltransferase protein (AEOMT; Li et al., 1997, 1999), i.e., among proteins that have been

shown to use a wide variety of substrates (Maxwell et al., 1993; Pellegrini et al., 1993; Takeshita et

al., 1995; Vernon and Bohnert, 1992). Because the role of AEOMT in the monolignol pathway is

still a matter of debate (Anterola et al., 2002) and other COMT candidate genes of conifers clustered

much more closely to the known COMTs, it is unclear whether these 13 genes play any role in the

monolignol pathway. Therefore, these genes were classified as COMT-likes. By consequence,

only one class of COMTs exists in plants (Figure 10; Maury et al., 1999).

The COMT gene is located on chromosome 5, whereas COMT-like genes are found on

chromosomes 1, 3, and 5. Interestingly, 10 out of 13 COMT-like genes are present on chromosome

1, originating from a combination of genome duplication and multiple tandem duplications

(Figure 12). Our RT-PCR data show that COMT is expressed in all tissues investigated and the

numerous ESTs point toward a generally high and ubiquitous expression (Table 9).
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Arath;COMT OMT1

a
At5g54160 myristoylation RT-PCR ++ + ++ + + + ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ SARE*

EST (99) 11 16 28 2 22 2 18

EST rel (61.6) 31 89 138 29 88 85 41

mRNA
a

+ + + ++

mRNA
b

+ +

mRNA
d

+/- +
d1

RT-PCR
c

+
c1

AtCOMT1::GUS
d

+
d2

+
d3

+
d4

+
d5

+
d6

Class COMT-likes

Arath;COMT-like-1 At1g21100

Arath;COMT-like-2 At1g21110

Arath;COMT-like-3 At1g21120

Arath;COMT-like-4 At1g21130

Arath;COMT-like-5 At1g33030

Arath;COMT-like-6 At1g51990

Arath;COMT-like-7 At1g63140

Arath;COMT-like-8 At1g76790

Arath;COMT-like-9 At1g77520

Arath;COMT-like-10 At1g77530

Arath;COMT-like-11 At3g53140

Arath;COMT-like-12 At5g37170

Arath;COMT-like-13 At5g53810

Table 9. Expression characteristics of the COMT gene in Arabidopsis.

See Table 1 for the full explanation of table and abbreviations.

a Zhang et al., 1997
b Ruegger et al., 1999
c Jin et al., 2000
c1 in seedling leaves
d Goujon et al., 2003a
d1 moderately expressed in the basal part of the

inflorescence stem, highly expressed in the

apical part of the inflorescence stem

d2 constitutive in 3d-old-seedlings, very high in vascular tissues

in 12d-old tissues
d3 basal GUS activity in leaf blade of young leaves, in vascular

tissues of mature leaves
d4 only in the sepal veins
d5 only in the lignified ends of silique
d6 very high in xylem, differentiating fibers and mature phloem
* in the first intron
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Ninety-nine COMT ESTs, with a fifth being stress related, is almost twice the number found for any

other gene in this analysis. COMT expression is particularly high in the inflorescence stem, confirming

previous expression analyses (Table 9; Zhang et al., 1997; Goujon et al., 2003b). Correspondingly,

COMT::GUS expression occurs in xylem, differentiating fibers, and mature phloem (Goujon et al.,

2003b).

Unlike many other monolignol biosynthesis genes, COMT has no AC elements in its promoter. In

fact, to the best of our knowledge, AC elements have never been reported in COMT promoters of

other plants either. In a search of other available COMT promoters (tobacco [Nicotiana tabacum;

AX037003] and lotus [Lotus japonicus; AP004939]), no AC elements were found.

Interestingly, the COMT protein might be myristoylated. The N-terminal MGSTAETQLTPVQVTDDE

sequence was identified as a “twilight zone” myristoylation signal, which corresponds both with

truly myristoylated proteins as well as with false positives (Maurer-Stroh et al., 2002). Myristoylation

is generally associated with cell membrane anchoring or, as recently shown for an Arabidopsis

protein kinase, ER attachment (Lu and Hrabak, 2002). Pending the experimental verification of

this observation, the putative localization of the COMT protein indicates a new research avenue in

the field of monolignol channeling and export.

Cinnamyl alcohol dehydrogenase (CAD)

Cinnamyl alcohol dehydrogenase (CAD, EC 1.1.1.195) catalyzes the last step in the monolignol

biosynthesis, i.e., the reduction of cinnamyl aldehydes into their corresponding alcohols (Figure 1).

CAD reduces various aldehydes, present in different cell types or during different stages of

development. Besides the function in developmentally regulated lignification, a number of CAD

genes has been characterized for their response to plant pathogens (Kiedrowski et al., 1992;

Galliano et al., 1993).

Here, nine putative CAD genes were detected in the Arabidopsis genome, of which eight have

been described before (Table 10; Tavares et al., 2000). Our phylogenetic analysis reveals that

eight of the CAD proteins fall into three classes, whereas CAD-9 is more divergent (Figure 11).

CAD-2 and CAD-6, belonging to the class I CADs, closely resemble CAD proteins that have been

characterized for their involvement in lignification in other species. Although these genes are the

most likely candidates for “true” CAD orthologs in Arabidopsis, they have not yet been studied. The

topology of the tree indicates furthermore that the class I “true” CAD clade diverged from the other

CADs before the angiosperm-gymnosperm split (Figure 11).

Class II CADs (CAD-3, CAD-4, and CAD-5) cluster with a number of alcohol dehydrogenases with

diverse substrate preferences, such as the poplar sinapyl alcohol dehydrogenase (SAD; Li et al.,

2001), the celery (Apium graveolens) mannitol dehydrogenase (MTD; Williamson et al., 1995),

and the parsley ELI3/CAD proteins (Kiedrowski et al., 1992; Logemann et al., 1997). CAD-4

(AtELI3-1) and CAD-5 (AtELI3-2) have previously been identified as responsive to elicitor treatments

and Pseudomonas infection (Kiedrowski et al., 1992). Moreover, CAD-5 has a substrate specificity

distinct from “true” CADs, MTD, and aromatic alcohol:NADP+ oxidoreductase and was, therefore,

named benzyl alcohol dehydrogenase (BAD; Somssich et al., 1996).
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CAD-5 nevertheless shares a striking sequence similarity with MTD (Williamson et al., 1995).

Class III CADs (CAD-1, CAD-7, and CAD-8) cluster in a group with an alcohol dehydrogenase from

alfalfa (Medicago sativum), which is able to catalyze the reduction of cinnamaldehyde,

sinapaldehyde, and coniferaldehyde, but also several aliphatic aldehydes and various substituted

benzaldehydes (Brill et al., 1999). Being very divergent from class I “true” CADs, this class also

represents a group of multisubstrate alcohol dehydrogenases. One last protein, CAD-9, does not

cluster with any known protein or with one of the classes mentioned above.

CAD-1, CAD-6, CAD-3, CAD-4, and CAD-5 are located on chromosome 4, the latter three in

tandem. CAD-2 is situated on chromosome 3, CAD-7 and CAD-8 on chromosome 2, and CAD-9

on chromosome 1 (Figure 12). The three genes of class III (CAD-1, CAD-7, and CAD-8) originated

during the complete genome duplication, leading to CAD-1 and an ancestor of CAD-7 and CAD-8,

followed by a duplication of the latter (Figure 12).

All CADs of classes I and III, and CAD-9 are expressed in all stages of inflorescence stem

development (Table 10). In accordance, CAD-6 was shown to be highly expressed in the basal

portion when compared with the apical portion of the inflorescence stem (Goujon et al., 2003b).

Figure 11. Neighbor-joining tree of the CAD family, inferred from Kimura corrected evolutionary distances. Bootstrap

values (NJ/ML) above 50% are shown at the internodes. The scale measures evolutionary distance in substitutions per

amino acid. Clusters of sequences are represented as described in Figure 2. Species and GenBank Identifier numbers of

non-Arabidopsis sequences included in this tree are: Class I dicots: Populus (421814, 1168734, 9998899, 7239226),

Nicotiana (231676, 231675), Medicago (399168), Aralia (1168727), Zinnia (1944403), Eucalyptus (1705554, 10281656,

399165, 10719920, 3913185). Class I monocots: Saccharum (10719916), Zea (3913182, 7430938), Lolium (3913181),

Festuca (15428276, 15428278, 15428280, 15428282). Gymnosperm CAD: Picea (584872, 10719915), Pinus (107623,

3334135, 1168733, 3372645); Class II dicots: Stylosanthes (3913194), Apium (12643507), Petroselinum (1168732),

Lycopersicon (8099340, 7430935), Mesembryanthemum (10720090), Fragaria (10720093, 13507210), Populus

(14279694); Class III dicots: Stylosanthus (3913193), Medicago (10720088). Abbreviations: Arath, Arabidopsis thaliana.
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Expression of most CAD genes is documented by ESTs, except for CAD-7 and CAD-8 (Table 10),

which are nevertheless expressed, as indicated in the RT-PCRs (Table 10). It should be noted that

CAD-7 and CAD-8 arose during a recent duplication event (described in detail by Tavares et al.,

2000) and could not be distinguished in the RT-PCR analysis because of their high sequence

similarity: 98%, 95%, and 94% identity in the coding regions, introns, and putative 3' untranslated

regions, respectively.
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Class I

Arath; CAD-2 LCAD-C
f

At3g19450 RT-PCR ++ + ++ + + + + ++ ++ ++

EST (33) 6 4 11 2 2 8

EST rel (20.5) 17 22 54 29 8 18

Arath; CAD-6 LCAD-D
f

At4g34230 RT-PCR + + ++ +/- + + + + ++ ++ ++ AC

EST (23) 1 6 5 5 1 5 A

EST rel (14.3) 31 17 25 20 42 11

mRNA
g

+/- +
g1

Class II

Arath; CAD-3 L-CAD-A
f

At4g37970 RT-PCR ++ + ++ + + + ++ ++ ++

EST (1) 1

EST rel (0.6) 2

RT-PCR
f

+ + + +
f1

+

Arath; CAD-4 LCAD-B
f

At4g37980 RT-PCR + + + + + + + + + +

ELI3-1
a,f2

EST (26) 1 11 5 1 8

EST rel (16.2) 31 31 28 15 18

mRNA
ab

+
a1

Arath; CAD-5 ELI3-2
a

At4g37990 RT-PCR +/- + +/- + + + +/- AC

BAD
d

EST (2) 1 1

EST rel (1.2) 3 2

mRNA
a

+
a1

Class III

Arath; CAD-1 CAD1
c

At4g39330 RT-PCR ++ + + + + + + + + +

EST (32) 1 6 4 1 10 10

EST rel (19.9) 31 17 22 15 40 23

RT-PCR
e

+
e1

Arath; CAD-7 LCAD-E
f

At2g21730 RT-PCR* + +/- + +/- + + + + + ++

EST (0)

EST rel (0)

Arath; CAD-8 LCAD-F
f

At2g21890 RT-PCR* + +/- + +/- + + + + + ++

EST (0)

EST rel (0)

Arath; CAD-9 At1g72680 RT-PCR ++ ++ +/- + + + + + + + E

EST (9) 1 5 3

EST rel (5.6) 3 20 7

Table 10. Expression characteristics of the CAD gene family in Arabidopsis.

See Table 1 for the full explanation of table and abbreviations.

a Kiedrowski et al., 1993
a1 Pseudomonas infection
b Leyva et al., 1995
c Somers et al., 1995
d Somssich et al., 1996
e Jin et al., 2000
e1 in seedling leaves

f Tavares et al., 2000
f1 not in pollen
f2 ELI3-1 (X67816) is a recombinant clone of ELI3-2 and LCAD-B
g Goujon et al., 2003a
g1 highly expressed in the basal portion as compared to the apical portion

of the inflorescence stem

*
coding sequences and 3’UTR cannot be distinguished by RT-PCR
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The promoter analysis revealed that CAD-6 from class I and CAD-5 from class II contain AC

elements (Table 10). Additionally, an A box was detected in the CAD-6 promoter. The fact that only

one gene in the pathway contains both an AC element and an A box casts doubt on the previous

assumption that an A box works in conjunction with AC elements (Logemann et al., 1995).

Furthermore, only one elicitation-related element (E box) was identified in CAD-9 (Table 10).

Based on the fact that they cluster with other well-characterized “true” CAD genes in the phylogenetic

tree, CAD-2 and CAD-6 are the most likely candidates for the monolignol pathway in Arabidopsis.

Of these two, only CAD-6 has an AC element. The function of class II and class III CAD genes

remains less clear. However, CAD-3, CAD-4, and CAD-5 of class II are the closest homologs of the

poplar SAD (Li et al., 2001). Possibly, one or all of these proteins show a preference for sinapyl

alcohol or sinapaldehyde turning them into S branch-specific enzymes.

Discussion

As a first step in the functional analysis of monolignol biosynthesis genes, we searched the complete

Arabidopsis genome for members of the gene families currently known to be involved in monolignol

biosynthesis and found 34 candidate genes (Tables 1-10). Eleven of these genes have, to our

knowledge, not been described before. The gene annotation was complemented with, on the one

hand, an exhaustive compilation of previous — most of the time fragmented — expression data,

and on the other hand, an expression analysis of all 34 genes in an array of tissues providing us for

the first time with an overall picture of gene expression (Tables 1-10). Moreover, five genes had

not been picked up by an EST before, which provides the first expression data for these genes.

Together, these data will serve as a compendium for further functional studies of these genes in

Arabidopsis.

Fourteen monolignol biosynthesis genes are highly expressed in the inflorescence stem

Lignification is a process that occurs predominantly in cells of the vascular tissue, found in almost

all organs, but most abundantly in stems and roots. In addition, flowers, seeds, and siliques

accumulate significant amounts of other phenylpropanoid-derived compounds, such as sinapate

esters and flavonoids (Chapple et al., 1994; Chen and McClure, 2000; Ruegger and Chapple,

2001).

All 34 genes, annotated from the Arabidopsis genome sequence for their potential involvement in

monolignol biosynthesis, are expressed at some stage of inflorescence stem development, a tissue

with a prominent portion of lignifying cells (Tables 1-10; Dharmawardhana et al., 1992). Of these

genes, 23 are expressed throughout stem development (Table 11). Furthermore, of 11 of these 23

genes, the expression increases during the later stages of inflorescence stem development, when

lignification is more prominent (Dharmawardhana et al., 1992). Additionally, six genes, curiously

all upstream of C3H in the general part of the phenylpropanoid biosynthesis, have the highest

expression in stem as compared to other tissues (Table 11).
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Figure 12. Chromosomal position of monolignol biosynthesis genes. Linked vertical bars represent large

duplicated regions in which genes of this study have been retained after duplication. Horizontal gray bars indicate

the position of centromeric regions.
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Whereas none of the 34 genes is exclusively expressed in stem or root, their expression level, as

estimated from the EST data, is highest in those EST classes known to correlate to some extent

with lignification, namely root and aboveground organs (Table 11). A strong expression of monolignol

biosynthesis genes in stems and roots is documented in numerous publications (Tables 1-10, and

references therein).

Possibly, lignification cDNAs are relatively highly represented in root libraries because of the absence

of other very abundant processes, such as photosynthesis, or, as could be concluded from

AtC4H::GUS analysis (Nair et al., 2002), the phenylpropanoid pathway in roots is active in more

cells than the vascular ones to generate compounds not destined for lignification.
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PAL PAL-1 pal1
a

x x x 41 1 13 2 21 483 (+) PAL-3 x x 1

PAL-2 pal2
a

x x 50 2 17 12 17 246 (+), 495 (+) PAL-4 x x x 28 1 5 16 4

C4H C4H* ref3
b

x x x 29 2 5 15

4CL 4CL-1 x x x 8 1 4 159 (+) 4CL-3 8 1 2 3

4CL-2 x x x 13 6 2 2 124 (+), 233 (+) 4CL-4 x 2 2

HCT HCT x x x 57 13 11 8 15 132 (-)

C3H C3H-1* ref8 x x 36 5 5 7 16 145 (+) C3H-2 2

C3H-3 0

CCoAOMT CCoAOMT-1 x x 45 1 19 9 10 174 (+), 651 (+) CCoAOMT-2 0

CCoAOMT-3* 6 3

CCoAOMT-4 x 2 1

CCoAOMT-5 1

CCoAOMT-6 2

CCoAOMT-7 x 4 3 1

CCR CCR-1 irx4 x x 43 1 8 8 8 10 269 (+) CCR-2 x 4 3 1

F5H F5H-1* fah1 x x 2

F5H-2* x 0

COMT COMT* comt x x 99 16 28 22 20

CAD CAD-5 2 1 256 (-) CAD-1 x 32 4 10 10

CAD-6 x x 23 5 5 6 515 (+) CAD-2 x x 33 4 11 2 8

CAD-3 x 1 1

CAD-4 26 5 8

CAD-7 x 0

CAD-8 x 0

CAD-9 x 9 5 3

Table 11. Summary of expression characteristics and occurrence of AC elements in monolignol biosynthesis genes.

Characteristics are listed for each gene: the corresponding mutants with lignification-related phenotypes, the clustering

with certified proteins of other species in the phylogenetic analysis, a high and constitutive expression in the inflorescence

stem being eventually higher than in other tissues (as determined by our RT-PCR analysis), ESTs of the different

relevant categories in total numbers, and the occurrence of AC elements. Genes in boldface have been characterized

for the first time. Genes marked with asterisks are associated to a membrane or predicted to be ER targeted. The

position of AC elements found with stringent parameters is given in bp from ATG and the strand within brackets.

Shaded fields indicate an overrepresentation of ESTs in this particular tissue or conditions as compared to the presence

of this gene in all ESTs. Overrepresentation was judged by comparing the relative occurrence of a gene in all ESTs with

that of the same gene in a particular tissue or condition. When less than three ESTs were detected in a particular tissue

or condition, no overrepresentation was calculated.

a Rohde et al., in preparation
b C. Chapple, personal communication
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A high expression level in lignifying tissues (RT-PCR and EST), and the phylogenetic classification

in groups with functionally characterized proteins of other species, were used as the first two

criteria to delineate those family members that are the most likely to be involved in monolignol

biosynthesis during developmental lignification (Table 11). These criteria are fulfilled for 14 genes:

PAL-1, PAL-2, PAL-4, C4H, 4CL-1, 4CL-2, HCT, C3H-1, CCoAOMT-1, CCR-1, F5H-1, COMT,

CAD-2, and CAD-6. Of these 14, seven genes have been already certified for their involvement in

monolignol biosynthesis through the characterization of the corresponding mutants: PAL-1 (pal1),

PAL-2 (pal2), C4H (ref3), C3H-1 (ref8), CCR-1 (irx4), F5H-1 (fah1), and COMT (comt1) (Chapple

et al., 1992; Jones et al., 2001; Franke et al., 2002a, 2002b; Goujon et al., 2003b; C. Chapple,

personal communication; A. Rohde et al., in preparation). Except for CAD-6, these 14 genes have

the highest expression level in their respective gene families, as judged from the number of ESTs

(Table 11). In conclusion, this set of 14 genes is through their expression and phylogeny eligible for

being involved in the developmental monolignol biosynthesis in Arabidopsis.

AC Elements sign-post a number of G-branch monolignol biosynthesis genes

AC elements, originally identified in the promoters of the parsley PAL1 gene, the bean PAL2 and

PAL3 genes and parsley 4CL-1 gene (Cramer et al., 1989; Lois et al., 1989; Hauffe et al., 1991;

Leyva et al., 1992), are thought to enhance the expression of genes in xylem and at the same time

to prevent their expression in the adjacent phloem and cortical cells. A number of functional studies

have proven the importance of AC elements for vascular expression (Hauffe et al., 1993; Hatton et

al., 1995; Lacombe et al., 2000; C. Chen et al., in preparation). Because the deletion of the AC

element results, within the vascular tissue, in derepression of phloem expression, it has been

suggested that a (possibly phloem-specific) repressor is normally bound to the AC element preventing

expression in cells other than xylem cells. In contrast, in xylem cells, the repressor would be

released to give rise to typically high expression levels (Hauffe et al., 1993; Hatton et al., 1995). A

number of MYB and other transcription factors bind to AC elements resulting in trans-activation of

the respective promoters (e.g., Sablowski et al., 1995; Séguin et al., 1997; Sugimoto et al., 2000).

Overexpression of specific MYB factors leads to lignin-related phenotypes (Tamagnone et al.,

1998; Borevitz et al., 2000). Of course, AC element-controlled genes, recruited into monolignol

biosynthesis in vascular cells would retain the capacity to participate outside these cells in other

processes. In fact, many AC element-containing genes have complex expression patterns,

emphasizing that the AC element is only one component that regulates the activity of their promoters

(Tables 1-10).

Given the importance of AC elements in specifying vascular expression, the presence of an AC

element in the promoters of the 34 annotated genes has been examined. In the past, most AC

elements were identified by consensus sequences built from both experimentally verified AC

elements as well as those detected by sequence similarity. Often on top of such a consensus, a

number of mismatches were allowed. Moreover, AC elements were often subdivided into ACI and

ACII boxes, despite the fact that they align perfectly and were shown to be functionally redundant

with respect to vascular expression (see supplemental data; Hatton et al., 1995).
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In view of the limited knowledge on the specific binding of AC elements by transcription factors in

vivo, we built one unifying matrix for element identification based on the five experimentally verified

and delineated elements (see supplemental data) with very stringent parameters in the search. In

addition, such a matrix approach accounts for relative probabilities of bases at a particular position,

whereas the consensus sequences only describe the presence or absence of one or more base(s)

at a position. To illustrate the power of matrix versus consensus approach, the statistical significance

of both methods was evaluated on 1,000 random intergenic regions distributed uniformly throughout

the Arabidopsis genome. The consensus approach used, for example, by Wanner et al. (1995),

has a probability to find an AC element by chance of once every 1,200 bp, whereas with our

approach it is once every 37,000 bp. With these parameters, some of the AC elements that had

previously been identified based on similarity to a consensus were not detected, such as the AC

element in the PAL-3, C4H, and 4CL-3 promoters (Wanner et al., 1995; Mizutani et al., 1997;

Ehlting et al., 1999). Note that the elements in these promoters have not been verified experimentally.

By searching with the matrix approach all 29,787 Arabidopsis genes predicted with EuGene (Schiex

et al., 2001; C. Serizet et al., in preparation), AC elements on either DNA strand were found in 780

promoters (2.6%). In the set of 34 monolignol biosynthesis genes, 10 out of 34 promoters have AC

elements (29%; Table 11): 8 on the positive and 2 on the negative strands.

Seven gene families have at least one family member with an AC element in their promoter

(Table 11). Genes with an AC element do not simply correspond with genes that are highly expressed

as estimated from the number of ESTs (Table 11). Rather, AC elements coincide with those gene

family members that were assigned to be involved in developmental lignification based on expression

and phylogeny (see above): of these 14 genes, nine contain an AC element on the positive strand

(Table 11). Thus, within their respective gene families the following genes are extra-qualified for

playing a role in developmental lignification in vascular tissues: PAL-1, PAL-2, 4CL-1, 4CL-2, HCT,

C3H-1, CCoAOMT-1, CCR-1, and CAD-6. CAD-5 has an AC element, but did not cluster with the

true CAD clade in the phylogenetic tree (Figure 11). In contrast, no AC elements were found in the

gene families C4H, F5H, and COMT. Of these three gene families, C4H and COMT are single

genes that, contrary to multigene families, may have acquired a more relaxed promoter organization

compatible with expression in a broader range of cells and conditions. Maybe these genes contain

more degenerated AC elements that were not picked up under the stringent search parameters

used. The F5H family consists of two genes that are not functionally redundant, because F5H-2

fails to compensate for the loss of F5H-1 in the fah1 mutant (Meyer et al., 1998). In this rationale,

F5H-1 probably has to be considered as a single gene as well. However, this hypothesis, explaining

why C4H, F5H and COMT promoters lack an AC element, is not in agreement with HCT, which is

a single gene as well, but has an AC element, albeit on the negative strand. Interestingly, only two

of the 13 AC elements detected in the promoters are on the negative strand, potentially indicating

that they are not functional.

A tantalizing alternative hypothesis starts out from the notion that all AC element-containing

monolignol biosynthesis genes code for enzymes acting in the G-branch of the pathway (Figure 1,

Table 11). None of the 14 other promoter elements analyzed, including stress- and elicitor-responsive

elements, could be linked in a similar meaningful way to particular groups of genes (Tables 1-10),
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underscoring how important the presence of AC elements may be for a common regulation of

G-branch genes. A separate regulation of S-branch genes is a valid option to explain why the latter

lack AC elements, given the spatio-temporal differences in deposition of S and G lignin

(Dharmawardhana et al., 1992; Dixon et al., 2001; Donaldson, 2001; Jones et al., 2001). Young

tissues accumulate preferentially G lignin, whereas the content of S lignin increases with tissue

maturity (Meyer et al., 1998). At the level of individual cells, G-branch enzymes are involved in the

lignin deposition during earlier stages of cell wall formation than S-branch enzymes (Terashima et

al., 1986). Within the vascular tissue, xylem vessels contain G lignin, whereas fibers and parenchyma

cells contain a mixture of G and S lignin, with the latter predominating in fibers (Donaldson, 2001;

and references therein). Maybe the profound induction of G-branch enzymes suffices to achieve

the required extra-production of G monolignols for secondary cell wall formation, typical of a

lignifying xylem vessel cell. This suggestion is in line with the previously proposed mode of action

of AC elements within the vascular tissue: AC elements drive high expression in xylem vessels,

whereas in phloem (consisting primarily of fibers) they repress it (Hauffe et al., 1993; Hatton et al.,

1995). The only G-branch gene family lacking a member with AC element is the single C4H.

However, C4H might be regulated separately. Its transcriptional regulation was shown to be distinct

from other monolignol genes in Arabidopsis as well as in pine (Pinus taeda; Jin et al., 2000;

Anterola et al., 2002).

If this scenario were true, AC elements correlate with a strong expression of G-lignin genes.

Furthermore, COMT and F5H would have been recruited specifically into the S branch during the

evolution of angiosperms, because no S lignin is made in gymnosperms. As a consequence, a

putatively S-specific alcohol dehydrogenase, as identified in poplar (Li et al., 2001), might also

exist in Arabidopsis. The class III CAD proteins clusters with a CAD of alfalfa that reduces, among

others, sinapaldehyde (Brill et al., 1999). However, the class II CAD genes, CAD-3, CAD-4, and

CAD-5 are the closest homologs of the poplar SAD, with respect to sequence. These Arabidopsis

CAD genes do not contain AC elements, except for CAD-5 that would need to be excluded as a

putative SAD homolog. Mixed substrate assays, as applied for the identification of the poplar SAD

(Li et al., 2001), will be very informative to clarify this question.

Putative membrane localization of six enzymes

Growing evidence suggests that cytochrome P450 enzymes provide membrane anchors in the ER

for assembling multienzyme complexes involved in metabolic channeling within the phenylpropanoid

pathway (Chapple, 1998; Rasmussen and Dixon, 1999; Wagner and Hrazdina, 1984; Winkel-Shirley,

1999). Metabolic channeling has been reported from phenylalanine to p-coumarate with a possible

association of PAL and C4H on microsomal membranes (Czichi and Kindl, 1977; Wagner and

Hrazdina, 1984; Rasmussen and Dixon, 1999). Among the three P450 enzyme families of the

pathway (C4H, C3H, and F5H), C4H, C3H-1, and F5H-2 are predicted by TargetP to hold an ER

targeting peptide. However, the predicted peptide coincides with the N-terminal hydrophobic helix,

which is part of the membrane-anchoring region common to all P450 proteins (Chapple, 1998).
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Because membrane-anchoring regions, such as those present in P450, are known to cause false

predictions by TargetP, it is very unlikely that the P450 enzymes would contain a cleavable signal

peptide (G. von Heijne, personal communication). C3H-1 has previously been localized to the

microsomal fraction when expressed heterologously in yeast (Franke et al., 2002b). A c-myc-tagged

C4H was found exclusively in the microsomal fraction of tobacco and the poplar C4H fused to GFP

was shown to be ER-localized in transgenic Arabidopsis (Ro et al., 2001; Achnine et al., 2002). In

conclusion, C4H, C3H-1, F5H-1, and F5H-2 have a well-conserved membrane-anchoring region,

in agreement with their proposed localization in the ER membrane. C3H-2 and C3H-3, are not

predicted to contain an ER targeting peptide and do not comply to the amino acid features of the

membrane anchor.

In addition, CCoAOMT-3 contains also a putative ER targeting signal, but no evidence exists for

membrane association, implying a surprisingly vacuolar or extracellular localization of this enzyme.

Sinapoylglucose:malate sinapoyltransferase (SMT) and sinapoylglucose:choline sinapoyltransferase

(SCT) involved in modification of sinapoylglucose have been identified as proteins with an ER

targeting peptide (Lehfeldt et al., 2000; Shirley et al., 2001). These enzymes were suggested to be

localized in the vacuole based on previous studies showing SMT activity in vacuoles (Strack and

Sharma, 1985). Whether CCoAOMT-3 shares this localization needs experimental verification.

Finally, a putative myristoylation site was detected in the COMT, possibly involved in membrane

anchoring. In agreement with this finding, a fraction of COMT from alfalfa stem was shown to be

associated with the microsomal membranes, and channeling by COMT and F5H was suggested

from coniferaldehyde to sinapaldehyde in the S-branch of the monolignol pathway (Guo et al.,

2002). This observation was interpreted as a tight coupling of COMT with the membrane-anchored

F5H (Guo et al., 2002). However, our data do not exclude that COMT itself could be anchored into

the membrane by myristoylation.

Monolignol biosynthesis gene families show a large diversity in size, sequence similarity, and

functional spectrum

The number of candidate monolignol biosynthesis genes found in the Arabidopsis genome varies

greatly among the gene family studied: from single genes (COMT, HCT, and C4H) to medium-size

(F5H, C3H, PAL, and CCR), and large (4CL, CAD, and CCoAOMT) gene families. For some

families, clear classes were revealed by the phylogenetic analysis of all plant members (C4H,

C3H, 4CL, CAD, and CCoAOMT), whereas other families were represented by one class only

(COMT and CCR). A complex history of gene duplications caused the expansion and diversification

of the respective gene families. Interestingly, the polyploidy event, which happened 75 million

years ago, as indicated by the presence of large blocks of genes that duplicated at that time

(Figure 12; Simillion et al., 2002; Raes et al., 2003), did not create new classes within any of the

investigated families. Mapping of the genome duplication on the respective phylogenetic trees

shows that, in all cases, this event together with several small-scale duplications, was responsible

only for a greater within-class diversity (Figures 2-11). Classes must have originated at an earlier

time in evolution, i.e., before 75 million years ago and not necessarily all at the same time.
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By definition, the complete genome duplication created a full, redundant, double set of monolignol

biosynthesis genes. In some gene families (PAL, CAD, CCR, 4CL, and CCoAOMT), duplicates

that originated through this event have been retained, whereas they were lost in others (COMT,

HCT, and C4H). The mechanisms and reasons of gene conservation and loss after duplication are

still unclear and various theories exist (Prince and Prickett, 2002). Some of the duplicated genes

in this study that were retained have evolved different expression patterns after the genome

duplication (CCR-1 and CCR-2, PAL-3 and PAL-4, and CAD-1 and CAD-7/CAD-8), whereas others

show no clear difference in expression (PAL-1 and PAL-2). In some cases, the influence of the

genome duplication is blurred by more ancient (4CL-1, 4CL-2, and 4CL-4) or recent (CCoAOMT-2,

CCoAOMT-5, and CCoAOMT-6) tandem duplications. The observed differences in expression of

the CCR and CAD families might point to a functional divergence of these genes, a process called

subfunctionalization. The duplicates still exert the same biochemical function, but in different

spatio-temporal “niches” in the organism (Piatigorsky and Wistow, 1991; Hughes, 1994; Force et

al., 1999). A putative example of subfunctionalization after gene duplication is found in the C3H

family, where C3H-2 and C3H-3 show a mutually exclusive expression pattern during stem

development (Table 5). However, although subfunctionalization may be a possible reason why the

duplicated genes are retained, only further functional studies will reveal the full consequences of

these gene and genome duplications within the monolignol biosynthetic pathway and provide some

more hints on the evolutionary constraints acting on these families.

In conclusion, the genome-wide analysis of monolignol biosynthesis genes, as presented here,

provides the foundation of the next steps in unravelling the monolignol pathway. The combination

of reverse genetics with transcript and metabolite profiling analyses of the respective mutants will

profoundly enlarge our understanding of this pathway and its relation with plant development.
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Abstract

The type I MADS-box genes constitute a largely unexplored subfamily of the extensively studied

MADS-box gene family, well known for its role in flower development. Genes of the type I MADS-box

subfamily possess the characteristic MADS-box but are distinguished from type II MADS-box genes

by the absence of the keratin-like box. In this in silico study, we have structurally annotated all 47

members of the type I MADS-box gene family in Arabidopsis thaliana and exerted a thorough

analysis of the C-terminal regions of the translated proteins. On the basis of conserved motifs in

the C-terminal region, we could classify the gene family into three main groups, two of which could

be further subdivided. Phylogenetic trees were inferred in order to study the evolutionary relationships

within this large MADS-box gene subfamily. These suggest for plant type I genes a dynamic of

evolution that is significantly different from both the mode of animal type I (SRF) and plant type II

(MIKC-type) gene phylogeny. The presence of conserved motifs in the majority of these genes, the

identification of Oryza sativa MADS-box type I homologs, and the detection of expressed sequence

tags for Arabidopsis thaliana and other plant type I genes suggest that these genes are indeed of

functional importance to plants. It is therefore the more intriguing that, from an experimental point

of view, almost nothing is known about the function of these MADS-box type I genes.
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Introduction

The MADS-box gene family encodes a family of transcription factors involved in diverse aspects of

plant development, and has been designated by an acronym (Schwarz-Sommer et al. 1990) after a

few of its earliest members, namely MCM1 found in yeast (Passmore et al. 1988), AGAMOUS in

Arabidopsis thaliana (Yanofsky et al. 1990), DEFICIENS in Antirrhinum majus (Sommer et al. 1990;

Schwarz-Sommer et al. 1992) and SRF in human (Norman et al. 1988). All MADS-box genes encode

a strongly conserved MADS domain - found in the N-terminal region, that is responsible for DNA

binding to CC(A/T)
6
GG boxes in the regulatory region of their target genes (Shore and Sharrocks

1995). Recent analyses have shown that this large gene family can be divided into two major lineages,

named type I and type II (Alvarez-Buylla et al. 2000a). Since both type I and type II genes are found

in plants, animals and fungi, both types of MADS-box genes are assumed to have originated by

duplication before the divergence of these kingdoms. Based on the structure of the MADS domain,

type I and type II genes are also referred to as MADS SRF-like and MADS MEF2-like genes, respectively

(Alvarez-Buylla et al. 2000a).

In animals, type I genes are involved in response to growth factors while type II genes are involved

in muscle development (Norman et al. 1988; Yu et al. 1992). Besides the highly conserved MADS

domain, animal type I (SRF-like) and type II (MEF2-like) genes contain an additionally conserved

region, the SAM and MEF2 domain, respectively  (Shore and Sharrocks 1995, Riechmann and

Meyerowitz 1997; Alvarez-Buylla et al. 2000a). The same is true for Fungi.

Plant type II MADS-box genes possess a strongly conserved MEF2-like MADS box, followed by a

weakly conserved I (intervening) box, a K (keratin-like) box, and a C box and are therefore termed

the MIKC-type (short: MIKC) genes (Münster et al. 1997). The moderately conserved K domain

has been shown to be important for protein-protein interactions and probably forms a coiled-coil

structure. The poorly conserved carboxyl-terminal (C) region may function as a trans-activation

domain (Riechmann and Meyerowitz 1997). Plant type II MADS-box genes have been extensively

studied during the last decade and are best known for their role in flower development (see e.g.

Riechmann and Meyerowitz 1997; Pelaz et al. 2000; Theissen et al. 2000; Ng and Yanofsky 2001;

Theissen 2001; Theissen and Saedler 2001). Besides this role, MADS-box genes also have an

important function in the development of other plant organs such as fruit (Liljegren et al. 1998,

2000), roots (Zhang and Forde 2000; Alvarez-Buylla et al. 2000b; Burgeff et al. 2002) and ovules

(Angenent and Colombo 1996). The type II MADS-box transcription factors provide an excellent

genetic toolkit to study the evolution of plant development. Alterations in the expression of genes

coding for transcriptional regulators, such as MADS-box genes, are emerging as a major source of

the diversity and change that underlie evolution and can be linked to changes in plant body plan or

the generation of evolutionary novelties (Riechmann et al. 2000; Theissen 2001).

Unlike the type II MADS-box genes in plants, the type I subfamily has remained largely unexplored.

Plant type I MADS-domain proteins are characterized by an SRF-like MADS domain but the

C-terminal region of these genes is still not well defined and is of variable length. Furthermore,

type I genes are characterized by the absence of the well-defined K box.
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Based on phylogenetic tree inference, Alvarez-Buylla et al. (2000a) concluded that this K box arose

in plant type II genes after the divergence of plants and animals and fungi.  Hitherto, only a few

members of this subfamily have been identified by ‘in silico’ prediction in Arabidopsis thaliana whereas

their function remains completely unknown (Alvarez-Buylla et al. 2000a).  The recent discovery of this

new subfamily of MADS-box genes in Arabidopsis thaliana and the lack of knowledge about their

function urges upon the full characterization of this gene family in Arabidopsis thaliana and the

identification of homologs in other plants. Moreover, further analysis of the type I MADS-box gene

family may be very important in understanding the origin and evolution of the whole MADS-box gene

family.  In this respect, we have analysed the size and the structural characteristics of the type I

subfamily in Arabidopsis thaliana and have identified the first type I MADS-box genes in Oryza sativa.

The completion of the Arabidopsis thaliana genome sequence (Arabidopsis Genome Initiative 2000)

allows investigation of the full complement of MADS box type I genes in this model plant. The structural

annotation of the gene family was done in a semi-automated way, combining high throughput gene

prediction with a manual control step. By using this approach we tried to combine speed with accuracy

because future research on these sequences depends on the correctness of their annotation.

Additionally, we performed a phylogenetic analysis of the type I subfamily of MADS-box genes in

order to study the evolutionary relationships between the newly annotated genes.

Methods

Structural annotation of type I MADS-box genes

The annotation of the type I MADS-box gene family in Arabidopsis thaliana was based on homology

searches with the conserved part of the genes of the family. Hence, the MADS domain of the type I

MADS-domain proteins identified by Alvarez-Buylla et al. (2000) was used as a query sequence in

BLAST (tblastn using default parameters) searches (Altschul et al. 1990) against the sequences of

the Arabidopis genome. The E-value cut-off was initially set at 1e-10, where hits with higher E-value

were selected manually, taking into account the conserved, possibly functionally important residues

in the MADS-domain. The genomic sequences containing putative type I MADS-box genes were

subjected to gene prediction using GeneMark.hmm (Lukashin and Borodovsky 1998). A manual

control step of the annotation involved the inspection of the exon-intron structure and the multiple

alignment of the MADS-domain protein sequences using Artemis (Rutherford et al. 2000) and

BioEdit (Hall 1999). Based on similarity with close relatives of the gene family, wrongly predicted

exon borders and over- or underprediction of exons were detected and corrected.  To identify more

distantly related proteins, we also constructed a HMMer profile (Eddy 1998) based on the already

predicted and manually corrected genes. This profile was used to search a non-redundant database

containing a collection of Arabidopsis thaliana proteins found through prediction with GeneMark.hmm

(Lukashin and Borodovsky 1998) on the Arabidopsis thaliana genome (genome version of January 18

2001 (v180101), and downloaded from the MIPS ftp-site at ftp://ftpmips.gsf.de/cress/).
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These gene predictions were then again manually checked. Additionally, we searched for type I

MADS-domain proteins in Oryza sativa. Based on the multiple sequence alignment of the Arabidopsis

thaliana type I MADS-domain proteins, a HMMer profile (Eddy 1998) was built to search a rice protein

database for type I MADS-domain proteins. This database contained 24,305 rice proteins predicted

with GeneMark.hmm (Lukashin and Borodovsky 1998) on rice BAC sequences from the Rice Genome

Project covering approximately 29% of the rice genome (Oryza sativa spp. japonica; Sasaki and Burr

2000; http://rgp.dna.affrc.go.jp/). Furthermore, we screened the draft sequence of Oryza sativa spp.

indica (Yu et al. 2002) for putative type I MADS-box genes using BLAST, with other type I genes as

query sequences.

Duplicated blocks (i.e. large regions of colinearity) in the Arabidopsis thaliana genome were detected

and dated as described earlier (Raes et al. 2002; Vandepoele et al. 2002).

Structural analysis of the C-terminal region

All type I MADS-box genes possess the strongly conserved MADS-box. However, the C-terminal

region of these genes is much less conserved and has a variable length. We performed a motif

search on all type I MADS-domain protein sequences using MEME (Multiple Expectation

Minimization for Motif Elicitation) version 3.0 (Bailey and Elkan 1994). Based on the conserved

motifs found by MEME, the type I MADS-box gene family was further subdivided into smaller

subgroups after which these subgroups were realigned, now taking into account additional sites

that could be proven to belong to shared and conserved motifs.

A HMMer profile (Eddy 1998) was built from the different motifs identified by MEME (see Results).

These profiles were scanned against our in-house Arabidopsis thaliana protein database (see

Structural annotation of type I MADS-domain genes) and the MIPS protein database to search for

other proteins that contain similar motifs. The InterPro database (release 4.0, Nov. 2001, Apweiler

et al. 2001) was also checked for the presence of the C-terminal motifs.

In order to make sure that no type II MADS-domain proteins have been included in our data set, all

sequences were analyzed for the presence of the type II specific K-domain using InterPro searches

(release 4.0, Nov. 2001, Apweiler et al. 2001) and Multicoil (Wolf et al. 1997) for coiled-coil prediction

based on the presence of heptat-repeat signature motifs (abcdefg in which a and d are hydrophobic

residues and are pointing to the core of the coiled-coil and b, d, e, f and g are hydrophylic residues)

in the sequences (Lupas 1996).

Phylogenetic Analysis of Type I  MADS-domain Proteins

The complete alignment of all type I MADS-domain proteins was edited and reformatted for

phylogenetic analysis using BioEdit (Hall 1999) and ForCon (Raes and Van de Peer 1999) resulting

in an alignment of the conserved residues (MADS-domain + residues of shared motifs).

Neighbor-Joining (Saitou and Nei 1987) trees were constructed using TREECON (Van de Peer and

De Wachter 1997) based on Poisson-corrected distances. To assess support for the inferred

relationships, 500 bootstrap samples (Felsenstein 1985) were generated.
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Maximum likelihood trees were constructed for type I MADS-box genes (see below) using

TREE-PUZZLE 5.0 (Strimmer and von Haeseler 1996; Schmidt et al. 2002) and PAML (Yang 2000). In

TREE-PUZZLE, the mutation probability matrix of Müller and Vingron (2000) was used whereas the

number of puzzling steps was set to 20,000.  Bootstrapped maximum parsimony trees for class M

and class N genes were constructed with PAUP* (Swofford 1998). Predicted sequences and multiple

alignments are available from our website at http://www.psb.ugent.be/bioinformatics/MADS/.

Results

Structural annotation and phylogenetic analysis

Based on a genome wide analysis, we identified 47 type I MADS-box genes in the genome of

Arabidopsis thaliana, of which 14 correspond to genes previously described by Alvarez-Buylla et

al. (2000a) and of which 33 are new (see Table 1). Additionally, we discovered the presence of a

new group of MADS-like genes.  These genes are different from type I (and also type II) MADS-

box genes due to a highly divergent N-terminal region of the MADS-box.  Furthermore, although

most of these genes are overall strongly conserved, they do not possess the C-terminal conserved

regions characteristic for type I (or type II) genes.   For these reasons, we did not include these genes

(listed in Table 2) in our analyses.

Table 1. Arabidopsis thaliana and Oryza sativa type I MADS-box genes

Locus Gene Accession Start Stop Length Strand Chr. EST Class

name numberc

At1g28460 AC010155 35082 35630 182 - 1 M

At1g28450 AC010155_2 37337 37894 185 + 1 M

At1g60880 AC018908_2 24777 25352 191 - 1 M

At1g60920 AC018908_1 6660 7265 201 + 1 M

At3g04100 AC016829 84782 85405 207 + 3 M

At1g01530 AGL28 Y12776 6766 7788 247 + 1 M

At1g65360 AGL23 AC004512_2 47399 48213 226 + 1 M

At2g24840 AC006585 25227 25859 210 + 2 M

At5g60440 AB011483 26829 28020 299 + 5 M

At4g36590 AGL40 AL161589 121429 123079 243 - 4 M

At5g38620 AB005231 463826 464875 349 - 5 M

At5g49420 AB023034 34638 36134 402 - 5 M

At2g34440 AGL29 AC004077 16781 17299 172 + 2 M

At1g48150 AC023673 497767 498738 323 + 1 M

At5g27130 AGL39 AF007271 71901 75618 435 - 5 M

At1g47760 AC012463 70240 70948 184 - 1 M

At3g66656 AC036106 29224 29760 178 - 3 M

At4g14530 AL161539 46973 47658 213 - 4 M

At5g49490 AB023033 10587 11330 247 + 5 M

At5g04640 AL162875 89521 90489 322 + 5 M

Os_AP003951_1 28733 29365 633 - 6 M

Os_AP003951_2 50199 50771 572 - 6 M

Os_AP003627 102168 102794 627 + 1 M

Os_AP004093 72268 73128 861 + 2 M

Os_Contig2417 5705 9967 210 + M

Os_Contig4095 1453 2109 218 + M

Os_Contig4276 6289 6921 210 + M

Os_Contig28459 1540 2078 141 - M

Os_Contig18609 465 1049 194 + M

At5g26580/At5g26575b AF058914 4471 5508 304 + 5 N

At5g26630/At5g26625b AF058914_2 40425 47737 315 - 5 N

At5g26650/At5g26645b AF058914_3 53688 54794 327 - 5 X N

At1g65330 AC004512_1 32543 33382 279 - 1 N
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Figure 1 shows the distribution of the type I MADS-box genes on the different chromosomes.  Seven

genes could be linked to block duplications, namely both the gene pairs AC016529 and AC026479,

and the gene pairs AC009243_2 and AC069252, which are all located in an internally duplicated block

that contains 172 duplicated genes on chromosome 1 (Raes et al. 2002; Simillion et al. 2002).

Additionally, genes AC012393 and AF058914_2 (and its neighbour AF058914_3) belong to a smaller

block of 13 genes duplicated between chromosomes 3 and 5 (Fig. 1).  The largest block has been

dated 69 ± 17 MYA, while the smaller block duplication was dated 78 ± 29 MYA, which implies that

they could have both originated during the same complete genome duplication event, estimated to

have occurred at around that time (Lynch and Conery 2000; Raes et al. 2002; Simillion et al. 2002).

Table 1 (continued).

Locus Gene Accession Start Stop Length Strand Chr. EST Class

name numberc

At1g65300 AC004512_3 21003 21827 278 + 1 N

At3g05860 AC012393 56275 57224 260 - 3 N

At2g28700 AC007184 3732 4502 256 - 2 N

At5g27960 AC007627 64277 65368 363 - 5 N

At5g48670 AB015468 59946 60911 321 - 5 N

At1g31630 AC074360_2 59951 60970 339 + 1 N

At1g31640 AC074360_1 55322 56806 464 + 1 N

At2g40210 AC018721 40137 42106 402 - 2 X N

At2g26880 AGL41 AC005168 51386 52188 260 - 2 N

Os_AP002070_1 57225 57947 240 + 1 N

Os_AP002070_2 71207 72127 306 + 1 N

Os_Contig28311 1167 1580 138 - N

Os_Contig603 3973 4776 267 + N

Os_Contig23118 1479 1904 141 + N

Os_Contig18573 850 1479 209 + N

Os_Contig119850 52 667 205 - N

Os_Contig31610 1805 2215 136 - N

Os_Contig18149 1420 2035 205 - N

At2g03060a AGL30 AC004138 81852 83914 364 + 2 O

At1g31140 AC004793 29171 30813 211 + 1 O

At1g22590 AC006551 24033 24524 163 - 1 X O

At1g77950 AC009243 50294 52808 244 + 1 X O

At1g72350 AC016529 73282 73956 224 + 1 O

At1g17310 AC026479 2189 2827 212 - 1 O

At5g26950 AGL26 AF007270 84574 85554 292 - 5 O

At2g26320 AGL33 AC004484 66595 68743 209 - 2 O

At1g18750a AC011809 60126 62604 440 + 1 O

At1g22130 AC069252 2812402 2814274 335 - 1 O

At1g77980 AC009243_2 58477 60332 303 - 1 O

At1g69540 AC073178 88592 90480 359 - 1 O

At5g06500 AP002543 7047 7775 728 + 5 O

At5g58890 AGL43 AB016885 33758 34642 294 + 5 O

At5g55690 AB009050 40372 41205 277 - 5 O

Os_AP000616 39576 42209 855 + 6 O

Os_AP003104 53129 54943 1815 + 1 O

Os_AP003331_1 86944 88167 1224 + 1 O

Os_AP003331_2 89653 90947 975 + 1 O

Os_AP003380 8256 9365 1110 - 1 O

Os_AP003436 171451 172890 1440 - 1 O

Os_AP003763 127881 128597 279 + 6 O

Os_AP003742 63104 64429 645 - 7 O

Os_AP004322 4659 10836 477 + 6 O

Os_AP003331_3 95818 98653 1188 + 1 O

Os_Contig19550 853 1324 375 + O

Os_Contig52002 790 ? ? + O

Os_Contig20368 ? 405 ? - O

Os_Contig45237 1180 ? ? + O

Os_Contig11428 5081 ? ? + O

Os_Contig32902 2555 ? ? +

Os_Contig2175 12725 ? ? - Unassignedd

Os_Contig5668 ? 5842 ? -

Os_Contig21589 ? 2624 ? -

a Locus names of genes in MIPS (Schoof et al. 2002) that differ in their structural annotation with those presented here.
b Genes on BAC AF058914 have different locus names in MIPS and TIGR (http://www.tigr.org) respectively.
c Rice genes are in bold.
d These genes could not be classified unambiguously because the prediction was incomplete (see text for details).
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Figure 1. Chromosomal localization of the type I MADS-box genes in Arabidopsis

thaliana. Grey bands denote duplicated blocks (see text for details).

Figure 2a shows the distribution of the number of exons found in type I MADS-box genes.  As can be

observed, the majority of the type I genes consist of only one or two exons, which is quite different

from type II MADS-box genes, where most genes consist of 7 exons (Fig. 2b).

Figure 2. Distribution of the number of exons in the type I (a) and type II (b) MADS-box gene family.

a b
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In addition to the Arabidopsis thaliana type I genes 16 rice type I MADS-box genes were annotated

on BAC sequences of the rice consortium (Sasaki and Burr 2000). Preliminary analysis of the draft

sequence of rice resulted in the additional identification of 19 putative type I MADS-box genes. Six

other genes were found through BLAST searches on the rice draft sequence but could not be ascribed

unequivocally to the type I subfamily. Further analysis and manual annotation of these rice genes will

Table 2. List of MADS-like genes in Arabidopsis thaliana

Locus name Accession number BAC

At5g27090  AF170760

At5g27070 AF170670

At5g27580 AC007478

At5g26950 AF007270

At4g11250 AL096882

At5g65330 AB011479

At5g40220 AB010699

At5g39750 AB016876

At5g38740 AB011478

At5g40120 AB010699

At5g39810 AB016876

At5g41200 AB010072

At3g18650 AB026654

At5g27050 AF170670

At1g60040 AC005966

At1g59810 AC007258

be necessary to decide whether these are type I

or type II genes. Furthermore, to improve gene

prediction in rice, an assembly of the contigs of

the draft sequence will be necessary because

many MADS-box genes are located at the end

of the contigs. We also searched the publicly

available databases for type I MADS-box genes

of other plants, but could not find any other type I

homologs.  It should be noted that the

sequencing and annotation of other plant

sequences is still ongoing which will probably

result in the detection of many more type I

MADS-domain proteins in the near future.

The construction of reliable phylogenetic trees

of the complete type I subfamily of

MADS-domain proteins is very difficult due to the small size (60 amino acids) of the conserved

MADS-domain. Trees constructed on such a low number of residues often turn out to be unreliable

and poorly supported by statistical analyses.  As can be seen in Figure 3, very few nodes are well

supported and no conclusion can be drawn about possible subclasses present in the type I MADS-box

gene family. Therefore, we applied alternative approaches to resolve the phylogeny of the gene family

(see also Methods).

Detailed structural analysis using MEME (Bailey and Elkan 1994) enabled us to discover several

conserved motifs in the C-terminal region of the type I MADS-domain proteins (summarized in

Figs. 4 and 5).  Two main distinct classes of type I MADS-domain proteins, which we designate

class M and class N, can be identified, each of which can be further subdivided. Class M possesses

three types of genes, viz. type I M1 genes that are characterized by motifs 1 2, and 3; type I M2

genes characterized by motifs 1 and 3, and type I M3 genes which only contain motif 1 (Fig. 4).

Class N possesses three types of genes, viz. type I N1 genes that are characterized by motifs 4, 5,

6, 7, sometimes 8, and 9; type I N2 genes that possess motifs 4 and 5 and have a degenerated

form of motif 6, and finally type I N3 genes that only contain motifs 4 and 5 (Fig. 5). Next to class

M and class N genes, there is a third class O of genes that do not possess the same conservation

in the C-terminal region as the proteins in the other classes. Thus, although specific motifs could

be identified for class M and N genes, it was not possible to find any conserved motif for the

proteins that we classified as belonging to class O.  It should be noted that type I MADS-box genes

of rice have been found for all three classes (see Fig. 1).
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Figure 3. Phylogenetic distance tree of all type I MADS-box proteins identified in Arabidopsis thaliana and

Oryza sativa. Tree construction was based on only 47 conserved residues in the MADS domain. Five hundred

bootstrap samples (Felsenstein 1985) were taken and branches are drawn as unresolved when supported by

less than 50%. Based on the presence or absence of C-terminal motifs, genes were ascribed to class M, N or

O (see text for more details). Rice proteins are in indicated in grey. The scale indicates 0.1 substitutions per site.
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Classification of the type I MADS-box genes into classes M and N on the basis of the presence of

certain conserved motifs allowed alignment of longer regions of the type I MADS-box genes.

Therefore, a phylogenetic tree was constructed for genes belonging to class M from an alignment

of 76 conserved residues, including the MADS domain and motif 1 (shared between all the genes

belonging to class M), whereas a second tree for class N genes was constructed from an alignment

of 116 conserved residues, based on the MADS domain and the motifs 4 and 5. These trees are

shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. Both trees were artificially rooted based on the presence or

absence of certain motifs.

As expected, in general there is a clear correlation between the tree topology and the structural

characteristics of a group of proteins. In other words, proteins with the same C-terminal motif

composition seem to be more closely related.  In a few cases, remnants of common ancestry can

be found, but the conservation was too low to be picked up by MEME. For example, genes of type I

N2 do not contain motif 6 according to MEME, but some residues of the consensus sequence of

this motif can still be recognized in these proteins. Therefore, these motifs are represented by

dashed boxes (Figs. 6 and 7).

The trees shown in Figures 6 and 7 are neighbor-joining trees (Saitou and Nei 1987) based on

Poisson corrected distances computed with TREECON (Van de Peer and De Wachter 1997).

Figure 4. Conserved motifs in the C-terminal region of class M proteins of the type I MADS-box

gene family found by MEME (Bailey and Elkan 1994). Rice genes are preceded by the prefix

Os. Multiple consensus sequences are in bold. The multilevel consensus sequence is

calculated from the motif position-specific probability matrix computed by MEME. For each

column of the motif, the amino acid residues are sorted in decreasing order by the probability

with which they are expected to occur at a certain position of the motif. The most probable

amino acid is put on top. Only amino acids with probabilities of 0.2 or higher at that position in

the motif are printed.
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Overall, maximum likelihood trees and maximum parsimony trees gave similar results and differences

were only observed for non-supported nodes.  As expected, the resolution of the trees seems to be

correlated with the number of residues that could be taken into account for tree inference.

The tree of class M genes, shown in Fig. 6 and based on 76 alignment positions, is still not very well

resolved, apart from one subgroup of sequences that also contain additional conserved motifs (Type

I M1 and Type I M2).   Although strong conclusions cannot be drawn regarding the rice genes, due to

the uncertainty of most branching orders, it seems that none of the rice genes is specifically related

with any of the Arabidopsis thaliana genes.  This is also observed in the tree of the N genes, based

on 116 alignment positions, where the rice genes clearly form a monophyletic group, which is well

supported by bootstrap analysis and with different methods of tree construction (Fig. 7).

Figure 5. Conserved motifs in the C-terminal region of class N proteins of the type I MADS-box gene

family found by MEME.  Interpretation is as in Figure 4.
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Figure 6. Pairwise distance tree of the type I MADS-box genes belonging to class M (see text for details), inferred

from a sequence alignment including sites of to the MADS domain and motif 1. The motif composition of each gene

is denoted by a black line (representing the length of the sequence) and coloured boxes. A dashed box denotes a

degenerated form of the motif. Rice genes are preceded by the prefix Os. Interpretation of the scale is as in Figure

3.

Figure 7. Pairwise distance tree of the type I MADS-box genes belonging to class N, inferred from a sequence

alignment including sites of the MADS domain, and motifs 4 and 5. Interpretation is as in Figure 6. Interpretation of

the scale is as in Figure 3.
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Functional annotation

In order to assign a putative function to the type I MADS-box genes, we analyzed the C-terminal part

of these genes in more detail.  Genes that encode transcription factors often contain a transcription-

activating domain.  Three types of trans-activation domains are described in the literature: they are

either rich in acidic residues, in proline residues, or in glutamine residues, but have low overall

conservation on the primary structure level (Latchman 1998).  Type I M1 and Type I M2 proteins

contain an acidic region in their characteristic motif 3. Class N proteins all contain a proline-rich

region, approximately starting from position 160. This region shows low conservation on the primary

sequence level and does not correlate with any particular C-terminal motif designated by MEME.

However, as stated before, the abundance of prolines in this region might possibly refer to the

trans-activation domain of these proteins (Latchman 1998). However, apart from these putative trans-

activation domains, little can be said about the C-terminal region.  For example, no similarity could be

found between the profiles inferred from the conserved motifs and any previously described motifs or

domains (InterPro release 4.0, Nov. 2001; Apweiler et al. 2001).

Table 3. List of ESTs found for type I MADS-box genes in different plant species

EST Gene Plant species Expressiona

AV558219 AF058914_3 Arabidopsis thaliana Organ: green siliques

AV823886 AC018721 Arabidopsis thaliana Developmental stage: in various developmental stages from germination to mature seeds

Treatment: dehydration and cold

AV787106 AC018721 Arabidopsis thaliana Idem

AV787440 AC018721 Arabidopsis thaliana Idem

AV788503 AC018721 Arabidopsis thaliana Idem

AV784963 AC018721 Arabidopsis thaliana Idem

AU238686 AC006551 Arabidopsis thaliana Treatment: cold

Z37169 AC006551 Arabidopsis thaliana Tissue type: green shoots

F13558 AC006551 Arabidopsis thaliana Tissue type: green shoots

AU236968 AC009243 Arabidopsis thaliana Organ: flowers and siliques

AV556667 AF058914 Arabidopsis thaliana Organ: green siliques

BE610209 Glycine max Tissue type: immature seed coats of greenhouse-grown plants

BE823841 Glycine max from cDNA libraries from various tissues and stages of development of soybean that represent

2,639 sequences from immature cotyledons, 1,770 from immature seed coats, 3,938 from

flowers, and 869 from young pods

AW508033 Glycine max from a cDNA library that was constructed from mRNA isolated from immature cotyledons of

greenhouse grown plants

BE054256 Gossypium arboreum Tissue type: Fibers isolated from bolls harvested 7-10 dpa

BE999756 Medicago truncatula Tissue type: senescent root nodules

Developmental stage: mixture of effective nodules from 40 day old plants harvested 36 hours

post shoot removal and nodules collected from 2-month-old plants at mid-pod stage

AW029842 Lycopersicon esculentum Tissue type: callus

Developmental stage: 25-40 days old

BI929334 Lycopersicon esculentum Tissue type: flower

Developmental stage: 3 to 8-mm buds

BG139571 Lycopersicon pennellii Tissue type: pollen

Developmental stage: pollen collected from open flowers

BJ247094 Triticum aestivum Tissue type: spike at flowering date

Developmental stage: Feekes’ scale 10.5.1

BJ248139 Triticum aestivum Idem

BJ218990 Triticum aestivum Tissue type: spike at meiosis

Developmental stage: Feekes’ scale 9

BG525865 Stevia rebaudiana Tissue type: leaf

Developmental stage: field grown, mid-size

AW010840 Pinus taeda Organ: shoot tips

BE643398 Ceratopteris richardii Tissue type: gametophyte; cell type: spore

Developmental stage: 20 hours after germination initiation

BJ184681 Physcomitrella patens Tissue type: mixture of chloronemata, caulonemata, and malformed buds

a Expression details (e.g. tissue or organ, condition) are as described in the EMBL entries.
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In order to get more information on the expression of type I MADS-box genes, and their possible

functional annotation, we screened Arabidopsis thaliana ESTs, rice ESTs and an EST collection

containing all publicly available ESTs from diverse plant species. However, the number of ESTs

corresponding to type I MADS-box genes of Arabidopsis thaliana was extremely small (see Table 3),

in particular in comparison with ESTs for type II genes where per gene, on average 4 to 5 ESTs could

be identified. We found one EST (C99890) for type I gene AGL39 (type I M3(b)), which had also been

identified previously by Alvarez-Buylla et al. (2000a) and ESTs for four other Arabidopsis thaliana

genes. Some ESTs from other plant species could be found that were long enough to demonstrate

unambiguously that they are ESTs from type I MADS-box genes (Table 3). ESTs of type I MADS-box

genes are found in diverse plant species such as Glycine max, Lycopersicon esculentum, Triticum

aestivum, and even in Ceratopteris richardii (a fern) and Physcomitrella patens (a moss).

Discussion

Detailed structural and evolutionary analysis of the type I subfamily of MADS-box genes suggest

that these genes are indeed of functional importance in plants. The type I subfamily possesses 47

members which is more than the number of members of the very well studied type II subfamily

(unpublished results). Moreover, in a first preliminary analysis, already 33 type I genes are identified

in Oryza sativa spp. japonica on BAC sequences of the rice consortium (December 2001) and on

the draft sequence of Oryza sativa spp.  indica.  Furthermore, Arabidopsis thaliana and rice type I

proteins still have conserved common motifs in their C-terminal region (rice genes are present in

the type I M3(a) and type I N3 classes). This conservation is most likely due to functional constraints

on the C-terminal region, although the overall functional constraint within the type I genes has

probably been lower than that within the type II genes.  This is, amongst other things, supported by

the higher evolutionary distances between type I MADS-box genes (Alvarez-Buylla et al. 2000a;

our own observations).

Unfortunately, based on in silico analyses, we cannot assign a putative function to the type I

MADS-domain proteins.  The small number of ESTs found for type I MADS-box genes of different

plant species can probably be attributed to the fact that most of the type I genes have a very low

expression level, or that the genes are expressed under very specific conditions that are not yet

monitored in EST-sequencing projects. Strikingly, nearly half of type I genes are intronless (Fig. 2).

This gene structure could possibly be interpreted as a result of the evolutionary history of the type I

genes through reverse transcription, with the possibility that many of them are inactive pseudogenes.

However, it should be noted that gene AC006551, for which we found three ESTs, consists of only

one exon, which argues that, at least some of these genes, are expressed and functional and not

pseudogenes as put forward by Ng and Yanofsky (2001).  In maize, transposon-like elements have

been identified that have recently hijacked AGAMOUS-like (type II) MADS-boxes and distributed

them through the maize genome (Fischer et al. 1995; Montag et al. 1995; Montag et al. 1996).

In order to investigate whether this could have been the case for the Arabidopsis thaliana type I

genes, we looked for characteristic transposon-like elements in the flanking and coding regions of the

type I genes.
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To this end, we searched for similarity with known (retro)transposons and with proteins involved in

their activity such as pol, gag, RT, etc. (Bennetzen 2000).  However, no evidence for the presence of

transposable elements could be found in our analyses.

As stated previously, all the type I MADS-box class N rice genes form a well supported monophyletic

grouping, while a monophyletic origin of the rice class M genes can also not be ruled out on the

basis of tree inference.  If true, and provided that the root in Figs. 6 and 7 is placed correctly, this

would suggest that the expansion of both the Arabidopsis thaliana and rice class M and N type I

MADS-box genes (nothing can be said about genes from class O) occurred after the divergence of

these two plants, somewhere between 150 and 200 MYA (Wikstrom et al. 2001).  This is in clear

contrast with observations in MADS type II phylogenies, according to which the last common

ancestor of extant gymnosperms and angiosperms already contained at least seven different MIKC-

type MADS-box genes (Becker et al. 2000).  If type I MADS-box genes were present in the most

recent common ancestor of plants, animals, and fungi, as suggested by Alvarez-Buylla et al.

(2000a), and our observations are correct, this would imply that type I MADS-box genes may have

remained low-copy (or even single-copy) for many hundreds of millions of years until the most

recent common ancestor of Arabidopsis thaliana and rice, and then started to multiply independently,

giving rise to high gene numbers in both Arabidopsis thaliana and rice. This seems highly unrealistic,

given the evolutionary history of type II MADS-box genes (Becker et al. 2000; Krogan and Ashton

2000; Theissen et al. 2001).  An alternative explanation could be that the type I genes from animals

and plants are not monophyletic, i.e. that they originated two times independently in plants and

animals, and, at least for plants, much more recently than previously suggested. In line with this,

the type I genes from animals (SRF-like genes) have a structure which is significantly different

from that of plant type I genes, and obvious sequence similarity between both gene types is

restricted to the MADS-domain anyway (Alvarez-Buylla et al. 2000). Animal type I genes have an

evolutionary history which is different from that of plant type I genes: while the gene number of the

latter increased dramatically in the lineages that led to extant Arabidopsis thaliana and rice (this

work), SRF seems to have remained a single copy gene throughout the more than 500 million

years of animal evolution, and represents the evolutionary most conserved subfamily of MADS-

box genes (Escalante and Sastre 1998; Hoffmann and Kroiher 2001; Scheffer et al. 1997). As

already stated by Alvarez-Buylla et al. (2000), the type I MADS-box clade in plants is defined by

only one putative synapomorphy while some synapomorphies are shared by all but one or a few

sequences; this cannot be considered as strong proof for a monophyletic origin of type I MADS-

box genes. On the other hand, it is possible that there are orthologous type I genes in Arabidopsis

thaliana and rice, but that phylogeny reconstruction, due to the limited number of phylogenetically

informative sites, is unable to correctly identify them. Probably, the identification of type I genes from

other plants will be necessary to clarify this.  This however not possible yet due to the limited amount

of genomic data from other plant species.

Hopefully, as previously suggested by Riechmann and Ratcliffe (2000), in silico studies, about the

annotation and classification of specific gene families, such as the one described here, can guide

future experimental work and enhance the functional characterization of genes.
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Note added in proof

After acceptance, novel MADS-box genes were identifed in Physcomitrella [Henschel K, Kofuji R,

Hasebe M, Saedler H, Munster T, Theissen G (2002) Two ancient classes of MIKC-type MADS-box

genes are present in the moss Physcomitrella patens. Mol Biol Evol 19, 801–814]. By including the

MIKC* (type II) genes (PPM3, PPM4, PPMADS2, and PPMADS3) in our analysis, some of the

Arabidopsis genes that we denoted as being of type I clustered with the Physcomitrella genes.

Although these Arabidopsis genes did not seem to possess a conserved K-box (the reason why they

were included), a relic of this box could be identifed through comparison with the very degenerated K-

box found in Physcomitrella. Therefore, some of the genes (i.e., AC011809, AC073178, AC004138,

AC069252, AC009243, AC009243_2, and AC004484; Fig. 1) should probably be classifed as type II

rather than type I genes in our study.
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Abstract

During the last decade, MADS-box genes became known as key regulators in both reproductive

and vegetative plant development. Today, research on MADS-box genes has entered the (post)

genomic era and starts to reveal the true complexity of this large gene family. Traditional genetics

and functional genomics tools are now available to elucidate the expression and function of this

complex gene family on a much larger scale. Moreover, comparative analysis of the MADS-box

genes in diverse flowering and non-flowering plants, boosted by bioinformatics, contributes to our

understanding of how this important gene family has expanded during the evolution of land plants.

Therefore, recent advances in comparative and functional genomics enable researchers to identify

the full range of MADS-box gene functions and will have a significant impact on a better

understanding of plant development and evolution.
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Throughout plant evolution, MADS-box genes have been recruited as transcriptional regulators

active in the development of diverse plant structures. Since the discovery of the first MADS-box

genes more than a decade ago, biologists have made great progress in the elucidation of the role

of these genes in plant development. Expression studies and mutant analyses on MADS-box

genes in diverse plant species such as Arabidopsis thaliana, Antirrhinum majus and Zea mays,

among others, revealed the crucial importance of MADS-box genes in the regulation of both

reproductive (flower, seed, fruit) and vegetative (root, leaf) development (Ng and Yanofsky, 2001).

Furthermore, MADS-box genes, employed in the control of floral patterning, form the ideal genetic

toolkit to study the diversification of flower architecture (Theissen et al., 2000).

The MADS-box genes constitute a large gene family named after a few of its earliest members,

MCM1, found in yeast (Passmore et al., 1988), AGAMOUS, in Arabidopsis thaliana (Yanofsky et

al., 1990), DEFICIENS, in Antirrhinum majus (Sommer et al., 1990; Schwarz-Sommer et al., 1992),

and SRF, in human (Norman et al., 1988). The gene family can be divided into two main lineages

(referred to as type I and type II) both present in plants, animals and fungi, which all members

possess the on average 180 nucleotides long MADS-box (Alvarez-Buylla et al., 2000). It encodes

the MADS-domain of the transcription factors that is responsible for nuclear localization, DNA-

binding, dimerisation and accessory factor binding (Ng and Yanofsky, 2001; Theissen et al., 2000;

Immink et al., 2002). In plants, type II MADS-domain proteins, referred to as MIKC proteins,

possess three additional functional domains: a well-conserved K (Keratin)-domain, responsible for

dimerisation, a less conserved I (Intervening)-domain, which constitutes a key regulatory determinant

for the selective formation of DNA-binding dimers, and a variable C-terminal region, which is

involved in transcriptional activation or in the formation of ternary or quaternary protein complexes

(Riechmann and Meyerowitz, 1997; Egea-Cortines et al., 1999; Honma and Goto, 2001)  and

contributes to functional specificity (Lamb and Irish, 2003). Contrary to type II genes, which have

been the subject of extensive research, not much is known about the type I genes in plants. Except

for the MADS-box, the type I genes share no sequence similarity with type II genes. However,

some type I genes share conserved C-terminal motifs among each other (De Bodt et al., 2003;

Parenicova et al., 2003). In addition, a third group of genes has been identified recently, which are

referred to as MADS-like genes and which possess only half of the MADS-box or which are overall

highly divergent (De Bodt et al., 2003).

In this review, we present a survey on the recent progress that has been made in the field of

MADS-box gene research, especially the contribution of genomics, bioinformatics and protein-

protein interaction studies to the understanding of the MADS-box gene family and the future ways

for plant developmental studies in the phylogenomics and phyloproteomics era ahead.

Genetics lays the foundations

The study of plant MADS-box genes was initially prompted by their importance in flower

development. Gain- and loss-of-function phenotypes generated through T-DNA, transposon- or

EMS-induced mutations in MADS-box genes have uncovered the function of many of these genes

in diverse aspects of this process, ranging from the determination of flowering time (e.g.
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FLOWERING LOCUS C, SUPPRESSOR OF CONSTANS1) to the specification of floral meristem

(e.g. APETALA1, CAULIFLOWER) and floral organ identity (e.g. APETALA1, APETALA3,

PISTILLATA, AGAMOUS) (Ng and Yanofsky, 2001). As a result, for example, developmental

biologists have been able to molecularly clone almost all of the genes providing the floral homeotic

functions that, according to the ABC-model, act in a combinatorial way to specify floral organ

identity (Coen and Meyerowitz, 1991; Weigel and Meyerowitz, 1994; Theissen, 2001). Later, more

key players of the floral developmental pathway were identified leading to the extension of this

model to the ABCDE and the protein-based quartet model (Theissen, 2001).

Whereas research on floral developmental genes is progressing rapidly, the functional analysis of

other MADS-box genes is lagging behind.  Nevertheless, MADS-box genes have also been shown

to function in the control of fruit development (SHATTERPROOF1 and 2, FRUITFULL), seed

development (e.g. TRANSPARENT TESTA 16) and root growth (e.g. ARABIDOPSIS NITRATE-

RESPONSIVE 1) (Rounsley et al., 1995; Liljegren et al., 2000; Zhang and Forde, 2000; Burgeff et

al., 2002; Ferrandiz et al., 2000; Nesi et al., 2002; and others).

Unfortunately, when analysing large families, such as the MADS-box gene family, one is confronted

with a number of problems. First, due to the high functional redundancy found in MADS-box

genes, the construction of double or even multiple mutants is often inevitable to uncover the

complete spectrum of gene functions by mutant phenotype. As such studies are relatively time

consuming, the prediction of functional redundancy by phylogeny reconstructions helps to minimize

the effort (Liljegren et al., 2000; Riechmann et al., 2000; Pelaz et al., 2000; Smyth, 2000; Pinyopich

et al., 2003). In addition, the incomplete sampling of MADS-box genes in most organisms makes

it difficult to assign the correct orthologous and paralogous relationships between genes and restricts

a comprehensive comparison of the gene functions (Becker and Theissen, 2003). Moreover, lineage

specific gene family expansion through gene duplication has led to extant plants having established

orthologous relationships between clades of paralogous genes rather than between individual genes

and could have led to differences in functional divergence of these duplicated genes in different

plant lineages (Theissen and Becker, in press).

Genomics reveals new roads ahead

Since the beginning of the 21st century, plant molecular biology has been flushed with a previously

unseen amount of sequence data. The completion of the genome sequence of Arabidopsis thaliana

and Oryza sativa now allows the investigation of the full complement of MADS-box genes in both

eudicot and monocot plants (Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 2000; Goff et al., 2002; Yu et al.,

2002). The genome-wide structural annotation of the MADS-box gene family in these organisms

has resulted in the discovery of more than 100 genes in Arabidopsis (104 genes in De Bodt et al.

(2003), 107 in Parenicova et al. (2003), 105 in Kofuji et al. (2003)), and 71 genes in rice (De Bodt

et al., 2003; TIGR annotation; our unpublished results). A list of MADS-box genes in selected

model species can be found as supplementary material on our web site (www.psb.ugent.be/

bioinformatics/MADS). It should be noted that the true number of MADS-box genes in rice might

be higher than 71, since the annotation of the rice genome is far from completed.
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Structural annotation of the novel type I subfamily in the Arabidopsis and rice genomes has resulted

in the discovery of 40 (+7 MIKC*, see further) and 37 MADS-box genes, respectively.  Additionally,

20 highly diverged MADS-like genes have been identified in the Arabidopsis thaliana genome, for

which no rice homologs have been found yet (De Bodt et al., 2003; our unpublished results;

supplementary material). However, in the rice genome, a number of genes can be detected that

possess remnants of the MADS-box but degenerated into pseudogenes through the insertion of

stop codons. In contrast, all Arabidopsis MADS-like genes consist of complete open reading frames.

The genome-wide identification of MADS-box genes has led to new views on the evolution of the

gene family. Through the ongoing Arabidopsis genome sequencing project, a great amount of new

data became available that was first used by Alvarez-Buylla et al. (2000) to infer the phylogeny of

the MADS-box gene family. Their phylogenetic analyses, comprising 45 MADS-box genes from

Arabidopsis thaliana and representative genes from animal and fungal species, uncovered, for the

first time, the existence of two MADS-box lineages (type I and type II) in plants, animals and fungi

(Alvarez-Buylla et al., 2000)  (Figure 1). The authors suggested that the two lineages arose through

an ancestral duplication that occurred in the common ancestor of plants, animals and fungi and

that the K domain, specific to plant type II genes, probably evolved in the plant lineage after its

divergence from the animals and fungi.

Structural analysis of all MADS-box genes has indicated two main differences between type I and

type II genes, namely the absence of the K-box in type I genes and the fact that most type I MADS-

box genes are single exon genes, while type II genes consist of 7 exons, on average (Alvarez-

Buylla et al., 2000; De Bodt et al., 2003).

Figure 1: Evolution and structure of MADS-box genes of higher plants, mosses, animals and fungi, according to (a)

Alvarez-Buylla et al. (2000) and (b) using new data and alternative approaches (see text).

Phylogeny reconstructions based on a more extensive set of MADS-domain sequences indicated

that 7 Arabidopsis sequences, originally assigned to a subtype of type I genes, termed class O

genes, might actually represent deviant type II genes, termed MIKC*-type genes (De Bodt et al.,

2003).
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These genes constitute a novel subtype of plant MIKC-type (type II) genes, which have been

marked by an asterisk to distinguish them from the “classical” MIKC-type genes (hence also termed

MIKCc-type genes) (Henschel et al., 2002). First analyses have shown that MIKC*-type genes may

be mainly expressed in pollen (Kofuji et al., 2003). In line with this, a novel MADS-box gene,

closely related to the MIKC*-type genes from Arabidopsis, was recently identified in Nicotiana

tabacum through its differential expression in pollen (Steiner et al., 2003; supplementary material).

Plant type I genes sensu stricto (i.e. without the MIKC*-type genes) have an evolutionary dynamic

which is significantly different from that of both animal type I (SRF) and plant type II (MIKC) genes.

For example, their evolutionary rate is much higher than that of plant type II genes (De Bodt et al.,

2003). One possible explanation for this would be that the functional constraint on type I genes is

lower than on type II genes, and that type I genes are therefore of less functional importance to the

plant. This could be the reason why no mutant phenotype has ever been reported for a plant type

I gene. On the contrary, a single or (in case of redundant genes) multiple mutant phenotype is

known for 18 type II MADS-box genes from Arabidopsis and for many other plant type II genes, but

all of them are type II genes (Becker and Theissen, 2003). The absence of mutant phenotypes for

type I genes could be due to their functional redundancy with other genes, which is also shown for

plant type II genes (Liljegren et al., 2000; Riechmann et al., 2000; Pelaz et al., 2000; Smyth, 2000;

Pinyopich et al., 2003).

Another explanation is that plant type I genes have only subtle functions, or work only under

exceptional environmental conditions. In line with this, the expression level of most plant type I

genes, if any, is much lower than that of type II genes. For example, for many type I genes,

expression could only be detected by RT-PCR, whereas it was impossible to detect expression of

most type I genes through RNA gel blot analysis, macro-array and in situ hybridisation (Parenicova

et al., 2003; Kofuji et al., 2003). In addition, some cases were found where expression was detected

using a macro-array approach, while expression was not detectable via RT-PCR (e.g. AGL103,

AGL34) (Parenicova et al., 2003; Kofuji et al., 2003). It is clear that a meticulous analysis (e.g.

including more tissues and conditions) of the expression patterns of these genes will be needed to

resolve these issues.

A final reason why no type I gene mutant phenotype is known could be that type I genes are

(evolving to) pseudogenes. We and others indeed found evidence that at least one type I MADS-

box gene (At5g49490) is a processed pseudogene, since a poly A-tail is found downstream of the

gene (our unpublished results) (Kofuji et al., 2003). Since many type I genes consist of only a

single exon, one could also presume that these genes arose through (retro)transposition (De Bodt

et al., 2003; Kofuji et al., 2003).  Moreover, type I genes are mainly located on chromosomes 1 and

5 (De Bodt et al., 2003; Parenicova et al., 2003; Kofuji et al., 2003) which fits this hypothesis, since

several plant transposons show preferential local integration. If (retro)transposition  is responsible

for the origin of many (most) single exon MADS-box genes, we might expect to find repeat and

known transposon-like sequences in close proximity of these genes. For some type I genes, short

repeats can indeed be found 1 kb up- and downstream. However, for most type I genes, remnants

of (retro)transposition can not be found, but this does not rule out (retro)transposition events early

in the history of type I genes.
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On the other hand, it cannot be excluded that plant type I genes represent an absolutely novel and

unprecedented class of transposable elements lacking any sequence hallmarks defined before.

Transposons carrying a MADS-box would not be unprecedented. In maize (Zea mays) and its

relatives, En/Spm-like transposable elements have been identified which have captured a MADS-

box and have distributed it throughout the Zea genome (Fischer et al., 1995; Montag et al., 1996).

However, these elements contain an AGAMOUS-like (hence type II) MADS-box, and share no

other domains with the type I genes.

Do type I genes have a function? The fact that type I genes in Arabidopsis and rice contain similar

C-terminal motifs (De Bodt et al., 2003; Parenicova et al., 2003) suggests sequence conservation

due to functional constraint, despite the high evolutionary rate of type I genes. But function does

not necessarily imply a function for the host plant. The alternative could be that type I sequences,

rather than being conventional genes, represent transposable elements or some other kind of

“selfish” sequence elements.

Recently, it has been shown that the type I gene PHERES1 (AGL37) is transiently expressed

during embryo and endosperm development, and that up-regulation of PHERES1 in Polycomb-

group gene mutants such as medea is responsible for developmental defects, such as seed abortion,

in these mutants. Moreover, PHERES1 is obviously a direct target gene of some Polycomb-group

proteins including MEDEA (Köhler et al., 2003). These findings raise the hope that a function to at

least one plant type I MADS-box gene can be assigned soon.

However, no current hypothesis on plant type I genes fits all the data satisfactorily, and maybe no

single hypothesis ever will, if type I genes are a phylogenetically or functionally heterogeneous

class of genes. To solve the frustrating conundrum of type I genes, comprehensive and careful

analysis of plant gene mutants, e.g. obtained by reverse genetic screens, will elucidate whether

these sequence elements are of functional importance to the plants. To circumvent putative problems

with redundancy, the generation of double or even multiple gene knock-outs (guided by phylogeny

reconstructions) might prove necessary. While loss-of-function phenotypes for a number of genes

will almost certainly exclude the transposon hypothesis (at least for the respective genes), the

inability to identify phenotypes would be less conclusive, because lack of a recognizable phenotype

does not necessarily mean that the gene has no function. In these cases, however, the defining

characteristic of transposons, i.e. their ability to change their chromosomal position, might reveal

the transposon character of these sequence elements. Transposition of mobile elements might be

observed by Southern blot analysis or a technique called transposon display, as recently

demonstrated for an active transposon family in rice (Jiang et al., 2003).

Whereas the function of type I genes largely remains a mystery, the functional importance of type

II MADS-box genes has been clearly shown both through the functional characterisation of single

MADS-box genes and through moderate to large scale cDNA sequencing projects in diverse plants,

such as the eudicot angiosperm Petunia hybrida (Immink et al., 2003), the monocot Zea mays

(Münster et al., 2002), the gymnosperms Gnetum gnemon (Winter et al., 1999; Becker et al.,

2000), Pinus radiata (Mouradov et al., 1999; Mouradov et al., 1998; Walden et al., 1998), Picea

abies (Rutledge et al., 1998), and Ginkgo biloba (Jager et al., 2003), the fern Ceratopteris richardii

(Münster et al., 1997; Hasebe et al., 1998), and the moss Physcomitrella patens (Henschel et al.,

2002).
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 An overview on the current status of MADS-box gene sequences from Arabidopsis thaliana, Oryza

sativa, Zea mays and Petunia hybrida and their function (where known) in these plants is given in

the supplementary material.

The cDNA sequencing efforts have allowed phylogenetic analyses of type II MADS-box genes,

which showed that these genes can be subdivided into distinct clades, each clade comprising

orthologs from different seed plants. MADS-box genes from ferns and mosses, however, could so

far not be assigned to any of these clades and probably possess a more ubiquitious expression

and function than their counterparts in flowering plants (Theissen et al., 2000; Henschel et al.,

2002; Münster et al., 1997; Hasebe et al., 1998). Thus the study of these genes allows the correlation

of the appearance of new types (clades) of developmental control genes with the origin of novel

morphological structures (such as ovules/seeds and flowers) in plants (Theissen et al., 2000).

Two different approaches have been used to date the origin of the distinct clades of type II MADS-

box genes and correlate the evolution of MADS-box genes with the divergence of major plant

lineages. Becker et al. (2000; 2003) based their study on gene sampling and obtained estimates of

300 – 400 million years for the origins of many type II gene clades, whereas the Nam and coworkers’

study (2003) used molecular clock-based dating, leading to much older age estimates. The study

by Nam et al. (2003) implies that class B and class C floral homeotic gene lineages originated

about 660 and 570 million years ago, respectively, i.e. before the separation of the lineages that

led to mosses, ferns and seed plants. This suggests that representatives of these clades were

either lost in extant mosses and ferns, or are present, but have simply not been identified. Another

explanation is that type II genes in the lineage that led to extant ferns evolved at a higher rate than

genes in the seed plant lineage, so that fern orthologs of seed plant genes cannot be recognized

anymore. Alternatively, molecular clock estimates extrapolating from gymnosperm and angiosperm

data might overestimate the ages of the clades, because type II gene evolution in the lineage that

led to extant seed plants could have been much faster 300 – 400 MYA (after the fern lineage split

off), and slowed down 300 MYA, after the angiosperm - gymnosperm split. If so, it would be

interesting to find out which changes (e.g. in gene functions, modes of protein-protein interactions)

can be correlated with these differences in evolutionary rate.

In Figure 2, a phylogenetic tree of MIKCc genes from diverse plant lineages with their expression

patterns in distinct tissues is presented. It generally corroborates the view that members of the

same gene subfamilies tend to have similar expression patterns (Theissen et al., 1996), but it also

demonstrates that this correlation is stricter for genes involved in flower formation than for genes

mainly expressed in non-floral organs (Becker and Theissen, 2003). In some cases, lineage-specific

expansions led to the occurrence of orthologous pairs of genes which possess a distinct pattern of

divergence on expression level; both genes of one pair have kept the expression pattern of their

ancestral gene, suggesting functional redundancy, while genes of the other pair have subdivided

the expression pattern resulting in genes with a more specific functional activity (for example,

expression of AP1/CAL from Arabidopsis thaliana and PFG/FBP26 from Petunia hybrida in

reproductive structures).
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Figure 2: Phylogenetic tree and expression patterns (where known) of MIKC genes from (a) the eudicots Arabidopsis

thaliana (Arath) and Petunia hybrida (Pethy), (b) the monocots Oryza sativa (Orysa) and Zea mays (Zeama), (c) the

gymnosperms Pinus radiata (Pinra) and Gnetum gnemon (Gnegn), the fern Ceratopteris richardii (Cerri) and the moss

Physcomitrella patens (Phypa). The phylogenetic tree is constructed using MrBayes (1,000,000 generations, 4 chains).

Nodes supported by posterior probabilities higher than 70 are denoted by a black dot, posterior probabilities between 50-

70 by an open circle. The scale indicates 0.1 substitutions per site. Expression patterns (tissue-specific) are extracted

from literature on specific genes, on the one hand, and from the genome-wide analyses of Parenicova et al. (2003) and

Kofuji et al. (2003), on the other hand. In case of conflict, preference was given to indicate a gene as being expressed

when more sensitive approaches (e.g. RT-PCR) gave a positive result where others did not (e.g. macro-array, Northern).

The expression of genes that could only be detected through macro-array analysis (2003) and not through other methods,

is marked with an asterisk (*).
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The extensive analysis of the Arabidopsis MIKC genes has allowed the transfer of knowledge

about functions to orthologous genes from other plants through the principle of “phylogenomics”

(Eisen and Wu, 2002). In particular, high functional redundancy, found through the analyses of

Arabidopsis MADS-box genes (e.g. SEPALLATA and SHATTERPROOF genes), can be anticipated

in similar studies in other organisms (Riechmann et al., 2000; Pelaz et al., 2000; Smyth, 2000;

Pinyopich et al., 2003). On the other hand, the analysis of MADS-box genes in species other than

Arabidopsis has provided us with greater insights into Arabidopsis genes. For example, studies in

the gymnosperm Gnetum gnemon led to the discovery of a novel MADS-box gene subfamily with

a sister-group relationship to the class B genes having members in Gnetum gnenom (GGM13), but

also Arabidopsis thaliana (ABS), and Zea mays (ZMM17), among other plants (Becker et al.,

2002). An independent and parallel functional characterisation of the ABS (Arabidopsis B-sister)

gene (or TRANSPARANT TESTA16, TT16), demonstrated its involvement in endothelial cell

specification and in the genetic control of seed coat pigmentation (Riechmann et al., 2000). In

addition, MADS cDNA sequencing in the moss Physcomitrella patens led to the identification of an

additional class of MIKC genes, which possess a divergent I box and are referred to as MIKC*-type

genes, as mentioned above (Henschel et al., 2002). So two interesting classes of MADS-box

genes have first been identified in lower plants such as a moss and a gymnosperm rather than in

the model plant Arabidopsis. Moreover, comparative analysis of the MADS-box gene family in

angiosperms, and in particular, the AP3/PI clade of genes (Figure 2), which act as B class floral

organ identity genes, uncovered distinct C-terminal motifs which can be correlated with their

functional specificity (Lamb and Irish, 2003). At least for some genes, it has been recently shown

that these specific motifs have probably arisen through one (or more) nucleotide insertions or

deletions, causing translational frame-shifts, and subsequent sequence conservation

(Vandenbussche et al., 2003).  What is remarkable about this finding is that frame-shift mutations

in C-terminal regions of duplicate genes are selected for and hence the gene has been retained

together with the unchanged gene duplicate. 3' terminal frame-shift mutations might therefore

represent an important novel mechanism in the functional diversification of transcription factor

gene families (Vandenbussche et al., 2003).

The results of recent genome-wide studies, as those described above, urge an unambiguous

definition and nomenclature for the different classes of MADS-box genes, preferably based on

careful, evolutionary analyses (Table 1). Unfortunately, the phylogenetic analyses of the whole

gene family in Arabidopsis and rice result in poorly resolved trees, mainly due to the combination

of a limited number of phylogenetically informative positions in the short MADS-domain (60 amino

acids), and the large number of genes (De Bodt et al., 2003). Therefore, type I MADS-box genes

were first classified based on structural characteristics rather than on poorly resolved phylogenetic

trees, resulting in the class M and N type I genes which can be distinguished through the presence

of conserved, C-terminal motifs (De Bodt et al., 2003). Detailed phylogenetic analyses of these

classes in both Arabidopsis and rice showed extensive expansion of the number of these genes

after the divergence of monocots and eudicots (De Bodt et al., 2003). In order to reconstruct the

evolution of other complex whole gene families, alternative approaches have been employed, for

example by limiting the number of genes and choosing only genes from a few representative

species (Bharathan et al., 1997).
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Another solution is to replace well-supported clades of genes by their ancestral sequence. The two

latter approaches, applied to MADS-box genes, give a topology as depicted in Figure 1b, which

clearly contrasts with the results of Alvarez-Buylla et al. (2000) (Figure 1a). Although these

approaches are not able to unequivocally resolve the deeper branching order between subclades

of MADS-box genes, they suggest a polyphyletic origin of different groups of type I genes. However,

it remains very difficult to elucidate the evolutionary relationships between these different groups

of type I genes and their animal and fungal counterparts. More extensive sampling of MADS-box

genes from diverse species, including basal plants, will hopefully contribute to the reconstruction

of the evolutionary history of the MADS-box gene family.

In the future, more large sequencing projects such as the floral genome project (Soltis et al., 2002)

combined with high-throughput functional characterization approaches will undoubtedly enable

more comprehensive comparative analyses (both functional and evolutionary) and will consequently

allow us to gain deeper insights into the role of different classes of MADS-box genes (type I and II)

in the evolution of the gene family and in plant development.

Functional genomics provides the tools (for high-throughput analysis)

The availability of complete genome sequences as well as large sets of expressed sequence tags

(ESTs) has triggered the development of high throughput methods to functionally analyse these

raw data. Oligo and cDNA micro-arrays now allow the genome-wide analysis of spatial and temporal

expression patterns (Lockhart and Winzeler, 2000 ; Schulze and Downward, 2001).  To gain insights

into the expression of regulatory genes such as MADS-box genes, specific arrays for the profiling

of these genes are being designed (Paz-Ares, 2002).

Table 1. Classification of the MADS-box genes in Arabidopsis thaliana.

Alvarez-Buylla et al. 2000 De Bodt et al. 2003 Parenicova et al. 2003 Kofuji et al. 2003

Type I  (SRF-like) Type I M Mα a, d, e M a, f, g

Type I  (SRF-like) Type I N Mγ c, e M

Type I  (SRF-like) MIKC* g, i Mδ g MIKC*

Type I  (SRF-like) Type I O e, f, h - M

Type I  (SRF-like) MADS-like Mβ b, e M

Type II (MEF2-like) Type II MIKCf MIKCc, i

a At1g29960 and At1g54760 are assigned to class Mα by Parenicova et al. (2003), to class M by Kofuji et al. (2003) and are not identified as

MADS-box genes by De Bodt et al. (2003).
b At4g02240 and At5g37420 are assigned to class Mβ by Parenicova et al. (2003) and are not identified as MADS-box genes by De Bodt et al.

(2003) and Kofuji et al. (2003).

c At2g15660 is assigned to class Mγ according to Parenicova et al. (2003) and is not identified as a MADS-box gene by De Bodt et al. (2003) and

Kofuji et al. (2003).

d At1g46408 was identified for the first time in Parenicova et al. (2003) and belongs to class Mα.

e At1g72350 and At1g17310 are assigned to class Mα, At5g06500 and At1g22590 to class Mγ and At5g26950, At5g58890 and At5g55690 to

class Mb by Parenicova et al. (2003), and belong to type I O according to De Bodt et al. (2003).

f At1g31140 is assigned to class type I O by De Bodt et al. (2003), to class M by Kofuji et al. (2003), but to class MIKC by Parenicova et al. (2003).

g Originally considered Type I O, but then identified as MIKC* by De Bodt et al. (2003).  At2g26320 is assigned to MIKC* by De Bodt et al. (2003),

to class Md by Parenicova et al. (2003), and to class M by Kofuji et al. (2003).

h Type I O genes sensu stricto are class O genes according to De Bodt et al. (2003), except the MIKC* genes mentioned in the same paper

i term MIKCc and MIKC* introduced by Henschel et al. (2002).
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In addition, the effect of MADS-box gene perturbation can be analysed using micro-arrays, which

allows the identification of the downstream genes in the developmental pathway. For example, the

global identification of target genes regulated by class B floral homeotic genes APETALA3 and

PISTILLATA was conducted through the use of cDNA micro-arrays (Zik and Irish, 2003). Similar

analyses are being conducted, although on a smaller scale, in other plants. For example, Moore

and co-workers (Moore et al., 2002)  are investigating the effect of tomato ripening-inhibitor (rin)

and non-riping (nor) mutants on gene expression using different genomics tools.

Large-scale interaction studies such as yeast two- and three-hybrid screens and FRET

(Fluorescence-Resonance-Energy-Transfer) analyses provide insights into protein-protein and RNA-

protein interactions (Fields and Song 1989; Sengupta et al., 1996; Immink and Angenent, 2002).

The FRET technology has been shown to be effective in the identification of dimeric complexes of

MADS-domain proteins involved in flower development in planta (e.g. the formation of complexes

consisting of organ identity MADS-box genes) (Sengupta et al., 1996; Immink and Angenent,

2002). Moreover, yeast one-hybrid experiments are used to detect protein-DNA interactions and to

isolate new proteins that bind to a specific target (regulatory) element (Luo et al., 1996). These

experiments can be conducted on a large scale when an extensive collection of promoters and

their cis-acting regulatory elements is available for plants. The ChIP (Chromatin Immuno

Precipitation) technology recently allowed the identification of several targets of AGL15 (Fernandez

et al., 2000; Wang et al., 2002). The development of micro-arrays containing regulatory regions for

all Arabidopsis genes will speed up the detection of candidate target genes using this approach, as

has been demonstrated in yeast (Ren et al., 2000) and human (Weinmann and Farnham, 2002). In

parallel with these experimental studies, in silico analyses of promoters can be exerted using

clusters of coregulated genes or through a comparative approach using homologous genes in

different organisms (Koch et al., 2001; Hong et al., 2003; Rombauts et al., 2003).

As such, a complete survey of all genes, including the largely unexplored type I MADS-box and

MADS-like genes, can be compiled in an efficient way, giving a glimpse of the processes in which

these genes are active and which can be used to select interesting genes for more in depth analyses

on both the RNA and protein level.

Conclusion and outlook

These are exciting times in the MADS world. The availability of complete genomes and the rise of

novel sophisticated technologies open up many possibilities for plant research. Thanks to the

combination of comparative developmental biology and genomics, exciting new insights are being

revealed in the evolution of development and the underlying regulatory mechanisms. To be most

profitable, efforts should focus on plant species of evolutionary importance, for which genetic and

genomic tools exist or can be developed (Pryer et al., 2002). However, the choice of adequate

model systems is not self-evident, due to the large genome size and the long generation time of

many phylogenetically interesting plants (e.g. gymnosperms). On the other hand, the moss

Physcomitrella patens is an example of an especially interesting and useful plant model organism,

not only because it has quite a small genome and is easy to grow, but especially because it is the
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only land plant which is amenable to efficient gene targeting via homologous recombination (Rensing

et al., 2002; Schaefer, 2001). We believe that only an integrative approach, combining classical

genetics, functional genomics, bioinformatics, and comparative genomics will be able to unravel

the evolution and functional divergence of large transcription factor families such as the MADS-

box gene family.  Probably, future research will even go beyond this comprehensive “phylogenomics”

approach, as there is much evidence that the specificity of MADS-box gene action is conferred by

combinatorial protein-protein interactions (for a review, see Messenguy and Dubois, 2003). Examples

are the quartet model (Theissen, 2001) and some others, termed “The second model” and “A third

model” (Jack, 2001), describing the specification of floral organ identity. It can be predicted, therefore,

that future studies will focus more and more on trying to understand MADS-domain protein-protein

interactions. Employing techniques such as X-ray crystallography and NMR, FRET, gel retardation

assays and the yeast two-hybrid system in a phylogenetic context, “phyloproteomics” of MADS-

domain transcription factors might be at the horizon.
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Abstract

Cyclin-dependent kinases and cyclins master together with the help of different interacting proteins

the progression through the eukaryotic cell cycle. A high-quality, homology-based annotation protocol

was applied to determine all core cell cycle genes in the recently completed Arabidopsis genome

sequence. In total, 61 genes were identified belonging to seven selected families of cell cycle

regulators, for which 30 are new or corrections of the existing annotation. A new class of putative

cell cycle regulators was found that probably are competitors of E2F/DP transcription factors,

which mediate the G1-to-S progression. In addition, the existing nomenclature for cell cycle genes

of Arabidopsis was updated and physical positions of all genes were compared with segmentally

duplicated blocks in the genome, showing that 22 core cell cycle genes emerged through block

duplications. This genome-wide analysis illustrates the complexity of the plant cell cycle machinery

and provides a tool for elucidating the function of new family members in the future.
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Introduction

Cell proliferation is controlled by a universally conserved molecular machinery, in which the core key

players are serine/threonine kinases, known as cyclin-dependent kinases (CDKs). CDK activity is

regulated in a complex manner, including phosphorylation/dephosphorylation by specific kinases/

phosphatases and the association with regulatory proteins. Although many cell cycle genes of

plants have been identified in the last decade (for review, see Stals and Inzé, 2001), the correct

number of CDKs, cyclins, and interacting proteins with a role in the cell cycle control is still unknown.

Now that the complete sequence of the nuclear genome of Arabidopsis is available (The Arabidopsis

Genome Initiative, 2000), it is possible to scan an entire plant genome for all these core cell cycle

genes and determine their number, position on the chromosomes, and phylogenetic relationship.

From an evolutionary point of view, this core cell cycle gene catalogue would be extremely interesting

because it allows us to determine which processes are plant specific and which are conserved

among all eukaryotes. Furthermore, there is a unique opportunity to unravel in future experiments

the function and interactions of newly found family members of primary cell cycle regulators, thus

expanding our knowledge on how cell cycle is regulated in plants.

Nevertheless, a genome-wide inventory of all core cell cycle genes is only possible when the

available raw sequence data are correctly annotated. Although the genome-wide annotation of

organisms sequenced by large consortia produced a huge amount of information, which, no doubt,

benefits the scientific community, one has to realize that this automated high-throughput annotation

is far from optimal (Devos and Valencia, 2001). For this reason, it is often not trivial to extract clear

biological information out of these public databases. When high-quality annotation is needed, a

supervised semi-automatic annotation may be a good compromise between quality and speed.

Annotation is generally performed in two steps: first, a structural annotation that aims at finding

and characterizing biologically relevant elements within the raw sequence (such as exons and

translation starts), and secondly, functional annotation, in which biological information is attributed

to the gene or its elements. Unfortunately, there are some problems inherent to both.

When structural annotation is performed, the first problem occurs whenever no cDNA or expressed

sequence tag (EST) information is available, which is the case for 60% of all Arabidopsis genes

(The Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 2000). Then, one has to resort to intrinsic gene prediction

software, which remains limited, although a lot of improvement has been made over the last few

years. Errors range from wrongly determined splice sites or start codons, over so-called spliced

(one gene predicted as two) or fused (two genes predicted as one) genes, up to completely missed

or nonexisting predicted genes (Rouzé et al., 1999). In addition, no general and well-defined

prediction protocol is used by the different annotation centers with the generation of redundant,

non-uniform, structural annotation as a result. Furthermore, clear information is lacking on methods

and programs used as well as the motivation for applying a special protocol, making it impossible

to trace the annotation grounds.

The problem with functional annotation is related to the difficulty to couple biological knowledge to

a gene. Such a link is made generally on the basis of sequence similarity that is derived either from

full-length sequence comparisons or by means of multiple alignments, patterns, and domain
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searches. Of major concern is the origin of the assigned function, because transfer of low-quality or

bad functional annotation propagates wrong annotations in the public databases. Even correct

annotations can be erroneously disseminated: one can easily imagine the wrong transfer of a good

functional assignment from a multidomain protein to a protein that only has one of the domains.

This problem can be avoided by using only experimentally derived information to predict

unambiguously a gene’s structure and function.

Here, we applied a homology-based annotation by using experimental references to build a full

catalogue with 61 core cell cycle genes of Arabidopsis. In total, 30 genes are new or are genes for

which the previous annotation was incorrect. Based on phylogenetic analysis we updated and

rationalized their nomenclature. Furthermore, relations between gene family members were

correlated with large segmental duplications.

Methods

Annotation of Arabidopsis cell cycle genes

The genome version of January 18, 2001 (v180101) was downloaded from the ftp site (ftp://

ftpmips.gsf.de/cress/) of the Martiensried Institute for Protein Sequences (MIPS) center

(Martiensried, Germany). Regions of interest on the chromosomes were localized by the BLAST

software (Altschul et al., 1997) with experimental representatives as query sequence. For the

regions returned by BLAST, chromosome sequences were extracted with 15 kb upstream and

downstream from the hit to prevent unreliable prediction due to border effects.

Gene prediction was done with Eugene (Schiex et al., 2001), in combination with GeneMark.hmm

(Lukashin and Borodovsky, 1998), because the latter had been reported previously to give the best

scores in Arabidopsis (Pavy et al., 1999). New analysis (C. Mathé, personal communication),

however, showed that Eugene has become the best gene prediction tool for Arabidopsis. The

Eugene program combines NetGene2 (Tolstrup et al., 1997) and SplicePredictor (Brendel and

Kleffe, 1998) for splice site prediction, NetStart (Pedersen and Nielsen, 1997) for translation initiation

prediction, Interpolated Markov model-based content sensors, and information from protein, EST,

and cDNA matches to predict the final gene model.

The predicted candidate gene products were aligned with the experimental representatives by

using CLUSTAL W (Thompson et al., 1994). On the final alignments, HMMer was used to generate

profiles for each specific gene family with hidden Markov models. These profiles were then used to

search for new family members (Eddy, 1998). The genome-wide non-redundant collection of

Arabidopsis protein-encoding genes was predicted with GeneMark.hmm. Based on these predictions,

we built a database of virtual transcripts (and corresponding protein database) that we designated

genome-predicted transcripts (GPTs). Manual annotation was done with Artemis (Rutherford et al.,

2000).
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Phylogeny and nomenclature

Phylogenetic analysis was performed on more conserved positions of the alignment. Editing of the

alignment and reformatting was done with BioEdit (Hall, 1999) and ForCon (Raes and Van de

Peer, 1999). Similarity between proteins was based on a BLOSUM62 matrix (Henikoff and Henikoff,

1993). Trees were constructed with various distance and parsimony methods. Distance matrices

were calculated based on Poisson, Kimura, or PAM correction and trees were constructed with the

Neighbor-joining algorithm by means of the software packages TREECON (Van de Peer and De

Wachter, 1994) and PHYLIP (Felsenstein, 1993). The latter was also used for the parsimony analysis.

Bootstrap analysis with 500 replicates was performed to test the significance of nodes.

Protein structure analysis

Protein secondary structure prediction was done with PSIpred v2.0 (Jones, 1999).

Segmental duplications in the Arabidopsis genome

For the detection of large segmental duplications, duplicated blocks were identified by a method

similar to that by Vision et al. (2000). Initially, protein-coded genes predicted by GeneMark.hmm

(in total 26,352 present in our GPT database) were ordered according to the location on the

corresponding chromosome. BLASTP was used to identify genes with high sequence similarity

and all BLASTP scores were stored in a matrix to be analyzed. Initially, filtering was performed to

reduce low-similarity hits (E-value < 1e-50; Friedman and Hughes, 2001), followed by a procedure

to define duplicated blocks in the scoring matrix. Finally, by post-processing only blocks of appropriate

size (i.e. blocks containing more than seven genes) were selected.

Results

Strategy

In order to correctly annotate all core cell cycle genes, a strategy was defined that uses as much

reliable information as possible, combining experimentally derived data with the best prediction

tools available for Arabidopsis (see “Methods”). First, experimental representatives for each family

were used as bait to locate regions of interest on the different chromosomes. For these selected

regions, genes were predicted and candidate genes were validated; the presence of mandatory

domains in their gene products was determined by aligning them with the experimental

representatives and, if necessary, the predicted gene structure was modified by using the

family-related characteristics or ESTs. Still, in some cases, this approach did not allow us to conclude

whether a region of interest really coded for a potential gene or whether a candidate gene was a

core cell cycle gene. To clarify such situations, a more integrated analysis was performed. First,

the members of every family were used to build a profile for that specific family.
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By taking into account the new predicted genes for creating the profile, a more “flexible” (i.e. all

diversity within a class/subclass being represented) and plant-specific profile could be established.

With this new profile, novel family members were sought within a collection of genome-wide predicted

Arabidopsis proteins. Subsequently, the predicted gene products were again validated or modified

by comparing them with those of other family members in a multiple alignment. With this additional

approach, we could determine clearly whether the predicted genes were similar to a certain class

of cell cycle genes.

To characterize subclasses within the gene families, phylogenetic trees were generated that included

reference cell cycle genes from other plants and known genes from Arabidopsis; by different methods

and statistical analysis of nodes the significance of the derived classification was tested. Based on

the position in the tree and the presence of class-specific signatures, genes were named according

to the proposed nomenclature rules for cell cycle genes (Renaudin et al., 1996; Joubès et al.,

2000). A complete list of core cell cycle genes in Arabidopsis in presented in Table 1. Additional

data regarding nomenclature and gene models can be found at http://www.plantgenetics.rug.ac.be/

bioinformatics/coreCC/.

Annotation and nomenclature

CDK

In yeasts one CDK is sufficient to drive cells through all cell cycle phases, whereas multicellular

organisms evolved to use a family of related CDKs, all with specific functions. In plants, two major

classes of CDKs have been studied so far, known as A-type and B-type CDKs. The A-type CDKs

regulate both the G1-to-S and G2-to-M transitions and the B-type CDKs seem to control the G2-to-M

checkpoint only (Hemerly et al., 1995; Magyar et al., 1997; Porceddu et al., 2001). In addition, the

presence of C-type CDKs and CDK-activating kinases (CAKs) have been reported (Magyar et al.,

1997; Umeda et al., 1998; Joubès et al., 2001). Whereas the latter were shown to regulate the

activity of the A-type CDKs, the function of the C-type CDKs remains unknown. Until now, one

A-type and four B-type CDKs have been described for Arabidopsis (Joubès et al., 2000; Boudolf et

al., 2001). Furthermore, C-type CDKs and one CAK have been reported as well (Umeda et al.,

1998; Lessard et al., 1999). In alfalfa, one E-type CDK has been identifed, but no counterparts had

been found previously in Arabidopsis (Magyar et al., 1997). By the homology-based annotation

method used here, we identified in total eight CDKs (one A-type, four B-type, two C-type, one

E-type) and four CAKs (three D-type and one F-type).

The previously described CAK homolog of Arabidopsis (cak1At) differs substantially from the known

rice CAK, R2 (Umeda et al., 1998; Yamaguchi et al., 1998). R2 has been suggested to be specific

for monocots (Yamaguchi et al., 1998). However, with the rice sequence as experimental reference,

three related sequences were identified in Arabidopsis, designated CDKD;1, CDKD;2 and CDKD;3

with 75%, 68% and 79%  sequence similarity with R2 from rice, respectively. These genes are only

distantly related to cak1At, indicating that Arabidopsis has two functional classes of CAK.
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Table 1. Characteristics of all 61 core cell cycle genes in Arabidopsis

Gene Chr. Starta Stopb Strand Statusc Featuresd ORF name

Arath;CDKA;1 3 18,368,303 18,370,279 + EXP PSTAIRE AT3g48750

Arath;CDKB1;1 3 20,355,861 20,357,226 + EXP PPTALRE AT3g54180

Arath;CDKB1;2 2 16,301,446 16,302,758 + EXP PPTALRE AT2g38620

Arath;CDKB2;1 1 28,430,923 28,429,129 - EXP PSTTLRE AT1g76540

Arath;CDKB2;2 1 7,294,679 7,292,770 - EXP PPTTLRE AT1g20930

Arath;CDKC;1 5 3,224,679 3,221,723 - AI993037 PITAIRE AT5g10270

Arath;CDKC;2 5 25,955,460 25,958,387 + AV439592 PITAIRE AT5g64960

Arath;CDKD;1 1 27,423,792 27,425,694 + PRED NVTALRE AT1g73690

Arath;CDKD;2 1 24,603,461 24,605,698 + AV554642 NFTALRE AT1g66750

Arath;CDKD;3 1 6,206,888 6,209,316 - AF344314 NITALRE AT1g18040

Arath;CDKE;1 5 25,465,021 25,463,612 - BG459367 SPTAIRE AT5g63610

Arath;CDKF;1 4 13,494,330 13,495,958 + EXP none AT4g28980

Arath;CYCA1;1 1 16,354,762 16,352,618 - AV556475 LVEVxEEY AT1g44110

Arath;CYCA1;2 1 28,792,710 28,790,480 - PRED LVEVxEEY AT1g77390

Arath;CYCA2;1 5 8,885,657 8,887,990 + EXP LVEVxEEY AT5g25380

Arath;CYCA2;2 5 3,604,472 3,601,820 - EXP LVEVxDDY AT5g11300

Arath;CYCA2;3 1 5,363,054 5,365,235 + EXPe LVEVxEEY AT1g15570

Arath;CYCA2;4 1 29,923,266 29,925,430 + AV558333 LVEVxEEY AT1g80370

Arath;CYCA3;1 5 17,293,193 17,294,681 + PRED LVEVxEEY AT5g43080

Arath;CYCA3;2 1 17,022,212 17,023,757 + AT50514 LVEVxEEY AT1g47210

Arath;CYCA3;3 1 17,024,852 17,026,370 + PRED LVEVxEEY AT1g47220

Arath;CYCA3;4 1 17,027,927 17,029,762 + PRED LVEVxEEY AT1g47230

Arath;CYCB1;1 4 16,830,051 16,827,976 - EXP HxRF AT4g37490

Arath;CYCB1;2 5 1,861,577 1,859,551 - EXP HxKF AT5g06150

Arath;CYCB1;3 3 3,627,150 3,625,489 - EXPf HxKF AT3g11520

Arath;CYCB1;4 2 11,548,850 11,552,088 + PRED HxKF AT2g26760

Arath;CYCB2;1 2 7,813,050 7,815,144 + EXP HxKF AT2g17620

Arath;CYCB2;2 4 16,107,598 16,109,617 + EXP HxKF AT4g35620

Arath;CYCB2;3 1 7,137,288 7,135,091 - PRED HxKF AT1g20610

Arath;CYCB2;4 1 28,338,772 28,336,622 - PRED HxKF AT1g76310

Arath;CYCB3;1 1 5,584,476 5,582,409 - PRED HxKF AT1g16330

Arath;CYCD1;1 1 26,148,702 26,150,664 + EXP LxCxE AT1g70210

Arath;CYCD2;1 2 9,704,757 9,703,043 - EXP LxCxE AT2g22490

Arath;CYCD3;1 4 15,563,758 15,565,156 + EXP LxCxE AT4g34160

Arath;CYCD3;2 5 26,836,277 26,837,626 + AI995751 LxCxE AT5g67260

Arath;CYCD3;3 3 18,862,632 18,861,289 - AV527915 LxCxE AT3g50070

Arath;CYCD4;1 5 26,143,713 26,141,558 - EXP LxCxE AT5g65420

Arath;CYCD4;2 5 3,282,347 3,280,801 + PRED no LxCxE AT5g10440

Arath;CYCD5;1 4 16,885,341 16,886,338 + AI998509 LFLCxE AT4g37630

Arath;CYCD6;1 4 1,432,497 1,431,184 - PRED no LxCxE AT4g03270

Arath;CYCD7;1 5 417,084 418,547 + PRED LxCxE AT5g02110

Arath;CYCH;1 5 9,813,161 9,816,075 + AV560893 none AT5g27620

Arath;CKS1 2 12,060,430 12,059,793 - EXP none AT2g27960

Arath;CKS2 2 12,061,999 12,061,350 - AV553882 none AT2g27970

Arath;DEL1 3 18,079,607 18,081,809 + EXP none AT3g48160

Arath;DEL2 5 4,858,640 4,861,044 + PRED none AT5g14960

Arath;DEL3 3 126,812 124,606 - EXP none AT3g01330

Arath;DPa 5 544,155 844,977 - EXP none AT5g02470

Arath;DPb 5 842,841 845,196 + EXP none AT5g03410

Arath;E2Fa 2 15,268,582 15,271,784 + EXP none AT2g36010

Arath;E2Fb 5 7,431,826 7,434,541 + EXP none AT5g22220

Arath;E2Fc 1 17,356,113 17,358,730 + EXP none AT1g47870

Arath;KRP1 2 10,126,806 10,125,908 - EXP none AT2g23430

Arath;KRP2 3 19,096,470 19,097,325 + EXP none AT3g50630

Arath;KRP3 5 19,794,310 19,792,575 - EXP none AT5g48820

Arath;KRP4 2 14,022,387 14,024,238 + EXP none AT2g32710

Arath;KRP5 3 9,060,905 9,061,654 + EXP none AT3g24810

Arath;KRP6 3 6,617,597 6,616,567 - EXP none AT3g19150

Arath;KRP7 1 18,087,625 18,086,761 - EXP none AT1g49620

Arath;Rb 3 3,919,344 3,913,685 - AF245395 none AT3g12280

Arath;WEE1 1 673,409 676,125 + EXPg none AT1g02970

a Position of start codon on the chromosome.
b Position of stop codon on the chromosome.
c Expression status of the gene: PRED, prediction; EXP, experimentally characterized;

number is EST accession number.
d Family-specific protein signatures.
e EST BE528080 found for the first exon completes the structural annotation.
f Gene structure was determined by using partial mRNA L27224 and AV546264.
g Gene structure was determined by using two cDNA sequences, confirming the manual

annotation.
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To stress this functional difference and to have a more uniform nomenclature, cak1At was renamed

as CDKF;1. The phylogenetic relationship among CDKs of Arabidopsis are shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Unrooted Neigbor-joining tree of the A, B, C, D, E, and F class of CDKs with the Poisson correction for

evolutionary distance calculation. Bootstrap values of 500 bootstrap iterations are shown. Scales indicate evolutionary

distance. Abbreviations: Arath, Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana); Medsa, alfalfa (Medicago sativa); Lyces, tomato

(Lycopersicon esculentum); Orysa, rice (Oryza sativa). Reference genes are Medsa;CDKC;1 (Accession number

CAA65979.1), Orysa;CDKD;1 (CAA41172.1), Medsa;CDKE;1 (CAA65981.1), Medsa;CDKA;1 (AAB41817.1),

Medsa;CDKA;2 (CAA50038.1), CDKB1;1 (CAA65980.1), Lyces;CDKB1;1 (CAC15503.1), Lyces;CDKB2;1

(CAC15504.1), and Medsa;CDKB2;1 (CAA65982.1).

Cyclins

Monomeric CDKs have no kinase activity and have to associate with regulatory proteins called

cyclins to be activated. Because the cyclin protein levels fluctuate in the cell cycle, cyclins are the

major factors that determine the timing of CDK activation. Cyclins can be grouped into mitotic

cyclins (designated A- and B-type cyclins in higher eukaryotes and CLBs in budding yeast) and

G1-specific cyclins (D-type cyclins in mammals and CLNs in budding yeast). H-type cyclins regulate

the activity of the CAKs. All four types of cyclins known in plants were identified mostly by analogy

to their human counterparts. For Arabidopsis, currently four A-type, five B-type, five D-type, but no

H-type, cyclins have been described (Soni et al., 1995; Renaudin et al., 1996; De Veylder et al.,

1999; Swaminathan et al., 2000).
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By using the known plant cyclin sequences as probes, a total of 30 cyclins could be detected in the

Arabidopsis genome. For 19 cyclins, an EST could be found (Table 1).

Three different subclasses of plant A-type cyclins (A1, A2, and A3) have been described previously

(Renaudin et al., 1996) and were all found in Arabidopsis, comprising 10 cyclins. Two members of

A1-type members (CYCA1;1 and CYCA1;2), four A2-type (CYCA2;1, CYCA2;2, CYCA2;3, and

CYCA2;4), and four A3-type genes were detected (CYCA3;1, CYCA3;2, CYCA3;3, and CYCA3;4).

B-type cyclins are subdivided into two subclasses, B1 and B2. In total, Arabidopsis contains nine

B-type cyclins, of which four belong to the B1 class (CYCB1;1; CYB1;2, CYCB1;3, and CYCB1;4)

and four to the B2 class (CYCB2;1, CYCB2;1, CYCB2;3, and CYCB2;4). One gene could be

attributed neither the B1 nor the B2 classes, although it clearly contained a B-type-like cyclin box

in combination with the B-type specific HxKF signature. On the other hand, no B1- nor B2-like

destruction box could be detected. The phylogenetic position of this gene within the B cluster

depended on the number of positions used for the analysis. Because cyclin sequences are known

to be saturated with substitutions (Renaudin et al., 1996), a technique was applied to construct

trees on unsaturated positions only (Van de Peer et al., 2001). No support was found to designate

this gene to one of the two classes of B-type cyclins (data not shown). On this basis, it seems

justified to create a new subclass of cyclins, the B3-type (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Unrooted Neigbor-joining tree of the A, B, D, and H subgroups of the cyclin family with Poisson correction for

evolutionary distance calculation. Bootstrap values of 500 bootstrap iterations are shown. Scales indicate evolutionary

distance. Abbreviations: Arath, Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana); Nicta, tobacco (Nicotiana tabacum); Orysa, rice

(Oryza sativa); Poptr, poplar (Populus tremula x Populus tremuloides). Reference genes are Nicta;CycA1;1 (Accession

number BAA09366.1), Nicta;CycA3;1 (CAA63540.1), Poptr;cycH (AAD02871.1), and Orysa;cycH (BAB11694.1).
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In addition to the five D-type cyclins already described (CYCD1;1, CYCD2;1, CYCD3;1, CYCD3;2,

and CYCD4;1), five new D-type genes were detected. Based on their phylogenetic position, two were

attributed to the D3 (CYCD3;3 and CYCD3;4) and one to the D4 (CYCD4;2) classes. The remaining

new D-type cyclins were further subdivided into classes CYCD5, CYCD6, and CYCD7 according to

their phylogenetic positions. It is remarkable that CYCD4;2 and CYCD6;1 do not contain the LxCxE

retinoblastoma (Rb)-binding motif, whereas CYCD5;1 contains a divergent Rb-binding motif (FxCxE),

located at the N-terminus. The biological function of cyclins lacking the conserved Rb-binding motif

remains unclear. One Arabidopsis gene was found with high sequence similarity to cyclin H of poplar

(71%) and rice (66%).

Aligning all cyclins allowed us to identify the cyclin and destruction box consensus sequences for

A-, B-, D-, and H-type cyclins (Table 2).

Table 2. Consensus sequences for cyclin and destruction box in Arabidopsis cyclins.

Subclass Cyclin box signature Destruction box

Cyclin A1 MR-(I/V)L(I/V)DW RAPL(G/S)(D/N)ITN

Cyclin A2 MR-(I/V)L(I/V)DW RAVL(K/G)(D/E)(I/V)(T/S)N

Cyclin A3a MR-(I/V)L(I/V)DW RVVLGEL(P/L)N

Cyclin B1 MR-IL(I/V/F)DW R-(A/V)LGDIGN

Cyclin B2 MR-IL(I/V/F)DW RR(A/V)L--IN

Cyclin B3 TRGILINW N.D.

Cyclin D1 REDSVAW N.D.

Cyclin D2 RNQALDW N.D.

Cyclin D3 R(E/K)(E/K)A(L/V)(D/G)W N.D.

Cyclin D4 R(R/I)(D/Q)AL(N/G)W N.D.

Cyclin D5 RLIAIDW N.D.

Cyclin D6 RNQAISS N.D.

Cyclin D7 RFHAFQW N.D.

Cyclin Hb MRAFYEAK N.D.

a CycA3;1: cyclin box KRGVLVDW not included in consensus, no destruction box detected.
b Plant cyclin H consensus for cyclin box: MR(A/V)(F/Y)YE-K (based on sequence of

Arath;CYCH, Orysa;CYCH (accession number BAB11694) and cyclin H of poplar (Populus

tremula x Populus tremuloides; accession number AAD02871).

N.D., not detected.

Although A- and B-type cyclin boxes are very similar, these two types of cyclins can be discriminated

by their destruction boxes. For two genes within the A- and B-type cyclins (CYCA3;1 and CYCB3;1),

no destruction box could be detected. In addition, these genes have a highly diverged cyclin box

compared with their subclass consensus. The low overall sequence similarity within D-type cyclins

is also reflected in their cyclin box.

In addition to the cyclins described above, two presumed pseudogenes were predicted, which

were very similar to B-type cyclins. The precise number of pseudogenes for the seven selected

families remains unclear, because the detection of pseudogenes depends on the degree of

conservation still present in their gene structure and of detection by prediction tools of these

degenerated structures.
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CDK/cyclin interactors and regulatory proteins

CKS proteins act as docking factors that mediate the interaction of CDKs with putative substrates

and regulatory proteins. Besides the already described CDK subunit gene in Arabidopsis

(Arath;CKS1; De Veylder et al., 1997), a second CKS gene was found (Arath;CKS2) with sequence

(83% identical and 90% similar amino acids) and gene structure (number and size of exons and

introns) very similar to those of Arath;CKS1 (Figure 3A). The two CKS gene products miss both

the N- and C-terminal extension when compared with the yeast Suc1p/Cks1p homologs (De Veylder

et al., 1997). Upon the occurrence of stress or the perception of antiproliferation agents, the CDK/

Arath;CYCA3;2

* *

* **

Arath;CKS1 Arath;CKS2

100bp

A

B

Arath;CYCA3;3 Arath;CYCA3;4

Figure 3. Gene tandem duplication of CKS and A3-type cyclin genes.

Black rectangles are protein-encoding exons; white rectangle represent

untranslated regions based on hits with EST or mRNA. Asterisks denote

the exon with stop codon. (A) Gene structure of CKS1 and CKS2 on

chromosome 2. The indicated chromosome region spans from 12,059 kb

to 12,063 kb. (B) Gene structure of CYCA3;2, CYCA3;3, and CYCA3;4

on chromosome 1. The indicated region spans from 17,022 kb to

17,030 kb. ESTs AT50714, AT50514, and AT37419 hit with CYCA3;2

(data not shown).

cyclin complexes are repressed by the

CDK inhibitor (CKI) proteins. In

mammals, two different classes of CKIs

exist (the INK4 and the Kip/Cip families),

each with their own CDK-binding

specificity and protein structure. Seven

CKI genes, belonging to the group of Kip/

Cip CKIs, have been described previously

for Arabidopsis, designated KRP1 to

KRP7 (De Veylder et al., 2001). No extra

KRPs could be detected in the complete

genome and no plant counterparts of the

INK4 family were found as well.

CDK/cyclin activity is negatively

regulated by phosphorylation of the CDK subunit by the WEE1 kinase and positively when the inhibitory

phosphate groups are removed by the CDC25 phosphatase. A single WEE1 gene was identified on

chromosome 1. The WEE1 kinase was annotated by using two cDNA sequences that were at our

disposal (L. De Veylder, unpublished results) and has the highest homology to the WEE1 kinase of

maize, showing 56% similarity with the gene product of a partial mRNA (Sun et al., 1999). No CDC25

phosphatase could be identified.

Rb and E2F/DP

Rb and the E2F/DP proteins are key regulators that control the entry of DNA replication. When the

E2F/DP transcription factors are bound to Rb, they are inactive, but they become active when Rb

is phosphorylated by G1-specific CDK/cyclin complexes, stimulating transcription of genes needed

for G1-to-S and S phase progression. Only one Rb could be identified in the Arabidopsis genome

that was located on chromosome 3. E2F genes are known for tobacco, carrot, and wheat

(Ramírez-Parra et al., 1999; Sekine et al., 1999; Albani et al., 2000; Magyar et al., 2000), but no

Arabidopsis family members have been described until now, whereas two Arabidopsis DP genes

(DPa and DPb) have been reported.
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The E2F and DP genes were analyzed in a combined approach, because the sequence of both types

of proteins are partially similar (22% overall similarity). In total, eight genes were detected in Arabidopsis.

Although the sequence similarity between these eight members of the E2F/DP family is rather low

(20% overall mean similarity), three groups had emerged based on prior experimental information

(Magyar et al., 2000) and phylogenetic analysis (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Unrooted Neigbor-joining tree of E2F, DP and DEL families with Poisson correction for

evolutionary distance calculation. Bootstrap values of 500 bootstrap iterations are shown. Scales indicate

evolutionary distance. Genes are Arath;E2Fa (Accession number AF242582), Arath;E2Fb (AD242580),

Arath;E2Fc (AF242581), Arath;DPa (AJ294531), and Arath;DPb (AJ294532). Abbreviation: Arath,

Arabidopsis.

The first group comprises the E2F transcription factors that are most similar to the mammalian E2F

factors and were designated E2Fa, E2Fb, and E2Fc (46% overall similarity). The second group

consists of the two already known DP factors.

The third group contains three new genes with an internal similarity of 59% and a sequence similarity

with both E2F (21%) and DP genes (18%), initially indicating some kind of relation with the E2F/DP

genes. When the boxes present in the E2F genes (DNA-binding, dimerization, Marked and

Rb-binding box) and DP genes (DNA-binding and dimerization box) were compared with these

three new genes, only a DNA-binding domain was found, but in duplex (Figure 5A). Both DNA-binding

domains are highly similar to the E2F DNA-binding domain. Because of their phylogenetic position,

they form a distinct class, which we designated as DP-E2F-like (DEL).

The DNA-binding domain of the E2F and DP genes have a limited across-family homology (Figure

5B), including the RRxYD DNA recognition motif (in their a3 helices), which interacts with half of

the palindromic promoter-binding site (CGCGCG and CGCGCG).
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Within all three DEL genes, the conserved DNA recognition motif RRxYD is also present in two

copies. The E2F/DP heterodimer binds and recognizes the palindromic sequence of the binding site

in an essentially symmetric arrangement (Zheng et al., 1999).

Protein secondary structure prediction for the DEL genes showed that the winged-helix DNA-binding

motif, a fold found in the cell cycle transcription factors E2F/DP (three a helices and a ß sheet), is

present in duplex in all these DEL genes. The first and second DEL DNA-binding domain have an

overall similarity of 61% and 47% with the E2F DNA-binding domain, respectively. Currently, no

experimental data are available about the putative function and role of the DEL genes in cell cycle

regulation.
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Figure 5. Structural organization of the E2F, DP, and DEL families at the protein level. Numbers indicate

protein length in amino acids. (A) Schematic representation of the DNA-binding, dimerization, Marked,

and Rb-binding  boxes in E2F, DP, and DEL genes of Arabidopsis. (B) Alignment of putative DNA-binding

domains of E2F, DP, and DEL proteins. All DEL proteins were split in two (parts a and b) to compare both

DNA-binding motifs with those of the E2F and DP. The RRxYD DNA-binding motif is indicated by asterisks.
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Gene/Genome organization

In order to find out whether the segmental or genomic duplications and the acquisition of new cell

cycle regulation mechanisms are linked, we mapped all cell cycle genes on the five different

chromosomes (Figure 6). Subsequently, all duplicated regions in the Arabidopsis genome were

defined and the position of every cell cycle gene was compared with the coordinates of each

duplicated block.
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Figure 6. Physicial position of core cell cycle genes on the Arabidopsis genome. Segmental duplicated regions

are only drawn when a cell cycle gene is present in a duplication event. Colored bands connect corresponding

duplicated blocks. Duplicated blocks in reverse orientation are connected with twisted colored bands. Centromeres

are represented as grey boxes.

Comparison of the position of A2 cyclin genes with the position of duplicated blocks in the Arabidopsis

genome revealed that all four members are located in duplicated blocks: one internal duplication on

chromosome 1 (CYCA2;3 linked with CYCA2;4) and one on chromosome 5 (CYCA2;2 linked with

CYCA2;1). The three CYCA3 genes were organized in tandem (CYCA3;2, CYCA3;3, and CYCA3;4

spanning a region of less than 8 kb) and have a highly similar gene structure (number and size of

exons and introns), as well as highly similar protein sequences (74.3% overall similarity). Only CYCA3;2
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had one significant EST hit, whereas CYCA3;4 had an additional small predicted exon (33 nucleotides)

when compared with the other CYCA3 genes that occur in the same tandem (Figure 3B).

Similar to the A2-type cyclins, all four B2-type cyclins were located within duplicated blocks: one

duplicated block between chromosomes 2 and 4 (linking CYCB2;1 and CYCB2;2) and one internal

duplication on chromosome 1 (linking CYCB2;3 and CYCB2;4).

Although in total 10 D-type cyclins were detected, only few of them were located in duplicated

blocks. CYCD3;2 and CYCD3;3 are members of an inverted block between chromosome 5 and 3,

whereas CYCD4;1 and CYCD4;2 are located within an internal block of chromosome 5.

The two CKS genes were located in a gene tandem duplication, where the stop codon of CKS2

was separated by only 916 bp from the start codon of CKS1 (Figure 3A).

Special attention is required for two duplication events. On chromosome 1, a large internal duplication

occurred (spanning an area of approximately 4890 kb or 16% of chromosome 1) that was followed

by several inversions (data not shown), leading to the formation of multiple smaller blocks, one of

which contained two pairs of cell cycle genes: CDKB2;2 linked with CDKB2;1 and CYCB2;3 linked

with CYCB2;4. The CYCB2;3 gene was present in tandem (interspersed by one gene) and the

second copy was designated Arath;CYCB2;3_pseudo, because its gene structure was degraded

and imperfect with respect to CYCB2;3. We conclude that this tandem duplication occurred after

the segmental duplication event, because in the region linked to the duplicated block, no trace of

another extra B2-like cyclin was found.

Another special, internally duplicated event was found on chromosome 5. Two duplicated blocks

(Figure 6, brown blocks) were detected that connected both extremities of the chromosome. Although

these blocks could be regarded as one, we clearly distinguished an invertedly duplicated block in

between (Figure 6, blue block). CYCD4;1 and CYCD4;2 both fit nicely into the first block. CDKC;1

and CDKC;2 mapped in this region as well, located in the small invertedly duplicated block. It is

remarkable that, although both couples of linked genes were located in duplicated blocks with

different orientations, their relative positions were the same (i.e. at the bottom and the top of

chromosome 5, a C-type CDK was followed by a D4-type cyclin). This configuration suggests that

initially one large duplication event occurred (Figure 6; the region spanning brown and blue blocks)

that was later reshuffled by inversions (and perhaps some deletions), resulting in adjacent, duplicated

blocks with different orientations and sizes.

Discussion

The members of the Arabidopsis genome sequencing consortia use different tools to perform

automated genome annotations together with similarities to ESTs and known protein sequence to

refine gene models. This procedure has generated a large quantity of information on the Arabidopsis

gene repertoire. However, the extraction of clear biological information for a particular process

from these public databases is not always that trivial (for instance, the word ‘cyclin’ as query in the

MIPS database returned 37 hits with 23 putative cyclin or cyclin-like hits). To solve this problem,

we designed a protocol, mainly focused on high-quality homology-based annotation.
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We used a combination of two selected high-quality Arabidopsis prediction tools (Pavy et al., 1999;

Schiex et al., 2001; C. Mathé and P. Rouzé, personal communication), together with pure experimental

information as reference material. A first advantage of this method is that the chance of finding new

and rarely expressed genes is maximized because it is structurally characterized by tools with

higher specificity and sensitivity than those used by the different consortia for generating genome

annotation (Gopal et al., 2001). Secondly, focus on families with available experimental references

allows comparisons with functionally well-characterized genes and diminishes the risk of propagation

of wrong annotation is diminished. In addition, the use of hidden Markov profiles, which represent the

complete diversity within a family, is clearly more powerful than that of a single sequence for

remote-homolog detection (Karplus et al., 1998).

With this strategy, we have built a catalogue of 61 core cell cycle genes, belonging to seven

selected families. From these, 30 had not been described before and for 22 of them the gene

prediction provided by the Arabidopsis Genome Initiative was incorrect. Corrected gene models

have been submitted to TAIR and can also be found at the web site http://

www.plantgenetics.rug.ac.be/bioinformatics/coreCC/. These results highlight the complexity of the

cell cycle regulation in Arabidopsis, indicating a larger variety of genes than what was currently

known experimentally.

Like in mammals, plants evolved to use different classes of CDKs to regulate their cell cycle. In

Arabidopsis, a total of six different CDK classes can be identified, designated from A through F.

Although some of these CDKs have been proven to be active during specific phases of the cell

cycle (Magyar et al., 1997; Porceddu et al., 2001; Sorrell et al., 2001), no functional correlation can

be made with CDKs of other eukaryotes on the basis of protein sequences. For example, no clear

ortologs can be identified for the mammalian G1/S-specific CDK4 and CDK6, suggesting that

plants developed independently additional CDKs for more specialized functions in the cell cycle

control. This hypothesis is in agreement with the observation that the cyclin-binding motifs found

in the plant B-type CDKs cannot be found in any CDK of other eukaryotes.

Within the CDK family, we identified three new CAK members, being close homologs of the rice

R2 gene (Hata, 1991). These CAKs (CDKD;1, CDKD;2 and CDKD;3) differ structurally from the

previously isolated Arabidopsis cak1At, renamed CDKF;1. The high sequence diversity (35% overall

sequence similarity between D- and F-type CDKs) suggests that plants utilize two distinct classes

of CAKs. When the Arabidopsis CDKF;1 is compared with the rice R2, both classes are functionally

different: they both can complement yeast CAK mutant strains, but show a different substrate

specificity; the rice R2 phosphorylates both CDKs and the carboxyl-terminal domain of the largest

subunit of RNA polymerase II, whereas CDKF;1 phosphorylates CDKs only (Umeda et al., 1998;

Yamaguchi et al., 1998).

The complexity of the cyclin gene family appears to be higher in plants than in mammals. Compared

to human, Arabidopsis has approximately 14 more A- and B-type cyclins, and seven more D-type

cyclins. A major part of the A-cyclins originated through large segmental duplications. For the 10

A-type cyclins, all four members of the A2-type subclass are part of duplicated blocks and three

genes out of the four A3-type cyclins are organized in tandem.
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Several analyses of the Arabidopsis genome sequence had already concluded that genes had duplicated

extensively in the history of the model plant. More than 50% of the genes in Arabidopsis belong to a

gene family with three or more members. After analyzing regions of chromosomes 2, 4 and 5, Blanc

et al. (2000) estimated that more than 60% of the genome consisted of duplicated regions and

suggested the possibility that Arabidopsis was an ancient tetraploid. In a later analysis, Vision et al.

(2000) concluded that in fact several large independent duplications of chromosome segments had

happened at different time points in the plants’ evolution. This view was blurred by extensive deletion,

inversion and translocation of genes and chromosome segments, as well as smaller and tandem

gene duplications (The Arabidopsis Genome Initiative, 2000; Vision et al., 2000). In our analysis, we

detected that 22 core cell cycle genes are part of a segmental duplication in the Arabidopsis genome.

Whether there is functional redundancy within A- and B-type cyclins, or whether some cyclin subclasses

are differently regulated (and expressed) will have to be analyzed.

In contrast to the A- and B-type cyclins, D-type cyclins lack high sequence similarity among each

other, which is reflected within the phylogenetic analysis resulting in seven D-type subclasses.

When compared with A- and B-type cyclins, of which some complete subclasses (A2 and B2) are

located within segmentally duplicated blocks, no large duplications can be found for the D-type

cyclins. Only the D3 and D4 subclasses have different members. Redundancy of the D3-type

cyclins has been proposed previously as an explanation of the failure to observe mutant phenotypes,

when knocking out a single D3-type cyclin (Swaminathan et al., 2000). Our analysis clearly confirms

this hypothesis: the fact that two D3-type cyclins are linked via a recent segmental duplication

strengthens our belief that these D3 cyclins are functionally redundant. A similar hypothesis could

hold for D4-type cyclins, because two out of three are located in a duplicated block.

The much larger divergence seen for D-type cyclins when compared to A- and B-type cyclins

might reflect the presumed role of D-type cyclins in integrating developmental signals and

environmental cues into the cell cycle. For example, D3-type cyclins have been shown to respond

to plant hormones, such as cytokinins and brassinosteroids, whereas CYCD2 and CYCD4 are

activated earlier in G1 and react to sugar availability (for review, see Stals and Inzé, 2001). Because

of the large number of various D-type cyclins with different response to developmental and

environmental signals, cell division and growth in sessile plants might be more flexible than what

is observed in other eukaryotes.

Whereas plants clearly share all elements needed for G1/S entry with other higher eukaryotes,

they lack the typical class of E-type cyclins, known to be essential regulators of DNA replication

(Duronio et al., 1996). Presumably some of the A- or D-type cyclins take over the role of the E-type

cyclins. Also the lack of a consensus Rb-binding motif in some D-type cyclins suggests that some

cyclins might have gained other novel functions during evolution. Alternatively, some of the core

cell cycle genes might have undergone such dramatic changes during evolution that they cannot

be recognized anymore as functional homologs of animal and yeast counterparts, of which the

CDC25 gene is the most likely example. Both the presence of the antagonistic WEE1 kinase and

accumulating biochemical evidence point to the existence of a CDC25 phosphatase in plants

(Zhang et al., 1996; Sun et al., 1999), although it could not be identified as such in the Arabidopsis

genome.
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It is surprising that mammals and plants have approximately the same number of core cell cycle

genes, with the exception of the above described difference in cyclin number. Complex, multicellular

organisms may need many more cell cycle genes to coordinate cell cycle progression with the

diverse developmental pathways. Therefore, the pool of mammalian cell cycle genes is probably

larger than expected because of the frequent occurrence of alternative splicing. For example,

spliced variants of cyclin E are known, with an expression profile and substrate specificity different

from that of cyclin E itself (Mumberg et al., 1997; Porter and Keyomarsi, 2000). At least five

distinct DP-2 mRNAs are synthesized in a tissue-specific fashion (Rogers et al., 1996). Depending

on the splice variant, the DP family members lack a nuclear localization signal and, when associated

with E2F, these different DP molecules have opposing effects on the E2F/DP activity (De la Luna

et al., 1996). Furthermore, alternative splicing in humans is known for CDKs, CDC25, and CKIs

(Wegener et al., 2000; Hirano et al., 2001; Herrmann and Mancini, 2001). For cell cycle genes of

plants, only one case of alternative splicing has been reported (Sun et al., 1997).

E2F/DP transcription factors are characterized by the presence of both a DNA-binding and

transcription activation domain. Binding of these transcription factors to the E2F/DP palindromic

binding site is mediated by a small DNA recognition motif (RRxYD). By scanning the genome for

E2F/DP-related proteins, a putatively novel class of cell cycle-regulating genes was identified,

designated DEL. The DEL proteins have two E2F-like DNA-binding boxes, each including the

RRxYD motif, but have no activation domain. By competing for the same DNA binding sites,

monomeric DEL proteins could act as competitors of the E2F/DP proteins and, because they lack

an activation domain, they would act as a repressor of E2F/DP-regulated genes. This mechanism

would avoid G1-to-S transition, in cases where conditions are not appropriate for entry in the S

phase (such as DNA damage and stress). This new class of putative cell cycle regulators seems

not to be plant specific, because one homolog was found in Caenorabditis elegans (data not shown).

In conclusion, our genome-wide analysis demonstrated an unexpected complexity of the core cell

cycle machinery in plants that is comparable with that seen in mammals. The major challenge for

the future is to understand the specific role of all these individual genes in regulating cell division

during plant development.
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Note added in proof

The postulated function of the DEL proteins has recently been confirmed (Mariconti, L., Pellegrini, B.,

Cantoni, R., Stevens, R., Bergounioux, C., Cella, R., and Albani, D. [January 10, 2002] J. Biol. Chem.

10.1074/jbc.M110616200), but the gene prediction for one DEL family member (E2Ff~DEL3) differs

from the one we present here. The gene structure we propose has been validated experimentally in

our laboratory.
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Abstract

The complete genomic analysis of Arabidopsis thaliana has shown that a major fraction of the genome

consists of paralogous genes that probably originated through one or more ancient large-scale gene

or genome duplication events. However, the number and timing of these duplications still remains

unclear, and several different hypotheses have been put forward recently. Here, we reanalyzed duplicated

blocks found in the Arabidopsis genome described previously and determined their date of divergence

based on silent substitution estimations between the paralogous genes and, where possible, by

phylogenetic reconstruction. We show that previously used methods based on averaging protein

distances of heterogeneous classes of duplicated genes lead to unreliable conclusions and that a

large fraction of blocks duplicated much more recently than assumed previously. We found clear

evidence for one large-scale gene or even complete genome duplication event somewhere between

70 to 90 million years ago. Traces pointing to a much older (probably more than 200 million years)

large-scale gene duplication event could be detected. However, for now it is impossible to conclude

wether these old duplicates are the result of one or more large-scale gene duplication events.
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Introduction

For over 30 years, geneticists, evolutionists and, more recently, developmental biologists have been

debating on the number of genome duplications in the evolution of animal lineages and its impact on

major evolutionary transitions and morphological novelties. Thanks to the recent progress made in

gene mapping studies and large-scale genomic sequencing, the debate has been livelier than ever

before. Indeed, huge amounts of sequence data have become available, amongst which the complete

genome sequences of invertebrates, such as Drosophila melanogaster, Caenorhabditis elegans, and

vertebrates, such as pufferfish and human, while others are being finalized. With these data at our

disposition, we expect to address the ancient questions and hypotheses regarding genome

duplications, as formulated by pioneers like J.B.S. Haldane (who already in 1933 contemplated the

benefits and evolutionary impact of polyploidy events) and S. Ohno. However, a great deal of controversy

still exists on the prevalence of genome duplications in certain lineages. For example, the classic

hypothesis of Ohno (1970) that at least one genome duplication occurred in the evolution of the

vertebrates has not been evidenced yet. Several theories, which differ in the proposed number of

duplications as well as in their timing, have been proposed, but without confirmation (Skrabanek and

Wolfe, 1998; Hughes, 1999; Wolfe, 2001). More recently, a putatively ancient fish-specific genome

duplication before the teleost radiation has been the subject of lively debate (Robinson-Rechavi et al.,

2001; Taylor et al., 2001a, 2001b; Van de Peer et al., this issue). Given the already controversial

nature of the occurrence and date of these genome duplications in vertebrates, their precise role in

the evolution of new body plans (Holland, 1992) or in speciation (Lynch and Conery, 2001; Taylor et

al., 2001c) remains even more speculative.

For plants, controversy about ancient genome duplications has long been nearly nonexisting.

Polyploidy seems to have occurred frequently in plants. Up to 80% of angiosperms are estimated

to be polyploid, with variation from tetraploidy (maize) and hexaploidy (wheat) to 80-ploidy (Sedum

suaveolens) (for a review, see Leitch et al., 1997). Because of the complexity of many plant genomes

and lack of sequence data, research on plant genome evolution was basically restricted to experimental

techniques (Wendel, 2000) and, until very recently, few computational analyses had been performed

to investigate the prevalence and timing of older large-scale duplications and their impact on plant

evolution.

In 1996, the plant community decided to determine the complete genome sequence of Arabidopsis

thaliana. This model plant was chosen because it has a small genome with a high gene density and

seemed to be an ‘innocent’ diploid. However, during and even before this huge enterprise, some

indications were found that large-scale duplications had occurred (Kowalski et al., 1994; Paterson et

al., 1996; Terryn et al, 1999; Lin et al., 1999; Mayer et al., 1999). After bacterial artificial chromosome

sequences representing approximately 80% of the genome had been analyzed, almost 60% of the

genome was found to contain duplicated genes and regions (Blanc et al., 2000). This phenomenon

could only be explained by a complete genome duplication event, an opinion shared by the Arabidopsis

Genome Initiative (2000). Previously, comparative studies of bacterial artificial chromosomes between

Arabidopsis and soybean (Grant et al., 2000) and between Arabidopsis and tomato (Ku et al., 2000)

had led to similar notions.
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 In the latter study, two complete genome duplications were proposed: one 112 and another 180 x 106

years ago (MYA). Vision et al. (2000) rejected the single-genome duplication hypothesis by dating

duplicated blocks through a molecular clock analysis. Several different age classes among the

duplicated blocks were found, ranging from 50 to 220 MYA and at least four rounds of large-scale

duplications were postulated. One of these classes, dated approximately 100 MYA, grouped nearly

50% of all the duplicated blocks, suggesting a complete genome duplication at that time (Vision et

al., 2000). However, the dating methods used for these gene duplications were based on averaging

evolutionary rates of different proteins, which was later criticized because of their high sensitivity

to rate differences (Sankoff, 2001; Wolfe, 2001). Because the same methodology was also used

by Ku et al. (2000), their results should also be considered with caution. On the other hand, Vision et

al. (2000) discovered overlapping blocks, a phenomenon that can be explained only by multiple

duplication events. Neither Blanc et al. (2000) nor the Arabidopsis Genome Initiative (2000) detected

these overlapping blocks.

Using a different method of dating based on the substitution rate of silent substitutions, Lynch and

Conery (2000) discovered that most Arabidopsis genes had duplicated approximately 65 MYA,

which brings us back to a single polyploidy event. However, no duplicated blocks of genes, but

only paralogous gene pairs were taken into account.

Apparently, the evolutionary history of the first fully sequenced plant seems a lot more complex

than originally expected. There is no clear answer on whether one single or multiple polyploidy

events took place nor when they occurred. The results of the different analyses seem to be highly

dependent of the methods used. For this reason, we reinvestigated the ancient large-scale gene

duplications described by Vision et al. (2000) by applying two alternative dating methodologies on

several of the more anciently duplicated blocks found in their study. Furthermore, we compared

the results obtained to pinpoint the strengths and weaknesses of the methodology used in the two

studies.

Materials and Methods

Strategy

The original goal was to reinvestigate whether one or several ancient large-scale gene duplication(s)

had occurred in the evolution of Arabidopsis thaliana. Furthermore, because Vision et al. (2000)

dated one of the large-scale duplication events as approximately 200 x 106 years old, we were

curious to see whether this event pre- or postdated the monocot-dicot split, which is estimated to

have occurred at about that time: 170-235 MYA (Yang et al., 1999) and 143-161 MYA (Wikström et

al., 2001). We focused on the blocks that according to Vision et al. (2000) originated during this

ancient round of duplication and consisted of six regions in the genome (class F). We mapped

these regions to a more up-to-date data set (see below) and subjected them to two dating

methodologies: dating based on synonymous substitution rates and molecular phylogeny. The

former was done with three different approaches to estimate synonymous substitution rates, namely

those of Li (1993), of Nei and Gojobori (1986) and of Yang and Nielsen (2000).
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Molecular phylogeny-based dating was performed through the construction of evolutionary trees by

the Neighbor-joining method (Saitou and Nei, 1987). By using these different approaches, the possibility

of drawing wrong conclusions caused by weaknesses of one particular method is minimized.

However, during the course of this study, it became clear that the most ancient blocks described by

Vision et al. (2000) contained genes that had duplicated much more recently. Because the dating

methodology of Vision et al. (2000) had been criticized before (Wolfe, 2001; Sankoff, 2001), we

subsequently focused on two sets of 10 blocks of two younger age classes, D and E, estimated to

be 140 and 170 x 106 years old, respectively. These data sets were chosen in such a way that they

represented a wide distribution in block size (number of anchor points) as well as amino acid

substitution rate (dA) within each age class.

Data set of duplicated genes

From the complete set of segmentally duplicated blocks defined by Vision et al. (2000) that consisted

of 103 regions with seven or more duplicated genes, we analyzed selected blocks covering the

three oldest classes. This selection consisted of all six blocks from class F (200 x 106 years old),

10 from class E (170 x 106 years old) and 10 from class D (140 x 106 years old). Because the

original data set (i.e., the chromosomal DNA sequences) represented a preliminary version of the

Arabidopsis genome sequence (incomplete and not always correctly assembled), the positions of

these duplicated blocks were transferred to a data set that had been built recently. This new data

set consisted of a genome-wide non-redundant collection of Arabidopsis protein-encoding genes,

which were predicted with GeneMark.hmm (Lukashin and Borodvsky, 1998; genome version of

January 18th, 2000 (v180101), downloaded from the Institute for Protein Sequences center

[Martiensried, Germany; ftp://ftpmips.gsf.de/cress/]). In addition to the protein sequence, the position

and orientation of the genes within the Arabidopsis genome were determined.

Within this protein set, all pairs of homologous gene products between two chromosomes were

determined and the result stored in a matrix of (m, n) elements (m and n being the total number of

genes on a certain chromosome). Two proteins were considered as homologous if they had an

E-value < 1e-50 within a BLASTP (Altschul et al., 1997) sequence similarity search (Friedman and

Hughes, 2001).

The synchronization of our data set with the blocks detected by Vision et al. (2000) was done using

their supplementary data (website: http://www.igd.cornell.edu/~tvision/arab/

science_supplement.html). Initially, for a set of anchor points (i.e. pairs of duplicated genes), defining

a duplicated block (Vision et al., 2000), the corresponding protein couples were detected in our data

set and then these protein couples were localized in the matrix. To check whether these proteins

were indeed part of a segmentally duplicated block, an automatic and manual detection was performed.

The automatic detection was done with a new tool (Vandepoele et al., 2002), primarily based on

discovering clusters of diagonally organized elements (representing duplicated blocks) within the

matrix of homologous gene products. Similar to the strategy of Vision et al. (2000), tandem repeats

were remapped before defining a duplicated block.
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An overview of blocks analyzed in this study, together with the number of anchor points (the pairs of

duplicated genes that make up the duplicated block), is presented in Table 1.

Dating based on Ks

Blocks of duplicated genes were dated using the NTALIGN program in the NTDIFFS software

package (Conery and Lynch, 2001). This package first aligns the DNA sequence of two mRNAs

based on their corresponding protein alignment and then calculates Ks by the method of Li (1993).

We calculated Ks also with two alternative dating methodologies (Nei and Gojobori, 1986; Yang

and Nei, 2000) based on the same alignments. These two methods are implemented in the PAML

(Yang, 1997) phylogenetic analysis package. The time since duplication was calculated as T=Ks/

2λ, with λ being the mean rate of synonymous substitution; in Arabidopsis the estimation is λ =

6.1 synonymous subsitutions per 109 years (Lynch and Conery, 2000). The mean Ks value (average

of the estimates obtained by the three methods) for each block was derived for each duplicated

pair. These values were then used to calculate the mean Ks for each block, excluding outliers

using the Grubbs test (Grubbs, 1969; Stefansky, 1972) with a 99% confidence interval.

Phylogenetic analysis

The public databases (PIR, GenBank/EMBL/DBJ, Swiss-PROT) were scanned for homologues of

the anchor points using BLASTP (Altschul et al., 1997). When homologs were found in other species

next to the Arabidopsis paralogs, the gene family was selected for phylogenetic analysis. Protein

sequences were subsequently aligned with ClustalW (Thompson et al., 1994). Duplicates or sequences

that were too short were removed from the data set. After manual optimization of the alignment and

reformatting using BioEdit (Hall, 1999) and ForCon (Raes and Van de Peer, 1999), the more conserved

positions of the alignment were subjected to phylogenetic analysis. Trees were constructed based on

Poisson or Kimura distances using the Neighbor-joining algorithm as implemented in the TREECON

package (Van de Peer and De Wachter, 1997).

Supplementary data such as sequences, accession numbers, alignments and trees can be obtained

from the authors upon request.
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Table 1. Re-analysis of the duplicated blocks as described by Vision et al. (2000)

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Vision et al. (2000) This study

____________________________________________________________________________________________________

Block Chr1a Chr2a Anchors dA Age Age Anchorsb Ksc Ksd Kse Mean SD

number class in MY agef

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

15 1 3 7 0.8975 F 200 7 1.8641 2.5378 2.1679 213 92

25 1 5 7 0.8012 F 200 6 1.6757 1.7008 2.5515 160 27

37 1 5 11 0.8146 F 200 17 0.8386 0.8138 0.9698 72 19

39 1 3 8 0.8375 F 200 7 1.6053 1.9744 1.8768 170 62

57 2 3 7 0.8521 F 200 7 2.9251 3.2702 2.4395 269 64

59 2 5 15 0.8473 F 200 18 1.8078 2.3744 2.0642 191 70

34 1 5 23 0.7165 E 170 27 0.8723 0.8308 0.8900 71 18

71 3 5 31 0.6814 E 170 70 0.7933 0.8262 0.8312 67 19

100 4 5 20 0.6899 E 170 15 1.8656 1.9727 2.1682 170 45

78 3 5 26 0.701 E 170 35 0.7382 0.7551 0.8475 64 11

47 2 5 8 0.7397 E 170 8 1.8475 3.0169 2.1072 218 87

16 1 3 8 0.6562 E 170 7 0.8390 0.8536 1.0224 74 19

55 2 5 14 0.685 E 170 9 1.7585 2.0966 1.8341 162 32

9 1 3 24 0.6947 E 170 20 0.9098 0.9966 1.1350 83 20

87 3 4 11 0.7231 E 170 8 1.6049 1.8936 2.1889 164 67

48 2 3 11 0.7045 E 170 8 1.7175 1.9716 2.0465 162 56

6 1 5 30 0.6106 D 140 30 0.7754 0.8138 0.9228 69 17

30 1 3 92 0.5262 D 140 106 0.8047 0.8325 0.9668 71 20

95 4 5 88 0.5592 D 140 61 0.7337 0.7884 0.8707 65 10

17 1 1 153 0.5684 D 140 167 0.8110 0.8175 0.8983 69 18

92 4 5 97 0.6064 D 140 107 0.8741 0.8849 1.0507 77 25

33 1 4 18 0.5381 D 140 11 1.6283 1.6707 1.5669 133 26

5 1 4 13 0.5631 D 140 6 1.5232 1.5657 1.5324 126 16

73 3 5 26 0.5855 D 140 25 0.7965 0.8187 0.9105 69 15

93 4 5 42 0.6263 D 140 28 0.7719 0.8174 0.9010 68 16

26 1 4 35 0.5273 D 140 42 0.8719 0.8946 1.0867 78 23

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
a Chromosome numbers on which the two duplicated blocks are found.
b Number of anchor points in blocks detected in this study.
c Ks values calculated according to Li (1993).
d Ks values calculated according to Nei and Gojobori (1986).
e Ks values calculated according to Yang and Nielsen (2000).
f Mean age of the block was derived from the mean Ks, excluding outliers (see Materials and Methods).

Results

Dating based on Ks

In contrast to mutations that result in amino acid changes (nonsynonymous substitutions), silent or

synonymous substitutions do not affect the biochemical properties of the protein. As such they are

generally believed not to be subjected to natural selection and, consequently, to evolve in a (nearly)

neutral, clock-like way (Li, 1997). Absolute dating based on synonymous substitution rates (Ks)

should be more accurate than dating based on the estimation of genetic distances between duplicated

protein sequences.
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However, because of rapid saturation of synonymous sites, dates of older (Ks>1) divergences/

duplications will become unreliable (Li, 1997).

We calculated Ks values with three different methods for all pairs of duplicated genes in 26 old blocks

(classes D, E, and F, estimated to have originated between 140 and 200 MYA; Vision et al., 2000).

From these values we calculated the duplication date of each block. The results of this analysis are

given in Table 1.

Interestingly, several block duplications were dated to be much younger than what was found by

Vision et al. (2000). For example, a duplication between chromosome 1 and 5, denoted as block 37

and based on 11 gene pairs (17 in our study; Table 1), was found to have occurred 72 MYA, and not

200 MYA. The distribution of the Ks values of the duplicated pairs in this block, calculated with the

three different methods, confirmed our hypothesis that this is a younger block. With only a few

exceptions, almost all duplicated pairs seemed to have Ks values between 0.5 and 1 synonymous

substitutions per synonymous site, and this for the three methods used (Fig. 1). For three pairs of

genes within the duplicated block, the situation is less clear (Fig. 1). No results were obtained with

the method of Li (1993), probably because the duplicated gene sequences are too divergent to

calculate a Ks value using this method, whereas the two other methods gave extremely high or no

Ks values. One possible explanation is a higher synonymous mutation rate specific for these

genes, because fluctuations in Ks have been reported before (Li, 1997; Zeng et al., 1997). Another

possible explanation could be that these genes originated earlier than the other genes in that block

and that the situation observed is due to differential deletions of alternate members of duplicated

tandem pairs (Friedman and Hughes, 2001). For this reason, these gene pairs were not included in

the calculation of the duplication date of the whole block (see Materials and Methods).

However, most blocks of age class F had significantly higher Ks values and consequently older

divergence dates, which indeed points to a more ancient large-scale duplication event. This observation

was strengthened by the fact that, with a few exceptions, duplicated blocks of this age class had less

anchor points (Table 1) and Ks values seemed to fluctuate more between members of the same block

(see, for example, the distribution of block 59, estimated to have duplicated approximately 190 MYA;

Fig. 2).
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Figure 1. Distribution of Ks values for duplicated genes as

found in block 37, calculated with the methods of Li et al.

(purple bars), Nei and Gojobori (red bars) and Yang and Nielsen

(yellow bars).

Figure 2. Distribution of Ks values for duplicated genes found

in block 59, calculated with the methods of Li et al. (purple

bars), Nei and Gojobori (red bars) and Yang and Nielsen (yellow

bars).
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The latter is probably due to saturation of synonymous substitutions, by which larger errors in Ks

estimation are introduced, causing values of Ks >1 to be unreliable.

In our evaluation of class E blocks (170 MYA; Vision et al., 2000), the situation is even more peculiar.

From the 10 blocks we selected, a large part again seemed to be much younger than what was

derived based on dA values. Five out of 10 blocks seemingly originated only approximately 70 MYA,

less than half the age calculated by Vision et al. (2000). Here also, the distribution of Ks values

clearly showed that a large majority of duplicated pairs in these blocks belonged to the same, much

younger age class, with only a few exceptions (data not shown). However, the other half of the 10

selected blocks seem to be older.

In the class D sample, dated 140 x 106 years old by Vision et al. (2000), eight out of 10 blocks

seemed to have duplicated approximately 70 MYA. The distribution of Ks values within one block

again gave similar results as above: most pairs had Ks values between 0.5 and 1, with a minor

fraction of exceptions (data not shown).

Although only a subset of the complete set of duplicated blocks of age classes D and E were

analyzed, many blocks appeared to be much younger than proposed by Vision et al. (2000). Preliminary

results of a more rigorous analysis seem to confirm our findings (unpublished results).

Dating by phylogenetic analysis

Absolute dating methods based on substitution numbers per site are very useful in high-throughput

analyses, such as those by Lynch and Conery (2000) and Vision et al. (2000), but they have some

serious drawbacks. Inferred divergence dates based on amino acid substitutions are not as quickly

underestimated due to saturation, although saturation at the amino acid level has been demonstrated

(Van de Peer et al., 2002). However, when using this technique, there is a serious risk of overestimating

the age of more rapidly evolving blocks, or underestimating the age of blocks containing more slowly

evolving proteins. The use of synonymous mutation rates is probably favourable because these positions

evolve at nearly neutral rates and, so, give a more reliable estimate in the case of fast or slowly

evolving genes. Unfortunately, these analyses are compromised for older duplications because of the

rapid saturation of these sites.

To validate the results, an alternative technique was applied, namely relative dating using

phylogenetic methods. If a duplication occurred before the monocot-dicot split, this could be proven

by a tree topology (Fig. 3a), in which the two dicot members of a gene family each group with a

monocot sequence. If, however, the two Arabidopsis duplicates originated more recently, i.e. after

the dicot-monocot split, the two dicot branches should be sister sequences, outgrouped by their

monocot ortholog (Fig. 3b).

Even if certain sequences are still missing from the databases (because of gene loss or nondetection),

conclusions can be drawn. For example, the tree topology presented in Figure 3c could only be

explained by a duplication that occurred before the monocot-dicot split.
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For all the anchor points of the oldest blocks (F), we searched the protein databases for homologs in

other plant species to construct evolutionary trees. Unfortunately, it was impossible to construct

trees for many of the duplicated genes, the main reason being the absence of homologs from plant

species other than Arabidopsis in the databases. Furthermore, the sequences often contained too

few conserved positions to get statistically significant results (i.e. high bootstrap values).

An overview of constructed trees and conclusions is presented in Table 2. Gene families for which

no homologues from other species than Arabidopsis thaliana could be found in the databases are

not shown.

Figure 3. a) Expected tree topology for genes formed by a gene/genome duplication event prior to the split of monocots

and dicots. b) Expected tree topology for genes formed by a gene/genome duplication event that occurred after the split of

monocots and dicots and specific to Arabidopsis. c) Even if only one of the paralogs is known, due to gene loss or absence

in the databases, the gene duplication can be inferred.

Table 2. Gene families selected for phylogenetic analysis for each paralogous block, belonging to age class F

(Vision et al., 2000; 200 MYA)

_________________________________________________________________________________________________

Blocka Familyb Sitesc Conclusion Reason

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________
15 Unknown 279 None No statistical support

25 - - None No trees possible due to absence of sequences

from other species

37 Calmodulin 105 None No statistical support

Calmodulin-like 112 Probably younger than the Genetic distance

split between eurosids I

and eurosids II

Glutamine synthase 314 Younger than split with asteridae Topology with statistical support

and older than Arabidopsis-

Brassica divergence (see Fig. 3)

39 Unknown 287 None Too few monocot sequences for this family

57 DOF Zinc-finger 85 None Highly inequal rates of evolution between duplicates

GATA transcription factor 148 Older than monocot-dicot Topology with statistical support

split (see Fig. 4)

Apetala 2 81 None No statistical support

Expansin 180 None No statistical support

59 Protein phosphatase 2C 174 None Too few monocot sequences available

Putative Rab5 interacting protein 100 Probably younger than Genetic distance

monocot-dicot split

Cyclophilin 141 None No statistical support

Phosphoprotein phosphatase 1 305 None No statistical support

Apetala 2 (see also B57) 81 None No statistical support

__________________________________________________________________________________________________________

a Block number as defined by Vision et al. (2000).
b Name of the family analyzed, as far as could be deduced from the description line of the entries.
c Length of sequence alignment used for tree construction.

a)

Arabidopsis

gene duplication

Rice

Outgroup

Arabidopsis

Rice

Arabidopsis

gene duplication

Arabidopsis

Rice

Outgroup

b) C)

Arabidopsis

gene duplication

Rice

Arabidopsis

Outgroup
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Although we could not draw conclusions on many of the genes/blocks, we would like to consider

some of the constructed trees. A first interesting result was obtained from the analysis of the gluthatione

synthase gene family: it has two members on chromosomes 1 and 5 that are part of block 37, which

is a duplicated block of class F (200 MYA; Vision et al., 2000) but, according to our estimation, it had

duplicated approximately 72 MYA.

The tree topology (Fig. 4) for this family clearly showed that the duplication that yielded the two

duplicates occurred before the divergence of Arabidopsis and Brassica, but after the split between

Asteridae and Rosidae. In consequence, the duplication between these two genes must have

happened between 15-20 (Yang et al., 1999; Koch et al., 2001) and 135 MYA (the latter value being

the mean of two estimations, 112-156 MYA [Yang et al., 1999]) and 114-125 MYA [Wikström et al.,

2001]), which is in accordance with our findings for this block.
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Figure 4. Neighbor-joining tree of the gluthamine synthase family, inferred from Poisson-corrected evolutionary distances.

Shaded sequences belong to the analyzed duplicated blocks. Bootstrap values (above 50%) are shown in percentages

at the internodes. Scale = evolutionary distance in substitutions per amino acid.

A second tree of interest is that of the GATA transcription factor family with a pair of duplicates on

chromosomes 2 and 3 that belong to block 57, also of age class F. It was very hard to date this block

with our dating methods, because the sequences were apparently saturated for synonymous

substitutions. However, all Ks values calculated for pairs in this block were above 2.2 synonymous

substitutions per synonymous site (see Table 1), suggesting that this block is genuinely old.
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When we investigated the topology of the GATA family (Fig. 5), we observed a topology similar to that

described in Figure 3c: although there is only one monocot sequence, this topology could only be

explained if the duplication that gave rise to the two Arabidopsis genes occurred before the monocot-dicot

split. This would mean that this block occurred at least 190 MYA (Yang et al., 1999; Wilkström et al.,

2001).
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Figure 5. Neighbor-joining tree of the GATA family of transcription factors, inferred from Poisson corrected

evolutionary distances. Shaded sequences belong to the analyzed duplicated blocks. Bootstrap values (above

50%) are shown in percentages at the internodes. Scale = evolutionary distance in substitutions per amino acid.

Figure 6. Neighbor-joining tree of the casein kinase family, using Poisson correction for evolutionary

distance calculation. Shaded sequences belong to the analyzed duplicated blocks. Arrows indicate

(1) a tandem duplication and (2) the block duplication. Bootstrap values (above 50%) are shown

in percentages at the internodes. Scale = evolutionary distance in substitutions per amino acid.
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In some cases, evolutionary distances can be informative of duplication dates. As illustration, an

example from the age class D (140 MYA; Vision et al., 2000) is given. Figure 6 shows the topology of

the casein kinase gene family that has two members on both chromosomes 1 and 5, all four of them

belonging to the same duplicated block 6.

Using Ks-based dating, we determined that this block duplicated approximately 70 MYA, with

approximately 80% of the Ks values in this block being smaller than 1. As can be seen from the

tree topology, the two members of block 6 first originated (probably) through tandem duplication

(arrow 1) and then through a larger-scale duplication including the other members of that block

(arrow 2). Both these events happened after the monocot-dicot split, as can be derived from the

fact that the group containing these four proteins is outgrouped by a rice sequence. The evolutionary

distance from each of the duplicates to the block duplication point is approximately 0.025 amino

acid substitutions per site, whereas the evolutionary distance between the genes originating by

tandem duplication is approximately 0.158 amino acid substitutions per site. The average

evolutionary distance between the sequences of rice and Arabidopsis is approximately 0.206 amino

acid substitutions per site, meaning that, if a divergence date for monocots and dicots of 190 MYA

(Yang et al., 1999; Wilkström et al., 2001) and a molecular clock-like evolution of this protein were

assumed, the block duplication would have happened somewhere 46 MYA (with λ = K/2T = 0.206

substitutions per site/ 380 MY = 5.42 x 10-4 substitutions per site/MY). This value is much closer to

our estimation based on Ks than that of 140 MYA obtained by Vision et al. (2000).

Discussion

Currently, three different methods to date gene duplication events are generally used: absolute

dating based on synonymous substitution rates, absolute dating based on nonsynonymous

substitution rates or protein-based distances, and relative dating through the construction of

phylogenetic trees. Here, we provide some evidence that protein distances are not very reliable for

large-scale dating of heterogeneous classes of proteins. For example, classes containing blocks

of the same age based on mean protein distance (classes D, E, and F; Vision et al., 2000) seem to

be very heterogeneous in age when dating is based on synonymous substitution rates. Protein-based

distances are known to vary considerably among proteins (e.g. Easteal and Collet, 1994); therefore,

duplicated blocks that contain a larger fraction of fast-evolving genes will have a relatively high

mean protein distance between the paralogous regions and appear older than they actually are. In

our opinion, the use of synonymous and, consequently, neutral substitutions for evolutionary distance

calculations is more reliable. However, there is one important caveat: dating based on silent

substitutions can only be applied when Ks < 1. A Ks > 1 points to saturation of synonymous sites

and can no longer be used to draw any reliable conclusions regarding the origin of duplicated

genes or blocks. In this case, a solution could be relative dating with phylogenetic means. Although

the dating is rather crude, it offers a way of determining duplication dates relative to known

divergences. The main problem here, however, is the availability of plant sequence data. Only a

few duplicated pairs had enough orthologs in the public databases to allow any conclusions to be

drawn.
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Furthermore, if orthologs would be found, the sequences may not be very suitable for phylogenetic

analysis. Consequently, it seems that phylogenetic inference cannot yet be as widely applied to plant

as to animal genomes (e.g., Wang and Gu, 2000; Friedman and Hughes, 2001; Van de Peer et al.,

2001). However, as soon as more sequence data from key species such as mosses, ferns and

monocots become available, this approach may become more useful.

From the three oldest age classes defined by Vision et al. (2000), only one (F) seems to contain

many old duplicated blocks, whereas several blocks of the two other age classes have seemingly

been duplicated approximately 70-90 MYA. In our opinion, the hypothesis of Vision et al. (2000) that

at least four large-scale duplications have occurred is far from being proven. In contrast with the

multimodal distribution of large-scale gene duplication, our results show that a major fraction of

blocks has duplicated approximately at the same time and has probably originated by a complete

genome duplication. On the other hand, a fraction of block duplications seems much older than the

others. Unfortunately, because synonymous sites were saturated and trees were not reliable enough,

these duplications could not be dated more accurately. Although these old duplicated blocks are

scattered throughout the genome (Table 1), it is hard to prove that they are the result of a single

duplication event.

The question of whether large-scale gene duplications have occurred before the divergence of

monocots and dicots still remains to be answered. Some of these events are probably anterior to

the monocotyl-dicotyl split, as suggested by the GATA transcription factor topology (Fig. 5).

Large-scale gene duplication events prior to the monocot-dicot split may have led to the origin of

flowering or even of seed plants: Duplications of (sets of) developmentally important genes could

have given the opportunity to develop new reproductive organs and strategies and consequently

cause reproductive isolation, which may have resulted in speciation. The ongoing accumulation of

sequence data delivered by several plant expressed sequence tags and genome sequencing projects

will provide the means to answer the questions regarding the prevalence and timing of gen(om)e

duplications in the evolution of plants and will hopefully help elucidating the role of these events in

the diversification and evolution of plant species.
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Note added in proof

Since acceptance of this paper, novel tools to identify heavily degenerated block duplications allowed

us to find evidence for the recent genome duplication described in this study. The occurence of two

additional, but probably no more, ancient genome duplications in Arabidopsis was also demonstrated

(Simillion, C., Vandepoele, K., Van Montagu, M.C.E., Zabeau, M. and Van de Peer, Y. (2002). The

hidden duplication past of Arabidopsis thaliana. Proc Natl Acad Sci USA 99, 13627-13632).
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Abstract

The (large-scale) duplication of genes increases the amount of genetic material on which evolution

can work, and has been considered of major importance for the development of biological novelties or

to explain important evolutionary transitions that have occurred during biological evolution. Recently,

much research has been devoted to the study of the evolutionary and functional divergence of duplicated

genes. Since the majority of genes are part of gene families, there is considerable interest in predicting

differences in function between duplicates and assessing the functional redundancy of genes within

gene families. In this review, we discuss the strengths and limitations of older and novel approaches

to investigate the evolution of duplicated genes in silico.
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Introduction

In his now classic book ‘Evolution by Gene Duplication’, published in 1970, Ohno claimed that if

evolution had been entirely dependent upon natural selection, from a bacterium only numerous forms

of bacteria would have emerged, while big leaps in evolution would have been impossible without the

creation - through duplication - of many new gene loci with previously nonexistent functions. During

the last few decennia it became clear that, from an evolutionary point of view, most genes are indeed

not unique but are part of larger families of related genes. These gene families have originated by

duplication of an ancestral gene, after which these duplicated genes in turn have duplicated. It is now

generally believed that extensive gene duplication has been responsible for increased genomic and

phenotypic complexity (e.g. Aburomia et al., 2003; Meyer and Van de Peer, 2003)

Although there is some evidence that gene duplication is a continuous and very frequently occurring

process (Lynch and Conery, 2000), more and more genomic data seem to suggest that many

duplicates have been formed during some major large-scale gene duplication events. Entire genome

duplication events have been postulated for (members of the) the three major eukaryotic kingdoms.

Based on a genome-wide analysis of the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Wolfe and Shields

(1997) postulated a duplication of the entire yeast genome about 100 MYA, although this event was

dated much older (200-300 MYA) by others (Friedman and Hughes, 2001). About 13% of the yeast

genome still consists of duplicated genes, resulting from this polyploidy event (Seoighe and Wolfe,

1999).

For animals, the first indications about large-scale duplications early in the vertebrate lineage were

found by the analysis of Hox genes (Holland, 1994). Hox genes encode DNA-binding proteins that

specify cell fate along the anterior-posterior axis of bilaterian animal embryos and occur in one or

more clusters of up to 13 genes per cluster (Gehring, 1998). It is thought that the ancestral Hox

gene cluster arose from a single gene by a number of tandem duplications. The observation that

protostome invertebrates, as well as the deuterostome cephalochordate Amphioxus, possess a

single Hox cluster while Sarcopterygia, a monophyletic group including lobe-finned fish such as

the coelacanth and lungfishes, amphibians, reptiles, birds, and mammals have four clusters (Holland

and Garcia-Fernandez, 1996; Holland, 1997) supports the hypothesis of 2 Rounds (events) of

entire genome duplications early in vertebrate evolution. Additional evidence comes from the

detection and dating of duplicated blocks in the human genome (McLysaght et al., 2002), large-

scale phylogenetic analysis of gene families (Gu et al., 2002) and analysis of gene clusters such as

the major histocompatibility complex MHC region (Spring, 1997; Abi-Rached et al., 2002). However,

in general, phylogenetic evidence for the 2R hypothesis is hard to find and the 2R hypothesis is still

vividly debated (Spring, 2002; Furlong and Holland, 2002; Larhammar et al., 2002; Friedman and

Hughes, 2003).

 A few years ago, ‘extra’ Hox gene clusters have been discovered in fish. Amores and co-authors

(1998) described the existence of seven Hox clusters in zebrafish (Danio rerio), and additional Hox

clusters have also been described for medaka (Oryzias latipes; Naruse et al., 2000), the African

cichlid fish Oreochromis niloticus (Málaga-Trillo and Meyer 2001), and the pufferfish Fugu rubripes

(Aparicio et al., 1997).
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All these data strongly point to an additional Hox cluster duplication in ray-finned fishes that occurred

before the divergence of zebrafish, medaka and pufferfish, at least 100 Myr ago (Nelson, 1994).

Furthermore, mapping data suggest that duplications are not limited to Hox clusters, and that large

chromosome segments or entire chromosomes are duplicated (Amores et al., 1998; Force et al.,

1999; Woods et al., 2000; Postlethwait et al., 2000). In the meantime, many other multigene families

have been described that have more genes in fish than in other vertebrates (Wittbrodt et al., 1998;

Postlethwait et al., 2000; Taylor et al., 2001a, 2001b). Moreover, tree topologies clearly support a fish-

specific genome duplication that has occurred early in the evolution of ray-finned fish (Taylor et al.,

2003).

In plants, early analyses based on the - at that time - unfinished genome sequence of Arabidopsis

thaliana already showed that large-scale gene duplication, probably a complete genome duplication

occurred in the evolution of this model plant (e.g. Terryn et al., 1999; Blanc et al., 2000; Paterson

et al., 2000), an opinion later shared by the Arabidopsis Genome Initiative (AGI, 2000). Vision et al.

(2000) investigated this genome duplication by looking at large regions (“blocks”) of genes that showed

statistically significant colinearity with other regions in the genome. They rejected a single-genome

duplication hypothesis because of the discovery of overlapping blocks, a phenomenon that can only

be attributed to multiple duplication events. By dating these duplicated blocks, these authors postulated

up to four different large-scale gene duplication events, ranging from 50 to 220 MYA. One of these

classes, dated approximately 100 MYA, grouped nearly 50% of all the duplicated blocks, suggesting

a complete genome duplication at that time (Vision et al., 2000). However, the dating methods used

in this study were later criticized (Wolfe, 2001; Raes et al., 2003).

Box: Glossary of terms

Alloploidy: fusion of the genomes of two different species.

Codon bias: unequal codon usage frequencies for amino acids

between different genes or organisms.

Differential gene loss: reciprocal deletion of genes in

duplicated segments.

Gene conversion: also called nonreciprocal recombination,

a process leading to nondivergence of homologous loci in a

species.

Homologs: genes that share a common ancestor.

In silico: method to study biological questions using

computational means rather than laboratory (in vitro) and

animal experiments (in vivo).

Nonsynonymous substitutions: nucleotide substitution that

leads to amino acid replacement.

Orthologs: homologous genes that originated through

speciation (see figure 1).

Paralogs: homologous genes that originated through

duplication (see figure 1).

Polyploidy: doubling of the copy number of each chromosome

in a species.

Positive selection: selection fixing advantageous mutations.

Pseudogene: nonfunctional gene due to accumulation of

deleterious mutations.

Figure 1. Hypothetical tree depicting a duplication event,

followed by speciation. Paralogs arise through duplication

(full arrows), while orthologs arise through speciation

(dashed arrows).

Purifying selection: selection against deleterious mutations (also called negative

selection).

Subfunctionalization: process in which duplicated genes divide functions

originally exerted by the ancestral gene.

Synonymous substitutions: nucleotide substitution that does not lead to amino

acid replacement.

Transitions: substitution of a purine (A,G) by another purine or a pyrimidine

(C,T) by  another pyrimidine.

Transversions: substitution of a purine (A,G) by a pyrimidine (C,T) or vice versa.
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A recent reanalysis of the Arabidopsis thaliana genome by Simillion et al. (2002) considered heavily

degenerated block duplications. These ancient duplicated blocks can no longer be recognized by

directly comparing both segments due to differential gene loss, but can still be detected through

indirect comparison with other segments. When these so-called hidden duplications are taken into

account to describe the duplication landscape in Arabidopsis, many homologous genomic regions

can be found in five up to eight copies suggesting three polyploidization events in the evolutionary

past of Arabidopsis thaliana. Furthermore, about 28% of the genes in Arabidopsis are retained

duplicates, resulting from these ancient large-scale gene duplication events, the youngest one

estimated to have occurred about 75 million years ago (Simillion et al., 2002).

The evolution of novel gene functions

Large-scale gene or entire genome duplication events such as the ones described above have

been considered very important for biological evolution because they provide a way to double the

genetic material on which evolution can work (Ohno, 1970; Holland, 1994; Sidow, 1996; Prince

and Pickett, 2002; Holland, 2003). Indeed, since duplicated genes are redundant, one of the copies

is, at least in theory, freed from functional constraint, and can therefore evolve a new function. The

classical model, put forward by Ohno (1970) predicts that mutations in the second copy are selectively

neutral and will either turn the gene into a non-functional pseudogene, or alternatively, turn the

duplicate gene into a gene with a new function, due to a series of non-deleterious random mutations.

This model of gene evolution has been widely adopted as an explanation for the evolution of novel

genes and gene functions but has been criticized, mainly because little evidence has been found

for genes that have obtained novel functions this way. Several alternative models for gene evolution

after duplication events have been proposed (Hughes, 1994; 1999; Walsh, 1995; Nowak et al.,

1997; Gibson and Spring, 1998; Wagner, 1998; Force et al., 1999). For example, Hughes (1994)

and Force et al. (1999) argue that when a gene with multiple functions is duplicated, the duplicates

are redundant only for as long as each retains the ability to perform all ancestral roles. When one

of the duplicates experiences a mutation that prevents it from carrying out one of its ancestral

roles, the other duplicate is no longer redundant. According to Force et al.’s (1999) ‘duplication-

degeneration-complementation (DDC)’ model, degenerative mutations preserve rather than destroy

duplicated genes but also change their functions - or at least restrict them - to become more

specialized. Gibson and Spring (1998) have argued that alteration of a single domain in a multidomain

protein might lead to nonfunctional complexes that exhibit a so-called ‘dominant-negative

phenotype’. Their model is based on the observation that, for several genes, point mutations lead

to a much more severe phenotype than when the (duplicated) gene is simply knocked out. In this

case, one would expect selection against deleterious point mutations resulting in the retention of

the gene. As a matter of fact, the gene is not only retained, it is also kept redundant. Although these

models explain gene retention rather than gene evolution, keeping the genes around increases the

chance for functional divergence later on, by e.g. positive selection (e.g. Zhang et al., 1998; Duda

et al., 1999; Hughes et al., 2000) or subfunctionalization (Li, 1980; Piatigorsky and Wistow, 1991;

Hughes, 1994; Force et al., 1999; Stoltzfus, 1999; Wagner, 2002).
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Likewise, processes like gene conversion might also retard the functional divergence of duplicated

genes, while at the same time prevent pseudogenisation of a redundant copy (Li, 1997).

In this review, we discuss some older and novel in silico approaches to study the evolution of duplicated

genes, mainly focussing on the coding part of the gene, in order to find traces that might imply

functional divergence after duplication. Figure 2 summarizes these different approaches, starting from

two paralogs, but extending the set of sequences according to the method used.

Figure 2. Overview of the different in silico approaches to study possible functional divergence at the

coding level between two duplicated genes.  Simple approaches are often based on the comparison of only

two paralogs, while more sophisticated analyses are usually based on a larger collection of sequences.

See text for details.
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Detecting functional divergence

Relative-rate tests

One of the simplest ways to study the evolution of duplicated genes is to investigate whether one of

the duplicates has evolved at a faster rate after duplication, compared to a reference or outgroup

sequence, using a so-called relative-rate test (Margoliash, 1963; Sarich and Wilson, 1973). An

increase in rate of evolution could be explained by relaxed functional constraints eventually turning

one of the duplicates into a pseudogene, due to accumulation of deleterious mutations. On the

other hand, an increase in rate could also point to positive selection by which the gene evolves a

new function. In general, relative-rate tests can be divided into two main categories: parametric and

non-parametric. Parametric rate tests use a model of evolution to account for multiple substitutions,

in order to compute branch lengths more accurately.

To this end, many alternatives and improvements have been proposed over the years, using

distance (e.g. Wu and Li, 1985; Takezaki et al., 1995; Robinson et al., 1998) and likelihood (e.g.

Felsenstein, 1988; Muse and Weir, 1992) approaches. Non-parametric tests have the advantage

that they will not be influenced by the choice of a, possibly wrong, substitution model (Nei and

Kumar 2000). The non-parametric rate test of Tajima (1993) compares two sequences with an

outgroup sequence and counts the number of unique substitutions in both lineages. When both

genes evolve under the molecular clock hypothesis (Zuckerkandl and Pauling, 1965), both genes are

expected to have accumulated a similar number of ‘unique’ substitutions. On the other hand, when

one of the duplicates has accumulated a significantly larger number of substitutions, the molecular

clock does not apply and one of the paralogs is inferred to have experienced an increased evolutionary

rate.

In several studies, rate differences between duplicates have been investigated. Hughes and Hughes

(1993) did not detect any significant rate differences when investigating 17 recently duplicated

genes in the tetraploid frog Xenopus laevis. Cronn et al. (1999) compared 16 paralogous loci in

allotetraploid cotton and did not detect any significant rate difference after duplication, except for

one locus, where pseudogenisation of one of the duplicates after the alloploidy event was suspected.

In a study of 19 gene families in fish and mammals, Robinson-Rechavi and Laudet (2001) detected

four families with a significant rate difference between duplicates. Kondrashov et al. (2002) analyzed

101 paralogous pairs in prokaryotes and eukaryotes and found about five with a significant rate

difference. Zhang et al. (2002a) recently compared rates of 105 duplicated gene pairs on

chromosomes 2 and 4 of Arabidopsis thaliana. Only three of these showed a significant rate difference

after duplication at the protein level. In conclusion, according to most of the studies only a very

small fraction of the duplicates show an increase in evolutionary rate after duplication, possibly

pointing to relaxed functional constraints or positive selection. One of the few studies contradicting

this finding was performed by Van de Peer and coauthors (2001), who examined 26 anciently duplicated

genes in zebrafish, and observed an accelerated rate in about half of the duplicates using a

nonparametric rate test.
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However, only two of 14 duplicated fish genes from the study of Robinson-Rechavi and Laudet showed

an accelerated rate. The drawback of both studies is, as with others (see above), the small number of

duplicates investigated. Furthermore, the selection of genes might have been biased. For example,

the majority of genes investigated by Van de Peer et al. (2001) are transcription factors. Whether this

bias is responsible for the high fraction of duplicates that evolve at unequal rates remains to be

investigated.

Detecting positive selection

A second way to study the evolution of genes after duplication in silico is to compare the rate of

nonsynonymous substitutions, i.e. substitutions leading to amino acid replacements (K
N
), with the

rate of synonymous substitutions, i.e. substitutions that do not lead to amino acid replacement

(K
S
). The ratio of these two values, called w, provides a measure for the selection pressure on the

protein product of a gene. A value of ω<1 indicates purifying or negative selection that keeps the

amino acid sequence from changing since most amino acid changes are disadvantageous, while ω=1

indicates neutral evolution (Kimura, 1983). When ω>1, this implies that natural selection favours

amino acid replacements and as a result nonsynonymous substitutions are fixed at a higher rate than

synonymous substitutions. A value for ω significantly greater than 1 can thus be an indication for the

evolution of the gene towards a new function.

Traditionally, ω is measured over all sites of a gene. To estimate the number of nonsynonymous and

synonymous rates, different approaches exist. In general, these can be divided into two classes:

approximate (counting) methods, which estimate K
S
 and K

N
 for pairs of sequences, and Maximum

Likelihood methods, which are usually based upon an explicit codon-substitution model, using a

multiple sequence alignment and a phylogenetic tree. Approximate methods are based on counting

the number of observed nonsynonymous and synonymous substitutions per nonsynonymous and

synonymous site, after which a correction for multiple substitutions is applied. The simplest methods,

such as the one of Nei and Gojobori (1986), assume equal nucleotide frequencies and no bias in

the direction of change, while others take into account different rates of transitions and transversions

(Li et al., 1985; Li, 1993; Pamilo and Bianchi, 1993; Ina, 1995; Comeron, 1995). A recently developed

method also compensates for codon bias and unequal nucleotide frequencies (Yang and Nielsen,

2000).

The first Maximum Likelihood methods using explicit codon substitution models that allowed

estimating K
N
 and K

S
 were developed in 1994 (Goldman and Yang, 1994; Muse and Gaut, 1994).

These methods take into account biases in codon usage, base frequency, and transition/transversion

ratio. Furthermore, the likelihood framework has the advantage of providing a statistical test to

determine whether K
N
 is significantly higher than K

S
. Using a Likelihood Ratio Test (LRT), one can

compare the likelihood values under two hypotheses, in this case H
0
 where ω is fixed to 1, and H

1

where ω is estimated as a free parameter. The rejection of the null model in the LRT, combined with an

estimation of ω >1, indicates positive or adaptive selection (Yang and Bielawski, 2000).
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Although different methods have been developed to detect positive selection based on ω, it must be

noted that the ratio of nonsynonymous over synonymous mutations can only be used to detect

positive selection for recently duplicated genes. Once the gene has adapted to its specific function,

purifying selection is expected to predominate, allowing the number of synonymous substitutions

per site to catch up and eventually exceed the number of nonsynonymous substitutions per site

(Hughes, 1999; Nei and Kumar, 2000; see further).

Using the methods described above, several examples of positive selection have been described

in duplicated genes such as the primate ribonuclease (Zhang et al., 1998; Zhang et al., 2002b),

mammalian immunoglobulin (Tanaka and Nei, 1989), pregnancy-associated glycoprotein (Hughes

et al., 2000), and gastropod conotoxin genes (Duda and Palumbi, 1999). A more extensive overview

of paralogous as well as orthologous genes for which positive selection has been detected can be

found in Yang and Bielawski (2000).

On the other hand, several large-scale analyses showed that functional divergence through positive

selection was not as ubiquitous as previously thought. Hughes and Hughes (1993) detected no

positive selection in their analysis of 17 duplicated genes of Xenopus laevis, using the method of

Nei and Gojobori (1986). Lynch and Conery (2000) observed 328 duplicated pairs with ω>1 in a

Maximum Likelihood analysis (Goldman and Yang, 1994) of 9870 pairs in several different

eukaryotes. Zhang and co-workers (2002a), using the same technique, did not detect any genes

under positive selection among 242 duplicated gene pairs on chromosome 2 and 4 in Arabidopsis

thaliana. Kondrashov and co-workers (2002) found that the large majority of duplicates is under

purifying selection, using the method of Pamilo and Bianchi (1993) and Li (1993) in an analysis of

4233 recently duplicated gene pairs in 26 bacterial, 6 archaeal and 7 eukaryotic genomes. Studies

looking for positive selection without restricting to paralogs had also only limited success. Endo et

al. (1996) applied the Nei and Gojobori (1986) test on 3595 groups of homologous genes and

found only 17 groups of genes to have been under positive selection (with ω>1 for a majority of all

pairwise comparisons within a group). Sharp (1997), comparing 363 pairs of genes in mouse and

rat, found only one gene, i.e. interleukin-3, with ω>1.

The question remains whether positive selection is more rare than expected, or whether the

developed methodologies are often incapable to reliably detect it. At least in one case, the

shortcomings of the ω>1 test to detect positive selection were clearly demonstrated. In a two-time

point study on HIV drug resistance, Crandall and co-workers (1999) analyzed differences in ω for

the protease gene in eight patients using the Nei and Gojobori (1986) method. They showed that in

only two cases positive selection could be detected, while parallel adaptive substitutions leading to

drug resistance were observed in five out of eight patients.
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Problems in detecting positive selection

Sequence bias

A first problem in detecting positive selection is that the estimation of K
N
 and K

S
 is influenced by

sequence composition (e.g. GC content) and codon biases (Smith et al., 1994). Several analyses

discussed above used a simple method that does not compensate for biases in sequence content.

More complex methods try to account for these biases and allow for, in general, more accurate

estimations of ω (Bielawski et al., 2000).

The episodic nature of selection

Another problem is that positive selection is of an episodic nature, which means that, after a period

of positive selection, purifying selection usually blurs the substitution pattern indicative of positive

selection (Hughes, 1999; Nei and Kumar, 2000). As a result, positive selection cannot be detected

anymore 30-50 million years after gene duplication using the ratio of K
N
 over K

S
 (Hughes, 1999;

Hughes et al., 2000). To address this problem, three approaches have been used. A first approximate

method evaluates whether nonsynonymous mutations occur in such a way as to change protein

charge or polarity to a greater extent than is expected under random substitution. This method

involves the computation of the proportion of radical nonsynonymous differences (p
NR

) per radical

nonsynonymous site versus the proportion of conservative nonsynonymous differences per

conservative nonsynonymous site (p
NC

). When p
NR

 > p
NC

, nonsynonymous differences occur in

such a way as to change the property of interest to a greater extent than expected at random

(Hughes et al., 1990). Since this method looks at nonsynonymous sites only and the resulting

amino acid changes, the occurrence of positive selection should be evident for a much longer

period. It should be noted though that this method might be less sensitive to detect positive selection

than looking at the K
N
/K

S
 ratio (Vacquier et al., 1996; Hughes, 1999). Furthermore, a recent study

showed that this measure is heavily influenced by the transition-transversion ratio and amino acid

composition of the investigated sequences (Dagan et al., 2002). Therefore, inferences on positive

selection based on this method should be treated with caution.

The second strategy is based on the reconstruction of ancestral sequences at the internodes of the

phylogenetic tree. Given a substitution model and a tree topology, ancestral sequences can be

inferred through a variety of parsimony (Eck and Dayhoff, 1966; Fitch 1971; Maddison and Maddison,

1992; Swofford, 2002), distance (Zhang and Nei, 1997), maximum likelihood (Yang et al., 1995;

Schluter, 1995; Koshi and Goldstein, 1996; Pagel, 1999; Pupko et al., 2000; 2002) and hierarchical

Bayesian (Huelsenbeck and Bollback, 2001) approaches. By comparing these ancestral sequences,

ω can be measured along a specific branch (between two ancestral nodes, or an ancestral node and

an endnode) on the tree, corresponding with a more specific period in evolution. Although not explicitly

looking at duplicated genes, Liberles et al. (2001) detected about 4% of 8690 chordate and embryophyte

gene families investigated to have at least one branch in which ω>1 using this approach.
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A third strategy relies on the above-mentioned Maximum Likelihood approach using codon models,

which allow for ω to vary among branches of the tree. Using a Likelihood Ratio Test (LRT), one can

compare the likelihood values under two hypotheses, in this case H
0
 where ω is fixed, and H

1
 where

ω is estimated as a free parameter for (a) specific branch(es). If ω is estimated to be >1 for the

chosen branch(es) and the LRT gives a significant result, this is indicative for positive selection in

that branch (Yang, 1998). This technique was successfully applied to duplicated ribonuclease

genes, thereby confirming earlier results (Bielawski and Yang, 2003).

Positive selection acts locally

Another major reason that might explain the low prevalence of detectable positive selection lies in

the fact that, in general, ω is measured as an average over all sites of a gene. This implies that, if

only a fraction of sites is under positive selection, their detection is complicated. Not all amino

acids of a protein are functionally important and therefore these can evolve in a more neutral way,

while others do have important structural and functional roles and are under strong purifying selection.

One can imagine that after duplication, e.g. only the domains involved in substrate binding specificity

are under positive selection, while all the other sites retain their original evolutionary rates, obscuring

the former sites when looking at the K
N
/K

S
 ratio for the gene as a whole. For example, Hughes and

Nei (1988) detected ω values >1 in the antigen recognition region of the Major Histocompatibility

Complex, while other regions of the genes had values for ω less than 1. Endo and co-workers

(1996) also recognized the possibility of region-restricted positive selection, and also used a second,

sliding window method to look for evidence of positive selection, to avoid averaging over the entire

gene, an approach also followed by Duda and Palumbi (1999). Fares and co-workers (2002) further

improved this kind of approach by estimating the appropriate window size and by detecting saturation

at synonymous sites.

Positive selection can also be limited to a few dispersed amino acids. For this reason, methods

were developed that allow detecting positive selection at single amino acid sites. A first method is

based on inferring ancestral sequences for a given tree topology by testing neutrality (ω=1) for

each codon site using the numbers of synonymous and nonsynonymous changes detected

throughout the tree. Using this method, positive selection on specific sites of the Human Leukocyte

Antigen (HLA) gene was detected, yielding two new putative antigen recognition sites (Suzuki and

Gojobori, 1999). This method is now also implemented in a publicly available software package for

UNIX called ADAPTSITE (Suzuki et al., 2001). Another application of a similar technique can be

found in Bush et al. (1999) who examined positive selection in individual codons for the H3

hemagglutinin gene of the human influenza virus A.

In addition, Maximum Likelihood models were developed that allow for heterogeneous selection

pressure among sites. They also allow hypothesis testing as described above, using classes of

sites that have different values of w. Models implementing discrete as well as continuous (gamma,

beta) ω distributions are provided. For example, one can compare (using a LRT) a model in which

sites have a continuous distribution of ω values between 0 and 1 with a model having one extra

class of sites exists in which ω is freely estimated.
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If the LRT is significant and sites in the extra class have an ω>1, positive selection on a subset of

sites is assumed. This method allowed the detection of positive selection in several genes, where

earlier methods had failed (Nielsen and Yang, 1998; Yang et al., 2000). Using a Bayesian approach,

the posterior probability for each site to belong to a class of ω values can be calculated, and by

consequence the sites under positive selection can be identified (Nielsen and Yang, 1998; Yang et

al., 2000).

Only recently, methods have been developed to combine detection of lineage- and site-specific

positive detection (Yang and Nielsen, 2002). As in the lineage-specific methods, a branch can be

selected, for which positive selection should be tested (the so-called ‘foreground’ branch). All other

branches are referred to as ‘background’ branches. Two models were developed. The first model

(referred to as the “A” model) is based on four classes of sites, namely two classes containing sites

with ω
0
=0 (class 0) or ω

1
=1 (class1), representing sites that are not under positive selection, and

two classes allowing (background) sites of the ω
0
 and ω

1
 class to change to a third (estimated) ω

2

>1 in the foreground branch, respectively (sites going from purifying to positive selection (ω
0
->ω

2
)

in class 2
 
and sites going from neutral evolution to positive selection (ω

1
->ω

2
) in class 3). The

second (“B”) model allows also for sites under positive selection in the background lineages, as ω
0

and ω
1
 are estimated freely over the entire phylogenetic tree. These models have been applied

successfully to detect positive selection after gene duplication in the phytochrome, Troponin C and

chalcone synthase gene families, for which the previous models did not detect positive selection

(Yang and Nielsen, 2002; Bielawski and Yang, 2003; Yang et al., 2002). A new model is currently

under development, which is less restrictive and allows a class of sites with two independent

estimations of ω for the two branches following the duplication event, in order to model site-specific

divergence in selective pressure following duplication. This model further refines the possibilities

of the previous ones, and has been successfully applied to a number of gene families (Joseph P.

Bielawski, pers. comm.). These recent models, together with the Bayesian identification of sites

under positive selection are very promising and will hopefully allow very detailed study of functional

divergence after duplication.

All Maximum Likelihood approaches using codon models described above are implemented in the

PAML package (Yang, 1997), which is publicly available for UNIX, Windows and Apple Macintosh

operating systems.

One of the most recent developments is the use of “stand-alone” Bayesian approaches to detect

positively selected mutations at specific sites and lineages. Nielsen and Huelsenbeck (2002)

developed a method based on mapping mutations on the phylogenetic tree (Nielsen, 2002), that

gave similar results to the Yang and Nielsen (2002) Maximum Likelihood approach. However, this

approach allows the further exploration of the evolutionary history of the investigated genes. As an

example, they showed, rather unexpectedly, that in the Influenza hemagglutinin protein, positively

selected amino acid changes tended to be mostly conservative, instead of the expected radical

substitutions.
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Other methods to detect functional divergence

Several methods have been developed to detect functional divergence after duplication on the premise

of rate shifts of specific positions or regions of the protein. It is postulated that when new functions are

acquired by amino acid substitutions, the selective constraints upon these positions will also change,

which in turn will lead to a difference in substitution rate at these sites (the so-called type-I functional

divergence; Gu, 1999). One of the first methods to detect rate changes was developed by Gu (1999,

2001), and uses a coefficient of statistical divergence (q
l
) to measure the functional divergence between

two paralogous clusters of a tree. q
l
 is defined as the decrease in rate correlation between the two

clusters, and was initially estimated using a simple algorithm based on a Poisson model of molecular

evolution. Gu also developed a probabilistic model with two possible states for each site: S
0
 when the

site is ‘functional-divergence-unrelated’, meaning that the evolutionary rate of that site is the same

between two clusters, and S
1
 (‘functional-divergence-related’) when there is no rate correlation between

clusters and altered functional constraints are hypothesized. In this model, q
l
 can be interpreted as

the probability P(S) of a site being in the ‘functional divergence state’. Using a Maximum Likelihood

approach, q
l
 and the other parameters of the model (the gamma shape parameter a and branch

lengths) are estimated after which a Likelihood Ratio Test can be used to discern between the null

hypothesis that there is no rate difference between the same sites of two clusters (H
0
: q

l
=0) and the

alternative hypothesis H
1
: q

l
>0. The method also allows to analyze three or more clusters at the same

time and incorporates a Bayesian approach to predict sites which are likely responsible for the

functional divergence. It was successfully applied to several vertebrate gene families (for an overview,

see Gaucher et al., 2002). In addition, methods to detect type II functional divergence are proposed.

In type II divergence, there is no detectable rate difference between clusters, but sites have functionally

diverged shortly after duplication at certain sites, resulting in radical amino acid property differences

at these positions between clusters, although the functional constraint (which is reflected by the

evolutionary rate) became similar again, as soon as these changes had occurred (Gu, 2001). The

algorithms were recently embedded in a software package called DIVERGE, featuring a graphical

user interface for Windows and Linux operating systems. This program also allows to map these

sites on a 3D-structure, if available, in order to facilitate the understanding of the functional importance

of discovered critical sites (Gu and Vander Velden, 2002).

Gaucher et al. (2001) used statistical quantiles to detect functionally important sites in elongation

factors by comparing the bacterial EF-Tu proteins with their eukaryotic (and functionally diverged)

EF-1a counterparts. Sites that had a rate difference between the two groups of more than 2 standard

deviations in the distribution of rate differences per site were considered to be candidate sites

responsible for the difference in function. Subsequently, they mapped these positions on the known

tertiary structure of these proteins. By correlating this position with the known functional divergence

of the proteins, they were able to propose putative functions (e.g. tRNA and cytoskeleton interaction)

for these sites. Liberles (2001) proposed two alternative measures of adaptive evolution. A first

method consists of calculating the ratio between the number of Point Accepted Mutations (PAM)

and the Neutral Evolutionary Distance (NED; Peltier et al., 2000).
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The latter distance is based on the proportion of conserved twofold degenerate codons. These codons

are chosen because the differences between each of these codons are represented solely by transitions

at the third codon position (Peltier et al., 2000), making the NED more clocklike than K
S
, where

transitions and transversions, which occur with different probabilities, are considered. Nevertheless,

in general, it is expected that PAM/NED ratios are similar to K
N
/K

S
 ratios, as also observed by

Liberles (2001). A second method, the Sequence Space Assessment (SSA) statistic, measures the

fraction of amino acid sites that have undergone substitution along a certain branch, compared to the

total number of sites that are variable at one or more branches in the tree (normalized for the number

of taxa).

Dermitzakis and Clark (2001) modified a method designed by Tang and Lewontin (1999) that

measures within-protein rate heterogeneity in duplicated genes. This method, called Paralog

Heterogeneity Test, was developed in particular to detect subfunctionalization (see introduction) at

the protein domain level. In other words, it detects whether in one paralog, one region of the

protein has evolved more rapidly than that same region in the other paralog. The method works by

comparing each paralog to a respective ortholog using a sliding window approach where a Q-value

is measured for each variable site in the alignment at a certain window position. This Q-value is a

measure for the density of sequence variability in that window. By comparing the Q-values of both

paralogs, regions that differ in variability can be determined. The software tools also contain a

script to perform randomization tests in order to calculate the significance of the obtained results.

The authors applied their method to several mouse and human gene families and detected several

cases in which two regions of a protein evolved at a different rate in two paralogs, which may point

to subfunctionalization. A similar method, using user-defined regions instead of a sliding window

was also described by Marín et al. (2001).

Functional divergence at the regulatory level

Although this review focuses on the analysis of the protein coding part of a gene, novel gene

functions do not only arise by modification of the coding region, but also by changing its expression.

As the expression of genes is, at least partly, dependent on the presence of transcription factor

binding sites in regulatory regions, mutations in these elements can alter the expression domain of

genes. For example, subfunctionalisation has been proposed to act mainly at the regulatory level,

where the reciprocal loss of different regulatory elements can lead to functional divergence through

expression in e.g. different organs or stages of development (Force et al., 1999). The in silico

investigation of promoter regions of duplicated genes should allow to unravel the evolution of

regulation after duplication. The most straightforward approach would be to align promoters using

standard alignment tools, and look for patterns of loss and gain of regulatory motifs. Unfortunately,

these alignment methods are rather rigid and when, for example, the motif position or order is

changed, or sequences are too divergent, methods based on sequence alignment have serious

difficulties of aligning homologous regulatory regions.
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New techniques such as the detection of overrepresented motifs by word counting or probabilistic

methods and especially methods such as phylogenetic footprinting, which take into account the

phylogenetic relationships of genes, do consider this dynamic nature of promoters and allow to

investigate whether loss or gain of certain regulatory motifs might have led to the functional

divergence of duplicated genes. Nevertheless, although recent approaches seem promising, in

general, unambiguous identification of regulatory elements is far from straightforward. The

delineation of promoters is even harder, due to its complex nature, and in silico promoter prediction

is still in its infancy (Rombauts et al., 2003).

Conclusions

The function of a gene is usually determined by a rather complex combination of the three-

dimensional structure of the protein it encodes, and its spatio-temporal expression determined by

its cis-regulatory elements. In addition, other processes such as post-translational and –transcriptional

modifications, transport and cellular context also play an important role in the definition of a gene’s

function. Duplicated genes provide an excellent tool to study gene function and how genes diverge

in function. After duplication, one gene copy is redundant and, freed from functional constraint,

can evolve a new function. Numerous models have been put forward to explain the retention and

functional divergence of genes and the study of these processes, bringing together fundamental

evolutionary research and more applied functional genomics, has now become a rapidly growing

field of research. Although the in silico determination of functional difference between two duplicated

genes is inevitably compromised by the complex nature of what defines a gene’s function, as

discussed here, much progress has been made in the last few years and many novel approaches

have become available to study the functional diversification of genes. By formulating testable

working hypotheses, these in silico methods can speed up and focus research in many different

domains.
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Discussion

The last decade has seen the advent of an enormous amount of sequence data, both from large-

scale EST and complete genome sequencing projects. The same period is marked by the rise of

bioinformatics, a research field aimed at all aspects of the art of extracting knowledge from this

huge pile of raw data. Thanks to the development of gene prediction programs and similarity-

based search tools, an unseen wealth of genes and gene families is discovered. New advances in

evolutionary analysis tools allow the in-depth analysis of the history of duplications and divergences

lying at the origin of the expansion of these gene families. Furthermore, the availability of complete

genome sequences provides a global and exhaustive view at the complete set of candidate genes

for a particular function. In-depth sequence analysis of these genes can result in the in silico prediction

of signal peptides, conserved domains, regulatory elements as well as secondary and even tertiary

protein structure (Chapters 1, 3, 4 and 6).

The rapid increase of data and high demand by the research community forced the development

of highly automated systems for gene discovery and functional annotation. This high-throughput

approach came at a price: since the first publication of many genome sequences, numerous reports

of erroneous annotation have been published, both at the functional and structural level (see

Chapter 1).

Although many reasons exist for the incorrect assignment of function, the main danger lies in the

fact that, due to the automated use of sequence similarity for functional annotation, existing erroneous

annotations quickly propagate through the databases, becoming themselves a source of further

error proliferation (Brenner, 1999; Aubourg and Rouzé, 2001). At the structural level, one of the

main problems is the intrinsic compositional difference between genomes, resulting in the fact that

the most optimal gene finding strategy or tool for one species can produce significantly inferior

results in another. This was especially true for the Arabidopsis genome, being the first plant genome

to be sequenced. Software developed for animal genomes did not perform as well in this model

plant, due to differences in base composition, codon usage, splice site consensuses, et cetera

(Pavy et al., 1999).

Several of the results presented in this PhD thesis relate directly to this problem: due to the numerous

errors found in the first automatic annotation of the Arabidopsis genome, manual reannotation of

genes was a slow, tedious, but necessary step in the analysis of genes and their families. It was in

this respect that initiatives such as the GeneFarm project were set up (Chapter 2). The value of

manual, expert annotation was quickly acknowledged by the Arabidopsis research community, as

can be seen from the websites dedicated to this subject that are hosted by TAIR (Rhee et al., 2003)

and MIPS (Schoof et al., 2002), as well as the numerous family-wise reannotation papers that

have been published in recent years.
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However, during the course of this PhD, an important number of EST and full-length cDNA sequences

was generated for Arabidopsis, leading to a significant improvement in annotation quality (e.g.

Haas et al., 2002). This extrinsic gene prediction approach showed to be - although more expensive

and labour-intensive than pure in silico annotation pipelines - a qualitative high-troughput alternative to

manual annotation. In the future, the extrinsic annotation approach will even gain importance in plant

research, as large amounts of ESTs have been and are being sequenced for a great number of

species from different taxonomic groups. In addition, already a second plant genome sequence is

available: that of the model monocot plant rice (Goff et al., 2002; Yu et al., 2002). Thanks to extrinsic

approaches using EST data and the transfer of annotation from Arabidopsis and rice to other genomes,

together with a steady improvement of gene prediction tools, future annotation pipelines will probably

show a much higher accuracy. For transfer of annotation to work, however, a reliable annotation must

be achieved for the two current reference genomes. For this reason, the many general or family

specific re-annotation projects (based on expert intervention or large-scale cDNA sequencing) lay the

foundations of the future annotation of Populus and Medicago.

The family-wise annotation of genes provides - besides the obvious gene structure - the opportunity to

gain insight in the function of these genes and processes of evolution and functional divergence. The

exhaustive annotation of a gene family within a genome allows one to get a clear view at the toolbox

of genes at the disposition of the organism for a specific function. Sequence analysis of a gene family

can provide an insight into differences/similarities in function between members and give indications

at possible redundancy between closely related duplicates. Phylogenetic studies allow the classification

of genes in related groups and present hypotheses on the evolution of the family and the pathways it

is involved in. In addition, it allows the derivation of correct orthology-paralogy relationships between

family members in different organisms. The transfer of function between orthologous genes has been

shown to be a reliable way of in silico functional annotation (Eisen, 1998). In this respect, the family

analyses presented in this thesis (Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6) constitute the foundations of current and

future research in the respective families and pathways, by pointing out target genes for specific

functions and giving insights into putative redundant genes within species.

The analysis of gene families also allows to investigate the role of duplication in evolution. Both

large and small-scale duplication events lie at the basis of the current diversity of genes found in

Arabidopsis. It was shown that at least one, and probably three genome duplication have marked

the evolutionary history of this model plant (Chapter 7). In addition, many examples of recent tandem

duplication were found in studies presented here, together with more ancient duplications, of which

the origin is blurred through gene loss, translocations and genome rearrangements (Chapters 3, 4

and 6). However, it appears to be very difficult to draw general conclusions of the (relative) impact of

these different events. In the families studied here, no clear effect was seen of the complete genome

duplications on the gene families in question nor on the pathway they acted in, or at least not the

‘large’ effect, that one would expect to see, given the magnitude of the event.
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The reason for this could lie in the fact that the knowledge about function, interaction and expression

of the genes investigated remains probably too limited to actually conclude something. In addition, it

could also be that to see the importance of these events, one should look at a level even beyond that

of single pathways, as the genome-wide duplication of genes acts on the organism as a whole.

Finally, it should be noted that up till now, although many theories on the impact of genome duplication

on speciation and evolution of novelty exist, no convincing evidence has been found favouring

one or the other. Consequently, one would have to take into account the sobering possibility that

the impact of these genome duplications is not as profound as has been previously thought. However,

given the paucity of functional data available, I personally prefer to give the current hypotheses

the benefit of the doubt (a practice also known as “hope-driven science”).

On the other hand, when looking at a smaller scale, the effect of gene duplication on single genes

has been described in literature for more and more  (isolated) cases now. Subfunctionalisation at

the regulatory level is increasingly observed under the form of differences in expression patterns

of duplicated genes, while at the same time smaller functional differences (e.g. substrate or binding

specificity) are more and more observed between duplicates (Prince and Pickett, 2002). On the

other hand, cases of apparent complete functional redundancy are also observed, albeit of course

easier to detect one difference than to prove there is none. In recent years, great advances have

been made to investigate these events in silico. The thorough computational analysis of gene

families will allow to formulate hypotheses on the diversification of genes, and consequently on

the reasons behind the expansion or apparent redundancy between genes, i.e. whether duplicated

genes are subject to differences in evolutionary rate, to regulatory or coding-level subfunctionalisation,

positive or purifying selection. By complementing these hypotheses with wet-lab experiments to

investigate differences in expression (RT-PCR, Northern, micro-array,…), interaction (Y1H, Y2H, Y3H,

ChIP…) or substrate specificity (metabolic assays), we will be one step closer in discovering the fate

of duplicated genes and their role in evolution.
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Abstract

It is expected that one of the merits of comparative genomics lies in the transfer of structural and

functional information from one genome to another. This is based on the observation that, although

the number of chromosomal rearrangements that occur in genomes is extensive, different species

still exhibit a certain degree of conservation regarding gene content and gene order. It is in this

respect that we have developed a new software tool for the Automatic Detection of Homologous

Regions (ADHoRe). ADHoRe was primarily developed to find large regions of microcolinearity,

taking into account different types of microrearrangements such as tandem duplications, gene loss

and translocations, and inversions. Such rearrangements often complicate the detection of

colinearity, in particular when comparing more anciently diverged species. Application of ADHoRe

to the complete genome of Arabidopsis and a large collection of concatenated rice BACs yields

more than 20 regions showing statistically significant microcolinearity between both plant species.

These regions comprise from 4 up to 11 conserved homologous gene pairs. We predict the number

of homologous regions and the extent of microcolinearity to increase significantly once better

annotations of the rice genome become available.
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Abstract

Using synchronized tobacco Bright Yellow-2 cells and cDNA-amplified fragment length polymorphism-

based genomewide expression analysis, we built a comprehensive collection of plant cell cycle-

modulated genes. Approximately 1,340 periodically expressed genes were identified, including known

cell cycle control genes as well as numerous unique candidate regulatory genes. A number of plant-

specific genes were found to be cell cycle modulated. Other transcript tags were derived from unknown

plant genes showing homology to cell cycle-regulatory genes of other organisms. Many of the genes

encode novel or uncharacterized proteins, indicating that several processes underlying cell division

are still largely unknown.
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Abstract

Cyclin regulatory proteins interact with Cyclin-Dependent Kinases (CDKs) to control the progression

through the cell cycle. In Arabidopsis thaliana, 34 cyclin genes, grouped into different classes (A-,

B-, D-, H- and T-type cyclins), have been described.  Here we report the isolation and characterization

of a novel class of seven Arabidopsis cyclin genes, designated PLPs.  All PLP cyclins share a highly

conserved 100 amino acids central region (“Cyclin box”) displaying a significant homology to the

PHO80 cyclin from Saccharomyces cerevisiae and the related G
1
 cyclins from Trypanosome cruzi

and T. brucei. In agreement, PLP4;2 was able to complement a PHO80 mutant yeast strain. PLP

cyclins interact with CDKA;1 in vivo and in vitro as shown by yeast two-hybrid analysis and co-

immunoprecipitation experiments. In addition, PLP proteins were demonstrate to co-localize with

CDKA;1 in the nucleus of interphase cells, strongly suggesting the formation of a CDKA;1/PLP

complex in planta. As PLP expression is restricted to proliferating tissues but also can be found in

differentiating and mature tissues, we postulate that in analogy with other systems PLP cyclins are

involved in the linkage between cell division, cell differentiation, and the nutritional status of the cell.
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Abstract

Almost a century ago, when comparative genomics was the study of chromosome numbers, the

evolutionary implications of genome duplication appear to have been nearly as hot a topic as today.

Kuwada (1911) proposed that the production of innumerable races of Zea mays has a certain relation

to the duplication of chromosomes and Tischler, (1915) observed a correlation between chromosome

variation and external morphology in a diversity of plant species. By the 1930s the concept of genes

had become established and smaller scale duplication events could be visualised in Drosophila polytene

chromosomes. Stadler (1929) discovered that barley species in the genera Avena and Triticum with

21 chromosomes were less prone to harmful mutations than species with seven or 14 chromosomes.

He concluded the the frequency of induced mutation in polyploids was low because of gene reduplication.

Haldane (1932), Muller (1934), Bridges (1935) and Serebrovsky (1938) all considered the possibility

that gene duplicates might be altered (evolve new functions) without disadvantage to the organism.

Later, discussion about the possible connection between gene duplication and macroevolution emerged

from debates between proponents and opponents of neo-darwinism.  Metz (1947) argued that without

duplication events we would have to assume that the  ‘primordial ameoba’ was endowed with all the

germinal components now present in its descendants, from protozoa to man. Insights into genome

duplication in the late sixties drew upon data from isozyme electrophoresis, amino acid sequencing

and DNA-RNA hybridization research. Ohno (1970) echoed the sentiment of Metz when he proposed

that the creation of new gene loci with previously non-existent functions was a pre-requisite for the

creation of metazoans, vertebrates and finally mammals from unicellular organisms. Genome

sequencing projects have now shown that unicellular organisms do have fewer genes than vertebrates.

However, the connection between speciation, organismal complexity, and gene content remains a

contentious issue. Here we review the long history of gene and genome duplication research and the

contribution of whole genome sequencing to the  debate over the evolutionary importance of gene and

genome duplication.
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Abstract

ForCon is a software tool for the conversion of nucleic acid and amino acid sequence alignments that

runs on IBM-compatible computers under a Microsoft Windows environment.  The program converts

alignment formats used by all popular software packages for sequence alignment and phylogenetic

tree inference.  ForCon is available for free on request from the authors or can be downloaded via

internet at URL http://www.psb.ugent.be/~jerae/ForCon/index.html.  It is also included in the software

package TREECON for Windows (see http://www.psb.ugent.be/bioinformatics/psb/treeconw/

treeconw.zip).
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